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LaRouche’s NewBrettonWoods
Debated in Italian Parliament
by Paolo Raimondi

The Chamber of Deputies, one of the two houses of the Italian tradition of FDR; or a globalized fascist dictatorship.
As the Italian parliamentarians were speaking, the dollar’sParliament, began a discussion on March 14 of Motion

1-00320, which calls on Rome to take international action for value was crashing relative to currencies in Europe and Asia.
Two days later, the U.S. government announced that the cur-the convening of a New Bretton Woods conference, to get the

world economy and financial system out of systemic crisis. rent account deficit for 2004 had hit a new high of $665.9
billion, up by 25% over 2003. To cover this deficit, capitalThe motion (see our previous issue for the full text) had been

introduced on February 2004 by Deputy Mario Lettieri, who inflows to the U.S. in January had to amount to approximately
$4 billion a day. Reports are coming out daily about the “di-gained the support of about 50 parliamentarians from all the

parties represented in Parliament, mostly from the opposition, versification” of assets being carried out by major dollar-
holders, such as China, Korea, and Russia. And major globalbut some also from the present Berlusconi coalition.

The importance of the Lettieri motion is that it is an institu- financial players are rushing into hard commodities, in antici-
pation of the inevitable dramatic crash ahead.tional act undertaken in a member nation of the G7 group,

and one of the main initiators of the European Union, which Nor was it simply the financial system that was in turmoil.
On March 16, General Motors, the company once virtuallypublicly and officially poses the urgency of a new interna-

tional financial architecture to be organized by the direct inter- synonymous with U.S. business, announced that its earnings
for 2005 will be 80% below its prior forecast, its first quartervention of government and state leaders, as U.S. President

Franklin D. Roosevelt acted in 1944 at Bretton Woods to earnings will be negative, and its cash flow could be negative
by $4-5 billion. The rating agencies which have been keepingrebuild the world economy after World War II. As reported

fully in the following pages, in his intervention, Lettieri im- GM bonds just above the junk bond level, were widely ex-
pected to take that fateful step soon.mediately identified Lyndon LaRouche as the initiator and

the promotor, at the international level, of the campaign for a In this context, new warnings of a looming financial catas-
trophe come as no surprise. On March 6, Tony Dye, the CityNew Bretton Woods.
of London investor well known for his early and correct pre-
diction of the Internet bubble crash, was quoted by the conser-It Couldn’t Be More Timely

If anything, Lettieri’s motion is more crucial today than vative Sunday Telegraph that the “wildly speculative” share-
price bubble in oil and natural resources companies, is goingwhen he introduced it more than a year ago. Despite “official”

statements about an economic recovery being underway, it is to go the same way. “We’ve seen these cycles before over the
years,” Dye said, “and there won’t be many people who makeobvious even to the unschooled observer that the dollar-based

financial system is currently blowing out. The question is not much money out of it.”
The same day, the Sunday Times ran a feature: “Is privatewhether there will be a new financial architecture—which

Lettieri’s motion calls for—but what kind of architecture that equity building up a Debt Bubble?” The private equity “indus-
try,” The Times wrote, is “the Jekyll and Hyde of finance.”will be: one along the lines LaRouche has outlined in the
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of the Finance Committee of the House,
he has been on the front line in the fights
against speculation, against the arro-
gance of the banking community, and at
the same time to put Italy in alliance
with the Third World countries for poli-
cies of cooperation and development.

The Margherita party strongly fol-
lows the tradition of Aldo Moro, the Ital-
ian statesman who was declared an en-
emy by Henry Kissinger, and later
kidnapped and killed by the Red Bri-
gades terrorists. Another very well-
known Italian politician, Giulio An-
dreotti, is close to the Margherita, as is
former European Commission presi-
dent Romano Prodi, the leader of the left
opposition coalition in the upcoming
elections.

As reported below, Italian parlia-
mentarians have been, over the past

As part of his campaign for a new, just world monetary system, Lyndon LaRouche years, constantly in contact with the
keynoted a conference entitled “Toward a New Bretton Woods” in Rome on June 23,

LaRouche movement, and have under-2000. Shown here, in the “Sala del Cenacolo” of the Chamber of Deputies where the
taken numerous official initiatives inconference was held, left to right, are Claudio Celani, LaRouche, Paolo Raimondi, and

Helga Zepp-LaRouche. support of the Bretton Woods cam-
paign. The particular sensitivity of
many Italian politicians to these eco-

nomic and development matters is surely a reflection of PopeThe Times quoted Mark Anson, chief investment officer of
the $175 billion California Public Employees Retirement John Paul II’s commitment to economic justice and to a new

justworld economic order, as reflected in his support for aSystem, saying that the biggest asset bubble that “I’m afraid
of at the moment is private equity,” in a speech in Geneva last debt moratorium for the countries of the South during the

Jubilee of the year 2000.month. Like derivatives, private equity firms are an unregu-
lated risk to the whole system. When Lettieri’s motion was introduced into the Parlia-

ment in February 2004, Italy was in the middle of the biggestA full-page feature in the City of London’s Financial
Times March 14, reported that the high-yield debt markets corporate default in its history, that of Parmalat, a modern

agro-industrial company turned into a financial scam, and anwere “bracing for a fall.” Another article said that the recent
years’ “global credit boom” is about to come to an end, and example of the systemic crisis involving almost the entire

banking community beginning with the largest internationalbankruptcy firms are gathering around. The sharp rise in
yields on 10-year U.S. Treasuries, about a half a percentage banks like Bank of America and JP Morgan Chase. This col-

lapse, together with the Argentinian bonds default, has af-point the week before, was a warning shot, the Financial
Times wrote. fected over a million people and their families. Recently about

100.000 small and middle-sized industries have also beenMissing from all the warnings, of course, was the hint of
a solution to the crisis. That was, however, on the agenda at tricked into dirty financial derivatives games, which led to

losses of more than $6 billion, and a dramatic risk of bankrupt-the Italian Chamber of Deputies.
cies and layoffs.

Lettieri has collaborated with this author, who is presidentItalians Take the Lead
Mario Lettieri is a deputy of the Margherita party, a na- of the Solidarity International Civil Rights Movement,

LaRouche’s organization in Italy—first in the preparation oftional organization formed by people who strongly identify
with the social doctrine of the Catholic Church, and with the the motion, and now in its presentation for a general debate.

Similar motions have previously been presented in thepro-labor, pro-dialogue and anti-war attitude of the Pope John
Paul II. He represents the intellectual elite from the Mezzo- Senate, the latest having been by Sen. Oskar Peterlini, from

the party of the linguistic minorities (Autonomia), with thegiorno of Italy ( he is originally from the Basilicata region,
south of Naples) that has fought for emancipation and devel- support of over 20 Senators, among them Giulio Andreotti.

The open discussion in the House may stimulate the expan-opment out of the poverty of the Southern areas. As secretary
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sion of the debate in the Senate as well in the near future.
Mario LettieriOn March 14, immediately after Lettieri, deputy Paola

Mariani, from the Left Democrats (DS), the main opposition
party led by Piero Fassino and Massimo D’Alema, and a
member of the Committee on European Affairs, intervened
in support of the motion, arguing in particular against the UrgentReasons for
nefarious role of the International Monetary Fund in the de-
veloping sector, and in the Argentinian crisis in particular. ANewBrettonWoods

The same message was delivered by Deputy Sandro Del-
Mastro Delle Vedove, from the conservative party Alleanza

The following is Hon. Mario Lettieri’s speech to the ItalianNazionale, whose leader Gianfranco Fini is the present Italian
Foreign Minister. DelMastro, member of the Culture and Chamber of Deputies on March 14. It was translated from

Italian, and subheads have been added.Transport Committees, raised the risks of the systemic crisis
and the danger for the world economy represented by the

Mr. President, it is well knowncollapse of the dollar of an America dominated by speculation
and debts. Using EIR materials and analyses, he has been that last year was the anniversary

of the founding of the Brettonvery active in the Parliament in the past months introducing
a dozen official inquiries and interrogations to the Italian gov- Woods system, with which, in

1944, the global economic andernment on different subjects related to the financial collapse,
including the International Monetary Fund role in the financial structure was planned.

Bretton Woods, despite certainArgentinian default. DelMastro’s endorsement of the motion
proves the existence of a bipartisan attitude against the poli- monetarist conceptions, was first

and foremost intended as a systemcies of the neoliberal free market philosophy and policies,
which are spreading in all parts of the society. for economic reconstruction, sup-

ported above all by the PresidentThe neo-liberal interests indeed have taken some action
to neutralize the dramatic impact of Lettieri’s motion. They of the United States, Franklin

Delano Roosevelt.
Hon. Mario Lettieri

got Deputy Antonio Leone, of Forza Italia, the party of pre-
mier Silvio Berlusconi, to introduce a second motion which The goal was the development of the real economy of

nations, which finance and credit were to support and pro-generally recognizes the negative effects on the market of the
various defaults, and generically invites the Italian govern- mote. Unfortunately, this is not what happened, or at least,

not what always happened: Large-scale international finance,ment to continue in its “good work,” and also the “action,
already begun in the competent international centers, to fur- after the death of Roosevelt, immediately began to undermine

that spirit of growth that was intended not only to overcomether define agreements in the fields of international finance to
protect the financial markets and the savers.” colonialism, but also to defeat the misery and underdevelop-

ment of the countries of the Third and Fourth Worlds.The idea behind Leone’s move was to propose a unifica-
tion of the two motions, in order to gut the main thrust of the The reality, unfortunately, is quite different; the data is

dramatic, especially if we look at the countries of Africa andLettieri’s initiative. Mario Lettieri rejected this trick, on the
grounds that he wants the New Bretton Woods proposal Asia: There are still wars, misery, disease, and death. I will

spare you the numbers, which have been abundantly pub-against the systemic crisis to remain, also for the future, as an
official document registered in the Parliamentary Acts, even lished both in the specialized press and in other media.
if with only the support of a minority of the Parliament.

On March 17, Lettieri introduced a slightly modified text, Stop the Collective Insanity
In 1971, Nixon decreed the end of the Bretton Woodswith the endorsement of an additional deputy, to emphasize

the dimension of the systemic crisis and its effects on the real system, and that opened the doors to large-scale speculation,
and big financial bubbles. In recent years, people have reachedeconomy and on employment.

As we are writing, the discussion on the motion has been the point of even believing that wealth is no longer produced
by work, industry, agriculture, and the application of scien-put on hold, delayed on the official calendar by the discussion

of other issues, principally that of Italian military participation tific and technological research to productive economic sec-
tors, but rather by stock markets and finance. In my view, wein Iraq, a topic which always raises major emotional and polit-

ical tension. The Acting President of the House has also an- are faced with a true case of collective insanity, which must
be cured at the international level.nounced that a meeting of the leaders of the political factions

has agreed to schedule the continuation of the discussion on Today, reflection is beginning on this issue, and not only
in our country. I am thinking, in the United States of America,the motion at a later time, probably after the regional elections

of April 3-4. of an important economist and Democratic politician, Lyndon
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LaRouche, who has promoted an international campaign, In April 2004, it was again the Bank for International
Settlements which collected the data supplied by 52 centralcalled “For a New Bretton Woods: the alternative to the global

financial crash—Large-scale Eurasian infrastructure proj- banks and published a three-year investigation by the Central
Banks of the foreign exchange and derivatives markets. Hereects.” A New Bretton Woods must therefore strive for a sys-

tem that restarts development of the real economy of nations, are the official results and variations over three years: The
daily volume of foreign exchange markets increased by 57%,and therefore reduces, especially, the delays in developing

countries. To this end, the credit system is essential; it must reaching a daily volume of $1,800 billion; the daily volume
of OTC financial transactions (which are not registered) in-supply long-term credit at low interest rates, to promote large-

scale projects, infrastructure networks, and productive invest- creased by 112%, reaching a daily level of $1,200 billion.
The leading market of course, is London, which is almostment for research, education, and health care. This is the sce-

nario in which the motion presented a year ago was conceived. twice as large as the American market. The BIS declared that
it was quite worried because the speculative funds, the so-
called hedge funds, have an increasing importance in theseThe Derivatives Bubble

However, one year later, not only do we find confirmation operations, to the point that 43% of all contracts do not involve
a bank, but rather a hedge fund or insurance company as oneof what we had written and what I presented in my first inter-

vention, but unfortunately, we must also observe that the sys- of the counterparties. And this is a worrying fact, since banks,
although they can be criticized and need to be more transpar-temic financial crisis is producing shocks on the markets in

an increasingly significant and negative manner, with increas- ent, do offer a minimum level of guarantees, unlike these
funds.ingly serious and uncontrollable consequences, at a level

which clearly goes beyond that of Italy. Another report prepared by the BIS, on March 8, 2004,
indicates that the overall turnover for 2003 reached $874,000The gap between the real economy and the economy based

on financial speculation is of an almost inconceivable magni- billion, an increase of 26% over the previous year.
I realize, Mr. President, that hearing me speak about alltude. Along with the overall numbers, the exponential rate of

growth of these values is a further source of concern. In the of these thousands of billions of dollars has a certain effect;
it probably leads to people not being fully conscious of themotion, we reference the official report of the Bank for Inter-

national Settlements in Basel (the famous “Central Banks’ significance of these truly enormous amounts, but these are
numbers on which all of us, and especially the monetary au-Bank”), entitled: “OTC (Over the Counter) Derivatives Mar-

ket Activity in the First Half of 2003.” These are the contracts thorities and governments, should reflect.
Consider what has happened with certain large banks; fornegotiated outside of the official markets, and thus not regis-

tered. Well, in this report from Nov. 12, 2003, the following example, Morgan Chase alone, has increased its derivatives
exposure by about $10,000 billion, almost the size of U.S.notional values of OTC derivatives are reported, in billions

of dollars: June 2002: $127,500; December 2002: $141,700; GDP. The total value of derivatives exposure is thus larger
than world GDP: We are faced with a situation in which, ifJune 2003: $169,700; that is, an increase of $42 trillion in

12 months! there were crises that could lead to a crash, the situation would
cause a global financial breakdown, with devastating effectsThe most recent report available from the BIS, on deriva-

tives at the end of December 2004, brings the total of contracts on the economy, wealth, and life of many countries. Thus, we
can see that the analyses I cited earlier are actually intendedopen at the end of June to over $220,000 billion: an enormous,

scary amount, which highlights an increase of $50,000 billion to mitigate the true danger, by indicating the net risk of all the
operations as only $804 billion.more in 12 months!

It is definitely important to emphasize that, at the end of
June 2001, according to the official BIS reports, OTC deriva- There Is a Solution

In conclusion, without going any further in citing statisticstives were $100,000 billion. Thus, in three years, there has
been an increase of $120,000 billion, equal to three times which have all been reported in official documents of not only

individual banks but also central banks, I believe that the spiritworld GDP!
Those who now speak of derivatives as simply operations of the motion presented and signed by myself, as well as by

about fifty colleagues from all the Parliamentary groups, isfor covering risk are certainly on the wrong track: Derivatives
are the greatest risk for the entire financial system, and even aimed at committing our government to act at the international

level so that a new phase be initiated, a New Bretton Woods,in the Italian situation, which is limited, an investigation
launched by the Finance Commission recently revealed that so to say, that aims above all at relaunching economic growth

and productive economic activity, defeating poverty in theabout 100,000 small and medium-sized enterprises have been
victims of the resort to the derivatives market in recent years, countries still afflicted by it and guaranteeing economic sta-

bility to all countries; otherwise the “financialization” of thenot to mention certain local governmental institutions; but we
will have time to discuss this when the Commission completes economy truly risks impoverishing nations and worsening

living conditions, and obviously consigning the citizens ofits investigative activity.
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Third World countries to a situation of further decline and over the presence of our military in Iraq; this was already
discussed a short time ago, and thus I will spare you myabandonment.

Just think of the events which have dramatically affected considerations of strong opposition on this issue. At the time
of Bretton Woods we were emerging from a war; today weabout 1 million Italian small investors; I am referring to Par-

malat, Cirio, Giacomelli, and the events that involved Banca have the duty to carry out, with just as much determination,
another war: a war on poverty and misery, present in so many121 and the holders of Argentine bonds. The fact that a sover-

eign state such as Argentina registered a situation of bank- parts of the world, especially on the African continent and in
Asia, in order to achieve a better coexistence between theruptcy says a lot about what is happening. How many other

countries run this risk? This is a question that should disquiet peoples of the world and guarantee the right to an acceptable
quality of life for everyone.and worry us. We are not a happy but isolated island, and

Europe and the West must remedy the policy of speculation This is the sense of our motion. There is a risk of a systemic
global crash of the financial sector, which could have effectsand speculative bubbles that are continuously repeated, and

that certainly end up damaging the real economy. much worse than those which took place following the De-
pression of 1929-33. I believe that there is no time to be lost,Therefore, a New Bretton Woods cannot but begin with an

operational meeting of the governments of the most advanced and I hope that the motion under consideration, which has
also been signed by colleagues belonging to political groupsnations, not only those of the G-8, but it would be appropriate

to also open the discussion to others. To this aim, I would in the Parliamentary majority, does not find us divided—these
are not ideological questions!—but rather united in commit-mention that important countries such as China and India have

appeared on the international scene in a pressing manner, and ting the government to moving in the direction indicated,
conscious that that is the right direction!they will have something to say on this subject, as well as on

trade matters.
Although the problem is that of reviewing the rules of

the global market, tariffs are certainly not necessary. On this
Paola Marianisubject, I find it absurd that a Minister of this government is

proposing the imposition of tariffs: This means that he is
certainly out of this world. In a globalized economy such as
the one we have today, tariffs are not necessary, but rather we
need clear rules which bind nations and economic partici- It’s Time for aNew
pants.

So, a New Bretton Woods should act to reorganize the Financial Structure
entire system based on bankruptcy reorganization rules, in
order to favor productive activities over speculative ones.

Deputy Mariani, of the Left Democrats, followed Lettieri,This should include the introduction of rules regarding finan-
cial movements and controls on trade flows (on this matter, speaking in favor of the motion. Her speech is translated here

from Italian.as I already said, we don’t need tariffs, but rather rules of
behavior). It should also include taxation of income deriving

Mr. President, the recent financialfrom purely financial operations. On this point, I remind you
that the Finance Commission is discussing a series of propos- crashes (Parmalat, Finmatica, En-

ron, the Argentine bonds), theals that aim to introduce a sort of Tobin tax. Taxation on
purely financial operations is therefore a path which must be echoes of which are still reverber-

ating today, are indicative of thetaken in order to limit and regulate the phenomenon. Finally,
the reorganization should include a series of tax incentives fact that we are faced with a crisis

of the international financial sys-for investment in production and technology, especially for
medium- and long-term investments. A new banking and fi- tem, characterized by strongly

speculative tendencies.nancial system must be created so the system favors develop-
ment, not speculation. To achieve the convocation of a confer- For this reason, it is necessary

to institute, at the internationalence at the level of heads of state and government, similar to
the one held in 1944, the Italian government must also act. level, a series of mechanisms ca-

pable of guaranteeing the correct
Paola Mariani

functioning of the economic and financial system throughWage War on Poverty
Today, unfortunately, war is still present in some parts of greater controls and more guarantees, to protect the interests

of all participants in the economy.the world, and this constitutes a serious situation that contrasts
with what is sanctioned by the Italian Constitution, which I am referring to the necessity of mechanisms of protec-

tion at the international level, considering the fact that, withestablishes that Italy rejects war. I do not intend to polemicize
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the internationalization of financial markets and economic ‘Market Fundamentalism’
Stiglitz’s book, in fact, is a denunciation of the collusionglobalization, which allow for the immediate movement of

capital and information from one part of the world to another, between the institutions of the Washington consensus and the
financial community. His judgment regarding the institutionsit has become impossible for a single nation, and even for

Europe as a whole, to guarantee adequate controls and super- which arose from Bretton Woods, and in particular, the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, is very clear: those institutions hadvise the application of the rules that must be the foundation

of a free financial system. the task of stabilizing the markets and correcting their failures,
yet they then became, according to Stiglitz, examples of what
he defines as market fundamentalism. All of the weakness ofA $400 Trillion Financial Bubble

The current system is a financial system directed towards this economic system was revealed by the Enron case, which
served as a wake-up call by demonstrating that the marketspure speculation, such that the entire international financial

bubble amounts to about $400 trillion, compared to world are not self-regulated, but need Governments; just as the dere-
gulation the International Monetary Fund applies to the wholeGDP of little more than $40 trillion. In order to have an open,

free, and global financial system, it is urgent to establish, world can not work.
The event which unleashed his criticism of the Interna-through the relevant international venues, a new financial ar-

chitecture able to make up for the limits of the current system, tional Monetary Fund’s operations was surely the suspension
of the Fund’s assistance program for Ethiopia, a countrybased on the International Monetary Fund and the World

Bank. whose economic parameters were in order, and which left
no room for touches of doubt or uncertainties in judgmentThese institutions were fine when they were established,

as the Honorable Lettieri reminded us a short time ago, in regarding the economic conduct to be followed. So it was
considered seriously problematic that certain global organiza-1944 at Bretton Woods, in a postwar situation, where the

priority was assistance for reconstruction of the countries dev- tions, in addition to making serious economic errors, such as
the closure of banks in Southeast Asia, also have the problemastated by the war, and monetary stability was based on a

strong anchor of all currencies to the dollar. As the financial of giving prevalence to the interests of creditors and the West-
ern financial community.crises of recent years have demonstrated, today this system

protects neither the industrialized countries nor the develop- This is, therefore, the first time that such in-depth criticism
of the International Monetary Fund has come from a maning countries.

It must be said that the monetarist policies of the Interna- inside the institutions, like Stiglitz. Although it may have
gone beyond anyone’s expectations, the criticism receivedtional Monetary Fund towards developing countries—such

as Argentina—have in the past been directly responsible for vast support from both the World Bank and the academic
community, and even from members of the financial commu-the worsening of the financial situation of those countries, to

the point of provoking bankruptcy, since the IMF imposed nity who were actually denounced in the book, because these
people appreciated what was written there.the payment of high levels of interest, along with cuts in

both the budget and productive investment, which seriously The wide consensus gained by many of the issues raised
lets us hope that the current situation can change, but there isdamaged the real Domestic Product of those nations. In fact,

the crash in Argentina can not simply be attributed to domestic still a long way to go to achieve globalization with a human
face; that is, a globalization of democracy, human rights, civilcorruption, but rather is mostly the result of the policies of the

International Monetary Fund, that, instead of supporting true society, and knowledge, that represents a stimulus for cultural
diversity, as has happened for the countries of East Asia,participation in the country’s development, introduced mone-

tarist mechanisms which favored various forms of corruption. which are turning globalization to their advantage.
Only by overcoming the numerous errors committed byAt this point, I would like to recall what has been said and

written by Joseph Stiglitz, an American economist who was the International Monetary Fund, and also the World Trade
Organization, will we be able to carry out collective actiona White House advisor to Clinton, Vice President of the World

Bank from 1997 to 2002, and won the Nobel Prize for eco- and achieve a basic democratic orientation at the international
level, which are the necessary conditions for globalization,nomics in 2001; he wrote a book that caused a scandal: Glob-

alization and Its Discontents. In the book, the author seems but are incompatible with current American unilateralism.
Stiglitz’s vision is, basically, optimistic; he has faith in theto take on the role of spokesman for the original intent of the

World Bank, expressed clearly in the words that dominate the power of democracy, discussion, and transparency, and he
believes that a solution can be found in as much as the Interna-entrance to the Bank itself: “Our dream is a world free of

poverty.” This saying, though, contrasts with the motto of the tional Monetary Fund and globalization are subjected to dem-
ocratic verification, reflecting heightened public interest,International Monetary Fund: “What’s good for Wall Street is

good for the world,” which updates Charles Wilson’s famous greater protest, and pressure for change from a population
that has opened its eyes towards what globalization reallysaying about the interests of General Motors and those of the

United States. represents, and now intends to make its voice heard.
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Stiglitz’s reflections can make us open our eyes about poverty, which are now partially controllable, but certainly
impossible to deal with in the near future, in terms of theirwhat is being valued in the world.
dimensions and intensity, if someone and something does not
intervene to change the current model of development.Supporting the Real Economy

Coming back to the motion presented by the Honorable The question, therefore, is so radical that it forces me to
intervene in a personal capacity, without involving my party,Lettieri, we can say that the time has therefore come to create

a new financial structure, at the international level, which can Alleanza Nazionale, which may have legitimately different
ideas and opinions on these delicate and difficult questions.avoid future financial crashes and the repetition of speculative

bubbles, and is capable of supporting the real economy with We need to recognize, without appealing to now old and
obsolete ideological patterns, that the myth according toadequate guarantees and controls.

Therefore, a new international conference should be con- which the free market has developed and carried out self-
regulation, able to create a fair and caring system, and alsovoked, as the motion says, similar to the one held in 1944 at

Bretton Woods, for the establishment of a new international provide just profits for capital which is circulated and in-
vested, has miserably failed, especially in the past decade.monetary system that is more fair and just, and includes all

economies, including the weakest ones. We have seen the true face of uncontrolled speculation and
the financialization of the economy created for the immenseFor this reason, we ask the Government to commit itself

to acting with this goal in the relevant international venues. wealth of the few, and the shocking poverty of many. We
have allowed a few hundred people to govern the world’s
economic and financial processes, supposing that they would
create a trustworthy system.

Sandro Delmastro della Vedove After having recognized that these few hundred people
were not elected by anybody, and thus are not part of any
democratic process, and consequently, cannot be controlled,
we realized that these people have actually turned speculation
into a system, creating enormous virtual wealth that is actuallyNowLetUsCreate
nonexistent. Wealth destined to become real only for the small
number of participants in the “good salons” of the Interna-AMore Just Economy
tional Monetary Fund and Central Banks, and destined, on
the other hand, to lead to poverty for millions of companies,

Deputy Delmastro della Vedove, from the government party investors, and workers.
The events surrounding the Argentine Tango Bonds areAlleanza Nazionale, spoke in favor of the motion at the end

of the first debate session. His speech has been translated the mathematical and emblematic proof of this situation;
therefore, an absolutely unavoidable necessity exists to createfrom Italian.
a new world financial and monetary order, or with the evoca-
tive words that are increasingly used now, a New BrettonMr. President, Honorable col-

leagues: It is my view that the is- Woods, which reminds us of an agreement which, in the post-
war period, represented a balanced system characterized bysue we are discussing today—in

a discouraging climate of disin- specific and responsible rules.
terest—is the single most impor-
tant issue that has been discussed In the Grip of Financial Collapse

Today the global economic and financial situation is aboutin the Chamber of Deputies since
the beginning of the 14th Legis- to collapse, and unlike what people generally believe, the

United States of America is in the grip of a very serious andlature.
The task is to attempt, to- worrying situation, which goes beyond the Presidential rheto-

ric, be it expressed by a Democratic or a Republican President.gether, to construct—or recon-
struct, considering that someone The truth, in fact, is that the United States of America has to

deal with a trade deficit and budget deficit which are literallysucceeded in this effort in 1944—
Sandro Delmastro della

Vedove
a new financial, economic, and monetary structure that can frightening, and as a consequence, the United States no longer

has the power which the world thinks it wields through theprotect our planet, which has suddenly become too small not
to suffer the repercussions of a global economy whose parts monetary and financial system.

Given the lack of rules, the lack of an orderly system, theare completely interdependent, from massive and uncontrol-
lable disasters. As the paradigmatic case of the Argentina lack of a far-ranging perspective linked to programs for the

real—not virtual—economy, it was inevitable that the systemcrisis demonstrates, the default of any Nation now violently
affects many other Nations, causing disasters, misery, and would end up in the less than caring hands of speculation;
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speculation which invents wealth from nothing, and produces that the institutions and mass media participate in informing
public opinion with a spirit of truth; on this point, however,wealth that continues to be nothing, except for the select few,

all of whom belong to the global Satanic sect constituted there is a deafening and cowardly silence, as we saw with the
question of the Argentine default. We are eyewitnesses, inby the obscene agreements between the banking system, the

International Monetary Fund, and the Central Banks. In short, fact, to the complacent silence of the press and political au-
thorities regarding the true responsibility for the South Ameri-these are the forces that the great poet of the Cantos, Ezra

Pound, characterized as the “global usurocracy” decades ago. can disaster, which can be exclusively attributed to the con-
current actions of the International Monetary Fund and theSo, we see that when there is a lack of real economy, inevitably

we end up with the fraudulent and criminal economy of fi- international and national banking systems. Employing a use-
ful diversion, the media and Governments swallowed the sim-nancial products.

Under the pressure of interest rates reduced to minimum plistic theory that is intended to unleash a terrible and sense-
less war among the poor: small investors on the one side,levels, banking assets have recently shown an increase in

appetite for risk, which has produced a senseless and harmful and the Argentine Government on the other. This is a false
problem, which hides the real responsibility for the situation.rush towards financial leverage, both in terms of loans and

the utilization of new financial instruments. How can we ignore the responsibility of the International
Monetary Fund, the literally usurious creditor that, unlike theThe sad story of the LTCM fund in 1998, which included

the presence—although minor—of an Italian financier cod- 450,000 Italian small investors, continues to demand capital
and interest from Argentina, in defiance of the principle—todled at the highest level of politics, does not seem to have

taught us anything; not even that the international banking use a term from the bankruptcy section of our legal system—
of par condicio creditorum? When all signs clearly indicatedsystem can be threatened by the recklessness of a single hedge

fund, the new structure that, according to the Feb. 16, 2005 that the South American country could not pay, the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, as the President of Argentina, Nestorissue of the very authoritative Financial Times, constitutes

”. . . the crack cocaine of the global financial system . . .” and Kirchner, has said repeatedly, offered loans that only exacer-
bated the problem of indebtedness, without avoiding the im-that, together with financial derivatives ($84 trillion just in the

banks of the United States, according to the latest estimates of plosion which then took place. This is the classic behavior
found in every criminal investigation relative to usury, thatthe U.S. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency), risks

provoking a lethal short-circuit in the global economy. the needy debtor suffers at the hands of the unscrupulous
person who has consciously decided to wring all of the re-
sources out of the debtor, and abandon him to his sad fate.Virtual Economy Out of Control

There is a virtual economy which is out of control, and It is no surprise that Nestor Kirchner, on Feb. 27, 2004,
met with the President of Brazil, Lula Da Silva, to attempt towhich, having been developed based on fraud and thin air,

can not stop, but must necessarily support itself by producing forge a united position on the South American continent, in
order to effectively defend against the demands of the Interna-virtual wealth, in a perverse cycle that exists precisely because

of the lack of clear regulations, to the point that the famous tional Monetary Fund. Nevertheless, there is also a deafening
and scandalous silence regarding the national and interna-child in the fable says, with childlike sincerity, that “the em-

peror has no clothes,” thus provoking a disaster compared to tional banking systems. Until recently, the Italian small inves-
tor (not the professional investor) did not even know whatwhich the memory of 1929 may even be considered

laughable. bonds were. The banks, all of a sudden, gave these people
precious advice as to why they shouldn’t miss the opportunityThis is the source of the necessity and urgency for a new

global order, which will preserve freedom of enterprise and of shifting their investments towards Argentine bonds. The
yields were high, and—the bank representatives said—thereeconomic freedom, but guarantee iron-clad rules to prevent

speculation, the illegitimate and “bastard” child of the finan- was no risk to speak of, because the bonds were like our BOT
[Italian Treasury bonds]: In order for there to be a problem,cialization of the economy, and return to the promotion of the

real and productive economy. I am referring to the economy Argentina would have to go into bankruptcy, a simply ab-
surd hypothesis.which produces real, solid wealth, and creates jobs. This is

why our considerations today deserve the highest level of Well, the hypothesis became reality. Yes, despite that
glaring negligence, no one tells the small investors what haspublicity in the media. In fact, even those who address these

issues, as we do today, have the unpleasant sensation of being to be done. Many Italian courts have already ordered the banks
to reimburse the small investors because they negligently vio-on the deck of the Titanic, with the unpleasant sensation—

unlike the irresponsible and boisterous bliss of those who lated the duties of disclosure that financial promoters have to
follow. Yet, a few days ago, the Italian Ministry of Economicsdance to the music of the band—of being conscious of the

iceberg that is so terribly close, if the ship does not decidedly and Finance, on request of the Consob [an agency similar
to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission] imposedchange course.

It is necessary, Mr. President and Honorable colleagues, sanctions on ten Italian banks, precisely for the shameful
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methods with which they sold Argentine and other types of Sen. Publio Fiori, leader of the opposition party National Alli-
ance (Alleanza Nationale, AN) and former Transport Minis-bonds.
ter, on Feb. 13, 1997, introduced a parliamentary question
to the government, asking whether, in view of the ongoingAt the Limit of a Moral Collapse

Useless! The decision was made that whenever possible, disintegration of the international monetary and financial sys-
tem, Italy should undertake emergency measures, such as athe role of the “bad guy” must be assigned exclusively to

the Government of Argentina, that has to decide whether to New Bretton Woods conference and a tax on derivatives spec-
ulation.increase the percentage of the refund offered to investors, and

thus starve more than half its citizens, or accept that hateful The following chronology traces some of the LaRouche
movement’s key interventions, and the steps taken by electedrole assigned to it, and thus continue to pay capital and interest

to the usurer. representatives in Italy, that brought about the historic result
that now must be replicated in other countries.This, my colleagues, is what it means to tolerate a world

in which financial, monetary, and thus economic processes
Feb. 15, 1997: LaRouche delivers keynote address to aare developed without rules! This, Honorable colleagues, is

the position of a Representative of the Center-Right coalition conference of the Schiller Institute and International Caucus
of Labor Committees in Reston, Virginia, titled “Toward awho firmly believes in freedom of enterprise and the market,

and who, nevertheless, does not intend to ignore the necessity New Bretton Woods Conference.” He calls for the audience
to forge the preconditions to enable President Clinton to con-for new rules and regulations. Let the speculators be satisfied;

they have already “filled up,” stealing from the pockets of vene, with other heads of state of leading nations, a New
Bretton Woods conference to create a new, stable, globalsmall investors and workers. They are already fortunate, be-

cause our society, at the limit of a moral collapse, does not monetary system to replace the bankrupt International Mone-
tary Fund system.throw them into prison.

Now, let’s discuss this together: it’s time to create an Feb. 15-17, 1997: An “Urgent Appeal to President Clin-
ton To Convoke a New Bretton Woods Conference” is initi-economy which is more just, solid, fair and caring. Let’s make

this effort. It’s worth it, for us and for our children. ated by the founder of the Schiller Institute, Helga Zepp-
LaRouche, and Ukrainian economist Natalia Vitrenko, mem-
ber of the Supreme Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine. In subse-
quent months, the text is circulated worldwide for endorse-

Breakthrough in Italy ment by public figures.
April 10, 1997: Lyndon and Helga LaRouche are the

keynote speakers at a conference organized in Rome by EIR
and LaRouche’s Italian co-thinkers, the Civil Rights-Solidar-
ity Movement. LaRouche’s proposal for a New BrettonSeven-Year Fight for
Woods is supported by Senator Fiori, as well as by representa-
tives of Italy’s state-sector industries.ANewBrettonWoods

April 2, 1998: Lyndon and Helga LaRouche address a
meeting in Rome on the New Bretton Woods. The briefing is

The Italian Parliament’s current discussion of the need for a attended by Members of Parliament (both the Chamber of
Deputies and the Senate), economists, journalists, and dip-new global “financial architecture,” is the fruit of seven years

of organizing—in Italy, and internationally—by the lomats.
April 7, 1998: Italian Prime Minister Romano Prodi says,LaRouche movement.

The fight began on Jan. 4, 1997, with the first major, in answer to a question from EIR, “I personally believe that
we must move toward a New Bretton Woods.”public announcement of Lyndon H. LaRouche Jr.’s New

Bretton Woods policy. LaRouche addressed a forum of the March 11, 1999: Helga Zepp-LaRouche addresses a
Rome conference, sponsored by EIR and the Civil Rights-FDR-PAC in Washington, D.C. laying out a policy orienta-

tion for the second Clinton Administration, centering around Solidarity Movement, on the need for Italy to join the “Survi-
vors’ Club” and work to establish a New Bretton Woods andtwo proposals: that the U.S. President convene an interna-

tional conference to establish a “new Bretton Woods sys- to build the Eurasian Land-Bridge.
Feb. 9, 2000: Italian Deputies Michele Rallo (AN) andtem,” to put the world economy through bankruptcy proceed-

ings and to reorganize it for productive development; and Alberto Simeone (AN) ask the Italian government to com-
ment on the necessity of a New Bretton Woods.that the United States join in global projects of benefit to

all mankind, with a special focus on the Eurasian Land- Feb. 16, 2000: Italian Sen. Riccardo Pedrizzi and 22 other
Senators from the opposition parties of the “Polo della Lib-Bridge program.

The challenge was immediately taken up in Italy, where ertà” coalition, introduce a first motion to the Senate, calling
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for a New Bretton Woods. Similar resolutions are presented motion is presented to the Interparliamentarian Group for
the Jubilee 2000, the main organizer of the Assembly of thelater to the City Councils of Milan and Rome, and to the

Regional Council of the Lombardy region. Members of the Parliaments of the World, held in Rome on
Nov. 4-5.Feb. 16, 2000: Italian Member of the European Parlia-

ment Cristiana Muscardini (AN) presents a parliamentary in- Nov. 4, 2000: The Italian Catholic daily Avvenire pub-
lishes an article, titled “25 Senators of the Opposition Say:quiry on the New Bretton Woods, from the European Parlia-

ment to the European Commission. We Need a New Bretton Woods.”
Feb. 26, 2002: Nine Italian Senators introduce a motionMarch 7, 2000: Four Italian Members of the European

Parliament in Strasbourg introduce a resolution calling for a calling for a New Bretton Woods conference, citing the crisis
in Argentina in particular: “The monetarist policy of the IMFNew Bretton Woods conference, “with the purpose of creat-

ing a new international monetary system, capable of gradually toward the so-called developing countries such as Argentina
has been directly responsible for the worsening of the situa-eliminating the mechanisms which led to the ‘speculative

bubble.’ ” tion in those countries, to the point of bankruptcy, forcing
the payment of high interest rates and cuts in spending andApril 7, 2000: A call for an Ad Hoc Committee for a

New Bretton Woods is issued, and circulated worldwide for productive investment which have seriously affected the do-
mestic output of the real economy of those nations.” Theendorsement. The statement includes the text of the European

Parliament resolution, with the following introduction: Senators aim to get 50 signers for the motion, and to get the
same motion introduced into the lower house, the Chamber“The governments of the G-7 nations have repeatedly

demonstrated their unwillingness and inability to prevent the of Deputies.
July 2, 2002: Sen. Riccardo Pedrizzi, president of thethreatened collapse of the global financial system, through

a prompt, and thorough reorganization of the system. This Senate Finance Committee and member of the government
coalition party National Alliance (AN), issues a statementrenders it urgently necessary that all those who recognize the

devastating consequences of a systemic financial crisis, raise calling for a New Bretton Woods conference. Facing a “global
crisis,” he says there is only one answer: “To organize at thetheir voices.

“We, the signators, refer to Lyndon LaRouche, as the international level the necessary forces for a reform of the
global monetary and financial system, a New Bretton Woods,economist, worldwide, who has analyzed the causes of the

systemic crisis in greatest depth, and over the longest time, determined by the governments that can, through continental
great projects of economic development, relaunch the worldand who, at the same time, has elaborated a comprehensive

package of measures to be taken to overcome it: the anti-crisis productive economy, and renew dialogue, peaceful coopera-
tion, and employment.”program for a New Bretton Woods.”

Over the coming year, the statement is signed by former By now, more than 100 members of both chambers of
Parliament have signed the resolution first presented by Sena-President José López Portillo of Mexico, former President

João Baptista Figueiredo of Brazil, over 500 parliamentarians tor Pedrizzi on Oct. 19, 2000.
July 3-5, 2002: Lyndon LaRouche visits Italy, speakingfrom over 40 countries, and several hundred civil rights lead-

ers, trade unionists, industrialists, and representatives of so- at three events promoted by the Italy-Russia Chamber of
Commerce, the Chamber of Commerce of Vicenza, and thecial organizations.

July 23, 2000: Lyndon LaRouche speaks on the New Milan-based Association for the Development of Banking
and the Stock Market Studies.Bretton Woods in the Cenacolo Room of the Italian Chamber

of Deputies in Rome. The invitation was extended by Hon. Sept. 25, 2002: Italian Chamber of Deputies votes de-
manding a new international monetary system.Giovanni Bianchi (Partito Popolare Italiano) who has been

the promoter of a legal decree, later approved unanimously May 13, 2003: Following a public conference with Lyn-
don LaRouche in Rome in April, Sen. Oskar Peterlini presentsby both Chambers of the Parliament, for a debt moratorium

for the developing countries. a new motion calling on the Italian government to work for
an international conference for a new financial and monetaryOct. 7-9, 2000: Lyndon and Helga LaRouche visit Ascoli

Piceno, Italy, for public and private meetings. system. The motion is signed by numerous prominent Sena-
tors, including former seven-time Prime Minister Giulio An-Oct. 12, 2000: Lyndon LaRouche addresses an informal

hearing of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Italian Parlia- dreotti and Left Democrats leader Cesare Salvi.
Feb. 13, 2004: Hon. Lettieri presents a motion in thement (Chamber of Deputies) in Rome, on the subject of “the

reform of the Bretton Woods system, the present oil crisis, Chamber of Deputies on the heels of the Parmalat financial
disaster, calling for a new international financial architecture.and the roots of inflation.”

Oct. 19, 2000: Italian Sen. Riccardo Pedrizzi and 24 other A similar motion is presented in the Senate shortly thereafter,
again by Sen. Peterlini, and also in the European ParliamentSenators of several parties, both of the opposition and of the

government coalition, present a second motion to the Senate, by Hon. Cristiana Muscardini. The motions are not brought
to a floor debate.calling for a New Bretton Woods. The next day, the same
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Infrastructure Fix
To Cost Trillions
by Mary Jane Freeman

To fix basic infrastructure in the United States and make it
safe, will take a $1.6 trillion infusion over five years, says the
American Society of Civil Engineers. The ASCE released its
2005 “Report Card for America’s Infrastructure,” in Wash-
ington, D.C., on March 9, identifying the impact of infrastruc-
ture collapse on the economy and living conditions. The The aging Rockefeller Road Bridge, Cleveland, Ohio, is one of

many decaying bridges over the rail corridor.ASCE team of civil engineers’ survey found that “the overall
grade for our infrastructure is a ‘D,’ down from the ‘D+’
grade” in the 2001 Report Card. A comparison of the 2001-
2005 Report Cards reveals the extent of the collapse. will not make us secure at home. Nickels added that both

Democrats and Republicans want to foster infrastructureASCE president William Henry chided the “patch and
pray” approach to infrastructure failures, saying that the “time investment.

Dollars which are spent to shore up and expand infrastruc-has come to call for the creation of a long-term infrastructure
agenda for our nation.” With water main bursts, sewer over- ture create jobs and lay the foundation for future economic

growth. ASCE estimates that spending $1.6 trillion over fiveflows, dam failures, and Americans stuck in traffic 3.5 billion
hours each year, “our infrastructure is sliding toward failure,” years on infrastructure will generate at least 5 million jobs.

The ASCE Report Card is a “good starting point” as Plusquel-he said. Joining Henry were the mayor of Akron, Ohio, Don-
ald Plusquellic, in his capacity as president of the U.S. Confer- lic said.

However, the EIR economics team puts the real costs ofence of Mayors, and Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels, head of the
Conference of Mayors’ transportation committee. upgrading and launching a 21st-Century economy and infra-

structure, upon which our children and future generationsMayor Plusquellic did not mince his words: Instead of
“drinking the kool-aid of tax cuts” and buying the “ideological can depend, at closer to $8-9 trillion, factoring in areas not

addressed by ASCE.crap of some guy named Grover” (as in Norquist), we “need
a strong partnership with the Federal government.” It used to
work, he said, and insisted it is better to “fix a problem a Failing Grades

The ASCE surveyed 12 categories in 2001, and addedyear too early, than a day too late,” referring to the deadly
consequences of not tending to failing bridges and the like. three new ones this year—public parks and recreation, rail,

and security. Of the original 12, conditions worsened in roads,Plusquellic said he was incredulous that the Bush budget zeros
out Amtrak, and intends the “virtual elimination” of the com- drinking water, transit, wastewater, hazardous waste, naviga-

ble waterways, and energy. Conditions improved slightly inmunity development block grants, both vital to cities.
Seattle Mayor Nickels said “America must learn to com- aviation and schools, and remained the same for bridges,

dams, and solid waste. A summary for each state and thepete in the world,” a world in which others are “planning for
the future.” If you want to get a product from Akron to Seattle District of Columbia is provided. Here are a few Report Card

highlights; the rest can be viewed at the ASCE website,in 24 hours, you’d be hard pressed to do it, because “we don’t
have the infrastructure to do it.” Nickels asked, if your child www.asce.org.

Drinking Water and Wastewater: From D, down to D−.or legislator told you their grades went from D to D−, “but gee,
it could have been worse,” wouldn’t you know that something Every day, 6 billion gallons of clean, treated drinking water

is wasted, mostly because of old, leaky pipes and water mains.had to change?
All three speakers insisted that “political will” is critical. That’s enough water to serve the population of a state the size

of California. Yet, federal funding in 2005 was $850 million,Right now, Henry lamented, the “prospect for any real im-
provement is grim.” Plusquellic gave political will an “F,” or less than 10% of the total national need. Aging wastewater

systems discharge billions of gallons of untreated sewage intoarguing the Federal government used to provide matching
dollars to state and local governments to get projects done. America’s surface waters each year. EPA puts the 20-year

investment need for wastewater systems at $390 billion.“The dollars were used to leverage public and private invest-
ment.” “Cutting taxes” and “borrowing for wars,” he said, Locks and Dams: From D+, to D−. Nearly 50% of Feder-
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ally operated inland waterways locks are functionally obso- to the general fund, jeopardizing maintenance.
Bridges: Remains at C. Improvement in elimination oflete, and by 2020 this figure will increase to 80%. The number

of non-Federal “unsafe dams has risen 33% to more than structurally deficient or obsolete bridges was slight; 28.5% of
bridges were deficient between 2000 and 2003, and 27.1%3,500” since 1998. ASCE estimates that $10.1 billion is

needed over 12 years to repair, renovate, or remove all non- were in 2005. Despite this, one in four urban U.S. bridges is
deficient, and many are closed to heavy vehicles such as fireFederal “critical” dams, that pose a risk to human life should

they fail. State dam safety officials put the cost at $36 billion. trucks and school buses. To eliminate all deficient bridges
requires $9.4 billion, a year, for 20 years.Yet, Bush’s 2006 budget calls for zero funds to operate these

dams, and cuts the Army Corps of Engineers’ budget affecting
Federal dam maintenance.

Schools: From D−, to D. There is no national picture of
TABLE 1

the state of schools; however, various states report the need Rising Poverty in Industrial Cities
for billions of dollars in repairs, renovation, and new construc-

% Povertytion. A national estimate to bring schools into good condition
ranges from $127 billion to $268 billion. City 1970 1980 1990 2003

Roads: From D+ to D. Poor road conditions cost motor- Cleveland 17.1 22.1 28.7 31.2
ists $54 billion a year in repairs and operating costs. Ameri- Detroit 14.7 21.9 32.4 30.1

Philadelphia 15.1 20.6 20.3 22.3cans spend 3.5 billion hours a year stuck in traffic, at a cost of
Buffalo 14.8 20.7 25.6 26.5$63 billion a year to the economy. In California, for example,
St. Louis 19.9 21.8 24.6 24.660% of the state’s major urban roads are congested, and 71%
Cincinnati 17.1 19.7 24.3 21.1

of the major roads are in poor or mediocre condition. Yet, the
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Surveys.state transferred $3.1 billion from its transportation trust fund
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Public Transit: From C−, to D+. Ridership continues change as the motor force to fix what’s broken, and to leapfrog
expansion of the economy for the future. Adopting this policyto grow, yet funding for maintenance and expansion lags

behind. About 14 million people ride public transit daily— intention of progress redefines spending priorities. We would
fully fund Amtrak, upgrade the track, and launch the develop-bus, light rail, and so on—with another 25 million using

public transit regularly, but not daily. Total capital spending ment of the high-speed rail corridors. See Figure 1. Funding
infrastructure development secures the productive powers ofwas at $12.3 billion in 2003, yet estimates are that $20.6

billion is required yearly to bring transit systems to a condi- labor, 10, 20, 30 years ahead. To do this we must issue low-
interest Federal credit through a Hamiltonian national bank-tion of “good.”
ing system, to fund great infrastructure projects.

As LaRouche said: “We have to give people a vision ofInfrastructure Must Be a Science Driver
At the ASCE event, a reporter asked who’s to blame, Bush the physical reality . . . to give them a sense, that they have

the right—not the opportunity, but the right—to that kind ofor Clinton. Henry replied, “this situation is a result of decades
of neglect” and failure of “political stewardship.” EIR refo- [capital investment] policy.”
cussed the discussion: “There was a 2004 Presidential candi-
date who did put rebuilding infrastructure on the table, and
that was LaRouche. This is not a partisan issue. George Wash-
ington built canals. Abraham Lincoln built a national railway.

CorrectionFDR built our power infrastructure and dams. JFK’s space
program gave a boost to aviation.”

Lyndon LaRouche, it was pointed out, has insisted on the We print here a corrected graph that appeared in last
crucial role of infrastructure to the economy and attacked the week’s issue, in the article “Change the Assumptions
key impediments to necessary investment—balanced bud- to Growth, and Social Security Is in Find Shape,” on
gets, deregulation, and free trade. “We’ve been saving tax p. 28. The breaks in the graph lines distinguish between
money, by destroying basic economic infrastructure in mass actual population and various projections. The Social
transportation, power generation, and distribution,” Security Administration’s projection of collapsing fer-
LaRouche said. “We say, we can’t afford it. . . . Therefore tility of those under age 20 conflicts with the forecasts
we’re going to save money! . . . We’re going to make things of the U.S. Census Bureau, and builds into the model
better by cutting tax expenditure, as Bush is doing. [But what the conclusion that the number of people over 65 will
we’ve done is] let our dams, water and power systems, overtake the number under 20, creating a crisis for So-
schools, health-care systems, and everything else which is cial Security.
essential to life, collapse. . . . This is nuts! It’s insane!”

The speakers at the ASCE event worried that the “big
dollars” involved would frighten policy makers, especially in
the fiscal conservatives’ “curb-government-spending” cli-
mate which permeates Capitol Hill. But adherence to the
axioms of free trade, globalization, and deregulation have
transformed our producer-economy into a parasitical con-
sumer-economy. We’ve cannibalized the infrastructure
wealth created for us by the human and governmental re-
sources, and applied scientific creativity, marshalled by Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt.

The slashing of physical-goods production and outsourc-
ing of our manufacturing jobs is a key reason that the decaying
infrastructure has not yet totally failed as we lessened the
economic throughput. This wrong-headed policy direction
also destroyed our formerly productive workforce. Poverty
has dramatically risen in our industrial heartland See Table 1.
Both ASCE Report Cards show that such cannibalization is
reaching an end-point.

To reverse the economic malaise, evidenced by trade,
current account, and budget deficits, we must launch a long-
term economic recovery and invest in our most precious re-
source, our citizens.

What’s required is a series of crash science-driver pro-

FIGURE 9

Relationship Between Under-20 and Over-65 
Population Depending on Fertility Assumption
(Millions of People) 

Source: U.S. Social Security Administration, Office of Actuary; EIR.
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grams to accelerate scientific discovery and technological
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EIRInternational

Dr.Mahathir binMohamad
SpeaksCandidlywithEIR

Dr. Mahathir is the former Prime Minister of Malaysia. He worth I think $38 or something. Under Nixon, they went off
the gold standard, and from then on, the U.S. currency haswas interviewed by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach in Cairo, Egypt

on March 10. The questions were prepared in collaboration had no backing. And now, because it owes the world more
than $7 trillion, it is a nation in debt. It is a nation that has,with Michael Billington.
actually, no money, and exists on the basis of loans from other
countries, and the acceptance of the U.S. dollar as a tradingEIR: Your Excellency, thank you for this opportunity to in-

terview you. You said this morning, at the University of Cairo, currency. So we need to sit down and discuss these things in
order to resolve and formulate a new international exchangecorrectly and dramatically, that the U.S. dollar is bankrupt.

The U.S. is heavily indebted and the dollar continues to de- regime that is more stable. Probably, based on gold again; but
it may be some other formulation. But the need to sit downcline in value. I know that you have proposed that Saudi

Arabia, for example, should shift its dollar holdings into the and discuss it is very important.
gold dinar; you’ve also proposed that other countries shift
their reserves into the euro or yen, which, in large part, is EIR: Before the U.S. election, you issued an “Open Letter

to American Muslims.” Can you explain what your intentionhappening, particularly among Asian nations. But the prob-
lem is, if that happens, it will only accelerate the collapse of was, and what the reception was to this open letter?

Dr. Mahathir: The idea is to use Muslim capacities inthe dollar, and, since the dollar is the fundamental currency
of the world monetary system, the entire system would come America, to balance the influence of other voting blocs, in-

cluding the Jewish voting bloc. What is important, of course,down, in a systemic collapse. It’s happening anyway. So the
question is: what to do to reform the system. I know that is to show that Muslim votes can influence the elections. To

me there was no difference between Bush and Kerry—theyat the Boao forum in April, in China, you recommended a
“concerted global effort, as they did at Bretton Woods,” to are both the same—but by showing that their votes can affect

the choice of the President, then, in the future, they will becreate a new, just monetary system, backed by gold, a special
trading currency, and fixed exchange rates to prevent specula- much more effective. But, unfortunately, they were looking

into the policies of the two candidates and they did not liketion. I think you are well aware of the fact that Lyndon
LaRouche, who is the founder and editor of our magazine, the policies of Kerry, and therefore they actually voted for

Bush. There was a split in their vote, so their vote carried nohas been campaigning for a New Bretton Woods for many
years, a return to fixed exchange rates, a gold-reserve-backed weight. The idea was not so much to determine the policies,

but to show the strength of the Muslim vote, to counter thecurrency system, and, of course, credits for development is-
sued by national banks. What are your views on this idea, strength of other votes in America. This, the Muslims in

America don’t understand.since you have voiced similar views, and how do you think
we can go from here to there?
Dr. Mahathir: In view of the international financial regime, EIR: You have repeatedly stated, even before the Iraq war,

that terrorism would be made worse, not better, by the inva-it is long overdue. As you know, what we have up to now, is
not what we had at Bretton Woods. At Bretton Woods, the sion of Iraq. Now this has proven to be the case. What do you

see now as the best solution to get the U.S. out of this quagmiredecision was to fix exchange rates, to value the dollar accord-
ing to a certain quantity of gold. An ounce of gold would be and to restore the sovereignty, national independence, and
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territorial integrity of Iraq?
Dr. Mahathir: The U.S. should focus on rights and wrongs
and not be so tied to Israeli policies, to the extent that, even
when the Israelis committed crimes, the U.S. would still back
them. You know, Bush calls Sharon a “man of peace”—this
is the man responsible for the massacres of Sabra and Chati-
lla—it shows that Bush has got no idea at all, how to evaluate
a leadership. And because of the refusal to understand that,
there is a reason for this terrorism. It’s not just terrorism for
the sake of terrorism. The terrorism is because of some dissat-
isfaction. So, if the Middle East situation is to be resolved,
we will have to look to the basic causes of the instability in
the region, and if we can remove the basic causes, then we
can solve the problem.

EIR: And how would you define these basic causes?
Dr. Mahathir: To me, one of the most important causes is,
of course, Palestine. What has happened is that, the territory
of the Palestinians has been taken away from them. They have
been expelled from their country. Their property has been
expropriated, and because of that, they naturally want to re-
gain their land. They are fighting for their land. It is not a
Muslim-Jew confrontation; it is purely territorial. But of
course people of the same region tend to sympathize with Former Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad
the Palestinians, and it is not only Muslims; Christians feel spoke with EIR’s Muriel Mirak-Weissbach in Cairo on March 10,

in a discussion ranging from the need for a New Bretton Woods, tothe same.
U.S. foreign policy, to the requirements for Eurasian
infrastructure development.EIR: In this context, how do you see the current situation?

As you yourself said—and you were denounced for having
said it—the U.S. Administration lied, and the Iraq war was
based on lies. We have documented how this policy of lying elected by their people—which shows that their people are

either ignorant, or else that they choose to forget the lies andgoes back to the philosophy of one Leo Strauss, who was the
mentor of the people we call the “Children of Satan” in the actually believe in lying, as the justification for doing what

is wrong.U.S. So, this is a conscious policy of the “ignoble lie.” Now,
even some Senators in the U.S. Congress have declared
openly that the war was based on lies. What do you think the EIR: We are in fact being confronted with new lies, propa-

gated to provoke new wars. I am referring to the tragic murderinternational community should do, to deal with the fact that
the government of the most powerful nation on Earth is mak- of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, which was

immediately, and without evidence, blamed on Syria. Nowing policy on the basis of lies?
Dr. Mahathir: The international community must keep on Syria and Lebanon are being targetted, according to a scenario

drafted in 1996 by the U.S. neo-cons, called “Clean Break,”insisting that what the U.S. has done is morally wrong, be-
cause it was based on lies, and it has not solved any problems. which called for overthrowing the governments in the region,

beginning with Iraq, then Syria, then Lebanon, and Iran. HowIn fact, it has aggravated the problems. If people keep quiet,
if the Europeans keep quiet, because they want to heal the rift do you think Lebanon will deal with this crisis?

Dr. Mahathir: Well, for the Lebanese, I think it is of coursebetween Europe and America, then lies will dominate policy
in the future. And here we know that even Britain is involved legitimate for them to have foreign troops, even if they are

friendly foreign troops, out of the country. It is right for Syriain lying. Britain knows very well there are no weapons of
mass destruction [in Iraq]. None of the evidence that has been to withdraw its troops. On the other hand, the Lebanese must

know that they have been forced into this trap by other forcesput before the British government confirmed that there were
weapons of mass destruction. But British Prime Minister which are trying to find a case for attacking Syria. And by

murdering Hariri they have created that atmosphere in whichTony Blair decided to ignore the information that he received,
and to base his support of Bush on lies. So today we see people thought that it was the Syrians who were after Hariri.

Killing a leader, assassination, is an old game for some coun-two great countries lying to the whole world and not feeling
ashamed of it, and, unfortunately, they are even being re- tries. We know that in Panama, for example, [Omar] Torrijos
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up another institution may not change
the effect. What is needed, is for the
powerful countries to stick to their
pledges. They must accept that, on inter-
national matters, the UN must decide,
not any power. When a power decides
to take unilateral action, then the whole
idea of a global democracy, in which all
countries have the same rights, would
collapse. And that will bring about
chaos, as we see today.

EIR: You also said in that UN speech,
in September 2003, that the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, World Bank,
and World Trade Organization had be-
come “instruments of hegemony to im-
poverish the poor and enrich the rich.”
You are indeed famous for having suc-Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and President Bush, April 2004. “The U.S. should
cessfully stood against IMF policy fol-focus on rights and wrongs,” said Dr. Mahathir, “and not be so tied to Israeli policies, to

the extent that, even when the Israelis committed crimes, the U.S. would still back them.” lowing the 1997-98 crisis, yet the IMF
“conditionalities” continue to be im-
posed around the world. What is your

advice to other nations?was killed in a plane crash. The President of Ecuador was
similarly killed, in another plane crash, and Allende of Chile Dr. Mahathir: The international monetary regime must be

studied and revised, so as to be fair to all countries. And if wewas also killed. So, political assassination by certain countries
is common. So it will not be surprising if the killing of Hariri have any institution at all, like the World Bank or the IMF, it

should not be placed under one powerful country, which iswas also due to the same action on the part of some country,
and not on the part of Syria. But they have achieved their why these two institutions have failed to function fairly and

properly. They are under the United States, they are basicallyobjective, and now they have a case against Syria, which they
will extend also to Iran. But they will be making a big mistake instruments of the United States. They are not international

instruments at all.if they go to attack Syria, because it will result in the same
kind of stalemate that is found in Afghanistan and in Iraq.

EIR: You have strongly recommended rail development,
rather than a dependence on roads, as the basis for connectingEIR: We see the danger that Israeli Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon, though talking about peace, may be actually prepar- Asia internally, and for linking up through central Asia to
Europe. LaRouche has proposed such multiple Atlantic-Pa-ing for new wars, against Syria and Iran.

Dr. Mahathir: Recent actions to partially withdraw from cific Land-Bridge connections as the physical economic foun-
dation for a New World Economic Order. Recently, Germanthe Gaza strip and all that: There is seemingly a kind of slow-

down in all these activities, but I believe that the Palestinians Chancellor Gerhard Schröder met with leaders of several
Arab Gulf countries, who expressed their interest in Germanwill still demand to have their lands back, to have their people

back in the country where they were forced out. And when technology—even the maglev technology—for a rail net-
work in their region. Could you expand on your views onthat demand comes, again there will be trouble between the

Palestinians and the Israelis. But the Israelis are really not this matter?
Dr. Mahathir: There are four means of transportation ingiving up either Palestine or the land that they have settled

on, or allowing Palestinians to go back to their own land. these modern times: We have road transportation, then we
have rail transportation, then we have air transport, then we
have transport by sea. Of all these means of transportation,EIR: You stated in your final speech to the United Nations,

that the UN was “collapsing on its feet of clay, helpless to transportation by sea is the cheapest and the most efficient.
Unfortunately there are many countries which are landbound;protect the weak and the poor,” in the aftermath of the pre-

emptive war by the U.S., Britain, and Australia. What can be Central Asian countries are landbound. Their only resort is
not road transportation, not air transportation, which is verydone to restore the United Nations, or to create a new, more

effective, international organization? expensive, but railway transportation. And I believe, with
new technologies, not so much the speed, but the capacity ofDr. Mahathir: Unfortunately, we only have the UN. Setting
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Asked about Lyndon
LaRouche’s concept of the
Eurasian Land-Bridge and the
potentials for maglev
development, Dr. Mahathir
underlined the importance of
rail transportation, as the most
cost-effective mode of transport
for land-locked countries, such
as Central Asia. Here:
Malaysian Railways.

railways can be enhanced. We can visualize, for example, a tries can also become richer, because they get good value
for their resources. At the same time, their resources will berailway, a train that is two kilometers long, running on very

wide gauge, which can carry huge quantities of goods, very preserved over a long period of time by regulating the usage
of these resources and finding substitutes for these resources.cheaply. That will make the Central Asian Republics much

more accessible both for the transportation of goods into their
countries, and for the transportation of their products into EIR: What about nuclear energy?

Dr. Mahathir: Well, the technology is not really matured,other countries. That will lower the cost of living and bring
these countries into the whole world economic community. so much so that we can have accidents with nuclear energy.

My worry is that, while we can use nuclear energy and maybeThat is why I suggested the railway. The second, after ship-
ping—maritime transport—the cheapest is actually the even ensure its safety, we have a problem of the waste from

nuclear energy. And sometimes it is so difficult to get rid ofrailway.
the waste, without polluting the environment; so that aspect
of nuclear energy—how do you render the waste harmless—EIR: The emergence of China, with the fastest rate of growth

in the world, has forced attention to the importance of raw needs careful research, and only when we have found how to
stop the pollution from nuclear waste, then we should thinkmaterial allocations globally. LaRouche suggested in his “50

year plan” that a new equitable distribution of raw materials, about using nuclear energy. Until then, you have to resort to
other sources of energy, especially renewable sources, andtogether with a technological revolution to expand extraction

capabilities, in addition to expanding the range of materials there are many renewable sources, which are not being uti-
lized at the moment.deemed to be of value, is essential for a true global peace,

uniting East and West. Could you comment?
Dr. Mahathir: The world has now accepted that in the case EIR: LaRouche has proposed that a worldwide agreement

be reached, based on the Treaty of Westphalia concept; thatof the environment, what happens in one country impacts on
other countries, and on the rest of the world. That is why there is, that each side be committed to the advantage of the other,

and that all wrongs committed in war, be forgotten and for-is the Kyoto protocol, where everybody has to submit to a
certain regulation or regime that will ensure that the world given. This would be the foundation of a new world economic

order based on the common interests of all cultures. What areenvironment is not damaged. Similarly, in the case of the
exploitation of resources, we know now that the extraction of your thoughts?

Dr. Mahathir: Well, this is certainly something that needs toresources is going now very, very fast, and we may exhaust
many resources in a very short space of time. There is a need be studied. As you know, the European Union is only possible

because of the willingness of France and Germany to makefor us to study the use of resources, extraction of resources,
substitutes, etc. And that we can preserve our resources for as up and forget the past. In the East, we find it difficult to get

the Japanese, the Koreans, and the Chinese to forget the past,long as possible, and we can actually give value to the people
with these resources, so that they can benefit: Central Asian and because of that they still distrust each other. We need

to overcome that distrust, we need to overcome the idea ofcountries can become richer, and some of the African coun-
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revenge—“because you killed my people, I must kill your In his remarks to the students, and faculty members, Dr.
Mahathir dealt with Malaysia’s domestic and foreign policy,people” kind of mentality. But this, of course, is not so easily

done. People feel strongly about this. Nevertheless, I think stressing the primacy of expanded economic growth. Polem-
icizing against facile slogans about equal distribution ofthe concept of Wetsphalia needs to be studied, to find out

whether there are ways of applying the principle behind it in wealth, he made the point that this is meaningless, unless the
economic pie is growing constantly; that way, each slice canthe present, very disturbed world situation.
be bigger, even to the point of becoming bigger than the origi-
nal pie.

Referring to his nation’s experience, he reported that Ma-
laysia, which had high unemployment, now has full employ-Egyptians,Under Attack,
ment, and that those living in poverty represent only 5% of
the population (1% are in the category of extreme poverty).Look toMalaysianExample
The relationship between government and the citizenry he
characterized as reciprocal: The government must help thebyMuriel Mirak-Weissbach
people prosper, and the people must help the government do
this. He said that, since governments require financial means,

In times of crisis, like now, it is lawful that young people the population must become richer in order to provide tax
revenues. Again polemicizing against populist slogans, suchof university age become radicalized, and mobilized to seek

social change. In Egypt, in addition to the political convul- as “cutting taxes,” he argued that taxation is required in order
to finance vital social services, and that the key to adequatesions ripping through the region, there are serious problems

related to the economic breakdown crisis, first among them tax revenues is full employment. He also developed the notion
that, if a nation is to ensure that each generation become moreunemployment, and especially among college graduates.

Thus, it should come as no surprise that students at the Univer- advanced, with a higher standard of living than the previous
one, it must recognize the importance of expenditures forsity of Cairo should flock to a seminar featuring Dr. Mahathir

bin Mohamad, the former prime minister of Malaysia, whose education, saying that Malaysia had allocated up to 25% of
its budget for education, as compared to 6-8% for defense.experience in defending his nation’s economy against wild

attacks by financial speculators in 1997, has made him Another key point made in his speech, was that economic
prosperity is the precondition for national indpendence andfamous.

Dr. Mahathir had been invited to the Cairo University, by true sovereignty. A small country, Malaysia had to move from
an agricultural economy to industrialization, and has suc-the Center for Asian Studies and the Institute for Malaysian

Studies, which set up a forum in 2003, dedicated to “The ceeded to the point that it can maintain itself, pay its debts,
and thus resist international pressures. When the MalaysianThought of Mahathir Mohamad,” whose purpose is to explain

and promote the Malaysian model, especially for Arab and currency was attacked, he said, it was considered an attempt at
neocolonialism, because it could have led to impoverishment,Islamic nations. As Prof. Mohammad Seyyed Selim, former

director of the Center for Asian Studies, explained in his intro- and the loss of national independence. The IMF could have
forced loans and conditions on the country, paving the wayductory remarks, the aim of the forum is to understand, not

glorify, the Malaysian experience. The promoting institutes for foreign takeovers, at bargain prices. This is the reason
Malaysia had to resist the IMF, he said. He attacked globaliza-have thus far produced ten volumes of Dr. Mahathir’s works

in Arabic. The themes addressed by the forum this year, were tion more generally, as a new form of colonialism, making
the historical comparison: In the past, colonial powers camethe former prime minister’s views on development, globaliza-

tion, multi-ethnicity, and the Muslim community. in warships and demanded monopolies; today, they spread
globalization, in a “borderless” world. When they say “theDr. Mahathir was greeted with enormous enthusiasm by

an overflow crowd of about a thousand students, who rose to market,” they mean their banks.
If a country achieves economic growth, it can pursue angive him extended applause. The reason for his extraordinary

popularity has to do with his having resisted the International independent foreign policy, he asserted, adding that his coun-
try would support the United Nations as an institution, butMonetary Fund at the time of the currency crisis, as well

as his outspoken commitment to the Palestinian cause. In would not participate in adventures launched under the cover
of the UN, by single powers.addition, as one journalist at a press conference following the

seminar noted, Dr. Mahathir became famous during his last Although Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, multi-religious soci-
ety, the role of Islam is central, and Dr. Mahathir has beenvisit to Cairo, for a remark he made, when asked why he had

resigned his post. “Twenty-two years are enough,” was his known for his proposal for a golden dinar, as a trading cur-
rency among an Islamic common market. One important,reply. This had brought the house down, since, in most nations

of the Arab world, longevity in office is a time-honored timely point made in this connection, was about the role of
Islam. Expressing pride in the fact that Malaysia had proventradition.
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that any Islamic country can achieve such growth rates, he specter of social conflict, and possible civil war, looms on the
horizon. Other scenarios being debated, include a possiblecriticized the shift in Islamic history, away from a commit-

ment to science, to a more limited religious approach. That military coup in Syria, and an Israeli military attack leading
to war against Syria. All agree that next on the list, after Syria,commitment to science, and to all branches of knowledge

more generally, had been the landmark of the Islamic renais- would be Iran.
sance, from the early period in Baghdad, across North Africa
and into Islamic Spain, or Andalusia, through the 15th Cen- Egypt Targetted

The maniacal crusading fervor which President Bush hastury. Just at the point when European culture was launching
its golden renaissance, Dr. Mahathir said, Islamic civilization been exhibiting since the outbreak of the Lebanese crisis, has

sent the message that the White House neo-cons are “on awas turning in a different direction. The notion that Islam “is
sufficient,” that is, that religious teaching alone suffices for roll,” propelled by the momentum of what they call the wave

of democratization, and committed to igniting the region withsocial progress, was an error, he said. This led to a degenera-
tion of the civilization, at a time when Europe, in large part “democracy.” The most alarming example for Egyptians, is

what is happening in their own nation. President Hosni Mu-reaping the achievements of Islamic culture, was generating
immense progress. Thus, there is an urgent need to return to barak is, it appears, also on the target list for regime change.

“Why in the world should the U.S. destabilize Egypt?” onethis heritage of science and technology.
political figure asked. “Egypt is the U.S.’s best ally in the
Arab world. Mubarak has been doing everything to promote
a revival of Palestinian-Israeli peace talks. Why target him?”

Why, indeed? Anyone seeking a rational answer mustEIRMessage toEgypt:
be disappointed. Yet, there is no doubt that Egypt is being
pressured. On March 8, Bush laid out his guidelines for elec-U.S. Revolution IsOn
tions: “Like all free elections, these require freedom of assem-
bly, multiple candidates, free access by those candidates tobyMuriel Mirak-Weissbach
the media, and the right to form political parties.” In response,
Egyptian Foreign Minister Abu Gheit made clear that in the

Fear is gripping the Arab world. “so-called democratic endeavor, the pace will be set by Egypt
and the Egyptian people, and only the Egyptian people. TheAs this author experienced firsthand, during a recent visit

to Cairo, developments in the region after the U.S. elections Egyptian people will not accept what we call trusteeship.”
He went on to make the point: “I think Egypt is a light-have provoked fears that the chaos sparked by the Afghanistan

and Iraq wars will be exacerbated, and spread across South- house for the Middle East. The need for Egypt to be a friend of
the United States is something I’m sure people in Washingtonwest Asia. Most pointedly, the Lebanese-Syrian crisis, which

erupted with the Feb. 14 assassination of former Lebanese value very much. We are not subject to any kind of pressure.”
Abu Gheit also called Bush’s bluff regarding the wavePrime Minister Rafik Hariri, has made clear the Bush Admin-

istration’s determination to pursue the 1996-drafted doctrine of democratization that Bush, in his address to the National
Defense University, said was sweeping the Middle East.for a “Clean Break”—the doctrine of regime change, begin-

ning with Iraq, and proceeding to Syria, Lebanon, and Iran— “What model are we talking about in Iraq?” Abu Gheit asked.
“Bombs are exploding everywhere, and Iraqis are killed everyand the elimination of the Shi’ite Hezbollah.

The implications of the “Clean Break” doctrine have be- day in the streets. Palestinian elections?” he commented to
the Washington Post. “There were elections seven yearscome known in the region, after the widespread coverage in

the Arabic media of EIR’s exposé, immediately after Hariri’s prior.” As for Lebanon, Abu Gheit warned the United States
not to believe that it could manipulate the process so easily.murder (see EIR, Feb. 25, 2005). Press from the Persian Gulf,

as well as media from Lebanon and Syria, and numerous Pointing to the huge Hezbollah rally days earlier, he said:
“There are other trends in society. Maybe things will get bet-websites, carried the story of the neo-conservatives’ regional

war policy and the identification of the lobby inside America, ter, but we see what we see.”
U.S. demands for “free and fair elections” for the Egyptianthe U.S. Committee for a Free Lebanon, which is in a mad

rush for war. Presidency, have led Mubarak to propose a change in the
Constitution, so as to allow multiple party candidacies. OneThe immediate fear, therefore, is that the Lebanon-Syria

crisis will explode into a new war. As U.S.-backed elements in opposition group, led by two-term parliamentarian Ayman
Nour, has set up a new party called Al-Ghad (“Tomorrow”),the opposition refuse calls for national unity by the Lebanese

majority, and insist on acceptance of their non-negotiable which is widely rumored to be an American-funded and pi-
loted operation. This, some sources said, is Bush’s tool todemands (for total Syrian withdrawal, expulsion of Lebanese

intelligence officials, and an international investigation into bring down Mubarak. Nour was accused of having submitted
petitions for his party that contained falsified signatures. Thethe Hariri case) as a condition for political participation, the
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Interior Ministry’s Anti-Forgery Department said: “An inves- being waged by a patriotic coalition of forces against Bush—
is crucial. This author had the opportunity to present such atigation into the political practices of MP Ayman Nour

showed that, in an attempt to gain a legal license for his party, picture, during a seminar on March 12, organized by the Cen-
ter for Political Research and Studies of the Faculty of Eco-Nour had fabricated and forged the signatures of as many as

1,187 citizens. Nour forged these signatures,” the report said, nomic and Political Science of Cairo University. The three-
day seminar was dedicated to the Middle East situation, with“to provide the Political Parties Committee with what it

needed to legalize his party.” special emphasis on the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. Prof. Mo-
hammad Seyyed Selim, of the Center for Asian Studies, pre-In a rather hasty, and clumsily organized operation, the

authorities moved overnight to lift Nour’s parliamentary im- sented a detailed historical analysis of the causes of the failure
of the peace process.munity, and to arrest him on Jan. 29. After six weeks in jail,

he was released on bail. This author had been asked to address the issue of how to
change Washington’s policy in the region. The speech laidNour’s profile and program fit the description of a U.S.-

funded and backed “democracy” operation. He has called for out, first, the nature of current U.S. foreign policy for the
region, as outlined in the “Clean Break” doctrine. The seriescurtailing the President’s powers, and limiting the President

to two terms in office. According to the Egyptian newspaper of events triggered by the assassination of Hariri, was then
analyzed from the standpoint of an intended implementatonAl-Ahram, his party promotes a “free market economy, re-

spect for the rule of law, good governance, women’s empow- of that doctrine.
Counterposed to this, was a presentation of what a trueerment, freedom of expression, secularism, an open relation-

ship with the West and the United States, and a vibrant multi- peace policy would look like, as developed in Lyndon
LaRouche’s peace doctrine for Southwest Asia: U.S. commit-party system.”

Nour also has an American connection—or more than ment to a security arrangement among the leading nations of
the region (Egypt, Turkey, Syria, and Iran), within whichone. Just 48 hours before he was arrested, Nour met former

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, who was leading context, a withdrawal of U.S. and other troops from Iraq could
be organized; and U.S. commitment to a two-state solutiona Congressional task force on democracy. Nour and members

of the Ibn Khaldoun Development Center, headed by pro- for Israel and Palestine, based on a cooperative economic
development program, in the spirit of the Peace of Westphalia.democracy advocate Saadeddin Ibrahim, were invited to the

meetings. Nour also met with U.S. Ambassador to Egypt Da- How such a happy perspective could become reality, was
the question on the minds of the audience of students, profes-vid Welch.

The United States did not hesitate to respond to Nour’s sors, diplomats, and press. Nothing short of a revolution in
American politics could bring this about. This was the mainarrest. Richard Boucher, spokesman for the U.S. State Depart-

ment, said the arrest of “one of Egypt’s most prominent oppo- message communicated: that, especially since Nov. 2, a revo-
lution is being organized, under the leadership of LaRouche insition leaders” raised questions about Egyptian democracy.

The person who has raised the banner of Nour’s cause most the Democratic Party, but, increasingly, drawing in bipartisan
support from Republicans. The historic developments aroundvociferously, is Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, who

repeatedly demanded his release. Saying that she hoped “the the fight against voter suppression, culminating in the Dec.
13 Electoral College meeting, and the Jan. 6 joint session ofissue is resolved soon,” she cancelled her trip to Egypt in

protest against his incarceration. Congress, where the legitimacy of the vote was challenged,
had not hitherto been made known to the Egyptian public.Egyptian press have raised the question of foreign inter-

ference, after the news that $1 million was being given to six Once a perspective had been laid out, showing how this revo-
lutionary process can lead to a political defeat of the Bushnon-governmental organizations in the country. In February,

President Mubarak accused unnamed foreign agencies of al- Administration—especially around the Social Security priva-
tization battle—and to rendering Bush a lame duck, the moodlocating $70 million in funding for local pro-democracy advo-

cates. of the assembly changed visibly. As the seminar moderator
noted, this was “the good news from America,” which broughtNo one could reject the suggestion that greater participa-

tion in the political process in Egypt were desirable. However, a whiff of welcome optimism into the debate.
In private discussions with representatives of govern-any such process of reform must come, as Abu Gheit said,

from within; outside interference will only lead to destabiliza- ment, military, and press circles, this author experienced the
same phenomenon: Once the reality of the political processtion. And, given the role that Egypt continues to play strategi-

cally in the region, it would be inviting disaster to force regime inside the United States is grasped, the deep pessimism, which
hangs like a dark cloud over the mind, can be lifted. Then, thechange in Cairo.
possibility of effecting a fundamental change in U.S. foreign
policy as well, becomes comprehensible. In this light, peace,The Good News from America

In this climate of fear and near despair, an insight into not eternal war, again seems within reach—and worth fight-
ing for.what is really happening in the United States—into the fight
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Looming over everything, is the financial crisis. Every
week there are new warnings in the British establishment
financial press, about the dangers posed by the huge debt
bubbles. Britain’s entire economy is basically an extension
of the City of London; what little industry remains is being
rapidly shut down under the New Labour regime. IndustrialInstitutional Revolt
jobs in Britain fell from 4.52 million in 1997, when Labour
came to power, to 3.53 million now, and manufacturers expectWeakens Blair
many more jobs to the shipped overseas in the coming years.
Under these conditions, if the financial system cracks, Britainby Mary Burdman
cracks with it.

One plus, is that the upcoming elections will be a lot
After a wild battle in the British Parliament over the Labour more exciting than people had anticipated. Although the

parliamentary constituencies are drawn in such a way thatParty government’s awful “Prevention of Terrorism Bill,” the
political situation in Britain is now more volatile than it has they greatly favor Labour—many inner city Labour seats

have far fewer voters than suburban constituencies whichbeen since Summer 2003, when the death of Iraq arms inspec-
tor Dr. David Kelly shook Downing Street. Although the very tend more to the Tories—there is going to be a lot of “tacti-

cal” voting. Many previously strong Labour supporters arecontroversial emergency bill was passed on March 11, after a
30-hour, overnight debate which sent the bill “ping-ponging” saying that they simply cannot vote for Blair again. Also,

the Liberal Democrats, with their staunch opposition to thebetween the Houses of Commons and Lords, Prime Minister
Tony Blair and his Home Secretary, Charles Clarke, had to Iraq war, are increasingly influential, and could win a sig-

nificant group of seats.back down on critical issues, which even hours before, they
had been hotly denying they would ever yield to the oppo-
sition. Upheaval in the Lords

The revolt in the Parliament, and especially in the HouseIn the aftermath, seasoned observers of British politics
are saying that for the first time in since mid-2003, Blair is of Lords, over the “Prevention of Terrorism Bill, was a “seri-

ous matter,” senior British political observers told EIR. Theseriously weakened, as he faces the national elections, tenta-
tively scheduled for May 5. Although it is not likely that Tories under Michael Howard, weak as they are, were seen

dealing Labour a real defeat, and the Liberal DemocratsLabour would lose, the party could return with a much-re-
duced majority, down from the 167 it won in 2001. If just 50 emerged as a real force. The House of Lords is no longer a

collection of landed aristocrats: Its members are senior politi-Labour MPs lose their seats to opposition Tories or Liberal
Democrats, Blair’s majority would fall to below 70. Given cal leaders of all parties—most of them former Cabinet mem-

bers—and non-partisan senior figures from the legal and otherthe narrow margins by which Labour has won critical votes
in past months, the government would be vulnerable, going professions, called “cross-benchers” because they do not vote

on party lines.into a very tumultuous period.
At issue was an emergency bill to replace the Anti-Terror-

ism, Crime and Security Act which had been rushed throughAn Unpopular War
In Britain, the Iraq war is very unpopular, across all party Parliament in 2001 by then-Home Secretary David Blunkett

after Sept. 11. His bill—an outrageous violation of humanlines. It is notable that when Italian Prime Minister Silvio
Berlusconi announced March 15 that Italy would start pulling rights—allowed unlimited detention, without trial, of for-

eigners suspected of terrorism; he also supported the creationtroops out of Iraq in six months, he added that he had spoken of
constructing a “precise exit strategy” with Tony Blair. British of the Serious Organized Crime Agency, a British FBI-style

national police force, and other police-state measures. Lasttroops are having to expand their operations, as more and
more nations pull their forces out of Iraq. The majority of December, a special panel of Law Lords—senior judges who

are members of the House of Lords and act as a final “court”Labour voters hate Blair’s alignment with the neo-con gov-
ernment of George W. Bush: “There is no way that Tony Blair on legal matters in Britain—ruled eight-to-one that the 2001

bill violated the European Human Rights Act. Usually onlycould take Britain behind Bush into any kind of attack on
Iran,” senior sources have been telling EIR since the second five law lords form such a panel, but this case is so important

that nine were included.Bush inauguration. Were Blair to do that, despite the lack
of effective opposition in Britain, Blair would be out, the The Lords were ruling on an appeal brought by 9 of the 11

foreign detainees who have been held without trial in Britishsources say.
Another source said that the “Blair-Bush axis—except prisons for up to three years. Belmarsh prison, where most of

them were, is known as “Britain’s Guantanamo Bay.” Foreignwith regard to Iraq—is beginning to cool. From Blair’s selfish
political point of view, Bush is not an asset.” suspects considered not in danger of torture or the death pen-
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alty in their home nations, are deported. On Dec. 16, as the not do that in the Lords. On March 7, the Lords voted up
a Liberal Democratic amendment that only a judge couldLaw Lords delivered their decision, Blunkett himself had to

resign, because of one of the bigger sex scandals in Britain in impose any kind of control order, by a 249-119 majority—
the biggest parliamentary defeat this government has had.some time. He was replaced by Education Secretary Charles

Clarke. Twenty Labour peers, including the former Chancellor—and
mentor of Tony Blair—Lord Irvine and four other formerLord Hoffmann commented on the bill: “It calls into ques-

tion the very existence of an ancient liberty of which this ministers, supported the majority. Former Metropolitan Po-
lice Commissioner Lord Condon also voted against the gov-country has until now been very proud: freedom from arbi-

trary arrest and detention. . . . The real threat to the life of the ernment, undermining Blair’s contention that police and se-
curity services unanimously support his legislation. Thenation . . . comes not from terrorism but from laws such as

these,” a view echoed by many of his peers. “This is a nation Lords voted up—with big majorities—several other amend-
ments to increase the powers of the courts over the ministry,which has been tested in adversity, which has survived physi-

cal destruction and catastrophic loss of life. I do not underesti- at every level.
While the Labour rebellion in the Commons was rapidlymate the ability of fanatical groups to kill or destroy, but they

do not threaten the life of the nation. Whether we should reduced, Tories and Liberal Dems stuck to their key amend-
ments, the Tories calling for a “sunset clause” that wouldsurvive Hitler hung in the balance, but there is no doubt we

shall survive al-Qaida,” Lord Hoffman concluded. have the new legislation automatically expire by the end of
the year. Blair rejected the offer, but this was to prove his
comeuppance: It was on this issue that the government finallyViolating the Magna Carta

Despite the Law Lords’ ruling, new Home Secretary had to compromise, in all but the letter of the law. In the
House of Lords, strong opposition to the bill continued,Clarke kept the suspects in prison, and then submitted a new

law, which had to be pushed through Parliament before the threatening to provoke a constitutional crisis. Blair ranted
about taking the issue to the voters, but this might not be aold one expired March 14. Clarke’s bill was hardly an im-

provement: It allowed the Home Secretary to issue harsh con- solution: Most people in Britain are clearly concerned about
security, but do not necessarily think that Blair’s measurestrol orders, including for house arrest under severe restric-

tions, on both foreign nationals and Britons alike! This are the answer.
After an almost unprecedented, all-night marathon, Blairprovision violates the Magna Carta. As in the 2001 bill, sus-

pects can be detained without charges or trial, and with no gave a press conference March 11 announcing—despite his
repeated declarations of “no more compromises”—that bothright to even know the evidence against them, or to legal

representation of their choice. Clarke’s only concession to the Houses of Parliament would get full ability to debate and
amend a new bill to replace the current emergency legislation,Law Lords’ ruling—at first—was that the suspects were not

to be imprisoned. Clarke’s law gave the Home Secretary, and within a year. Amid the turmoil, the imprisoned terror sus-
pects were released on bail March 11, although under strictnot the courts, the power to impose the new control mea-

sures—something that had not been allowed in Britain since surveillance conditions. Howard called the Blair compromise
a “sunset clause in all but name.”the end of World War II.

The bill got through the Commons Feb. 28, but debate
was hot. Clarke had to make an important concession, by Still More Problems for Blair

Blair has more problems. The key question of the “legal-agreeing that judges, and not ministers, would have the final
say on house arrest orders. A cross-party group of MPs de- ity” of the Iraq war continues to haunt him. Controversy

continues over the two-page parliamentary answer submittedmanded an amendment to have judges decide on all control
orders, not just house arrest. The amendment lost by only 14 on March 17, 2003, by Attorney General Lord Goldsmith,

which, on top of the now totally discredited “Weapons ofvotes, with 60 Labour MPs voting against Clarke. The “re-
bels” included ten former Blair ministers. The entire bill Mass Destruction” hoax, tipped the balance in the Parliament

to support the invasion. Reportedly, Goldsmith had writtenpassed by a majority of only 53 in the 659-seat Commons,
where Labour has 413 members. a longer statement, questioning the legality of the invasion,

just 10 days earlier, but this Downing Street refuses toThis all went on against a background of extreme claims
from the government, about the level of the terrorism “threat.” publish.

On March 10, Cabinet Secretary Sir Andrew TurnbullEverything from the upcoming election campaign to the wed-
ding of Prince Charles in April, is touted as a terror target. asserted that there never had been any full legal statement by

Goldsmith, which would mean that his short answer was theBlair claimed on radio that “several hundred” suspected ter-
rorists are being watched in Britain, although this number is government’s “definitive advice” on the war. Britain’s infor-

mation commissioner, Richard Thomas, has launched an in-“far in excess of what intelligence officials estimate,” which
is more like 40, the BBC retorted. vestigation into the refusal to publish what Goldsmith wrote,

based on the new Freedom of Information Act.Clarke cut debate short in the Commons, but he could
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New U.S. Bases in Afghanistan:
What Do They Portend?
by Ramtanu Maitra

The United States is beefing up its military presence in Af- no question that Dostum’s men do not need military training;
what they need is some understanding, and respect, for lawghanistan, and reports from the Indian media indicate that the

United States has decided to set up nine new bases, scattered and order.
The other important factor in play with this Karzai-throughout the country. The locations are: single bases in

Helmand, Herat, Nimrouz, Balkh, and Mazar-e-Sharif; and Dostum union is the Pentagon-Karzai plan to counter the other
major north Afghan ethnic grouping—the Tajik-Afghans.two bases each in Jalalabad/Khost and Paktika. According to

observers, these will be set up within the context of the U.S. Since the Presidential election took place in Afghanistan last
October, and throughout the winter, Washington has con-Global Military Plan (GMP), to be small, but flexible bases

to which supplies can easily be ferried, and which can also be veyed repeatedly that the poison fangs of al-Qaeda have been
uprooted and that the Taliban is split. There was also reliableused as a springboard, if necessary.

Reports have made it clear that the decision to set up new news suggesting that a section of Taliban leaders had accepted
the leadership of two fellow Pushtuns, President Karzai, andAmerican military bases was taken during U.S. Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s visit to Kabul in December 2004. the U.S. Ambassador, Zalmay Khalilzad, and were making
their way into the Kabul government.Subsequently, Afghan Pres. Hamid Karzai accepted the Pen-

tagon diktat. Perhaps, he did not put up much of a resistance; With al-Qaeda de-fanged and the Taliban split, one would
come to believe that the Afghan situation is well under con-U.S. Intelligence is of the view that President Karzai will not

be able to hold on to his throne beyond June, unless the U.S. trol. Is it so? If it is, then Kabul and Washington must explain
how it is that a bomb went off in the southern city of Kandahar,Army trains a large number of Afghan national Army person-

nel and protects Kabul. Even today, the inner core of President killing five people on March 17, the very day that U.S. Secre-
tary of State Condoleezza Rice landed in Kabul on her firstKarzai’s security is run by the U.S. State Department, using

people provided by private U.S. contractors. visit to Afghanistan. Also needing explanation is why Presi-
dent Karzai has pushed back the dates for Afghanistan’s his-On Feb. 23, according to the official Bakhter News

Agency, 196 U.S. military instructors arrived in Kabul, sched- torical parliamentary elections, originally planned for 2004,
first to May 2005, and now to September 2005.uled to stay until the end of 2006. Gen. H. Head, commander

of the U.S. Phoenix Joint Working Force, said that the objec-
tive of the team is to expedite the educational and training Opium . . . and More Opium

What is definitely not under control, and surely is theprograms of Afghan army personnel. The plan to protect Pres-
ident Karzai, and the new-found “democracy” in Afghani- source of many threats to the region, is the burgeoning opium

production. Opium production grew at a much faster rate dur-stan, seems to lie in the U.S. creation of 70,000 well-trained
Afghan National Army (ANA) personnel by the end of 2006. ing the U.S. occupation of Afghanistan than the rate at which

the enemies of Washington, and Karzai, weakened during theAs of now, the 20,000-strong ANA personnel help out the
17,000-plus U.S. troops and some 5,000-plus NATO troops same period. In 2003, U.S.-occupied Afghanistan produced

4,200 tons of opium, and in 2004, the still U.S.-occupied, andthat are presently based in Afghanistan.
In addition, in a move to bring in a large number of militia- semi-democratic Afghanistan, produced a record 4,950 tons,

breaking the all-time high of 4,600 tons produced by the Tali-men to ANA quickly, President Karzai on Feb. 28 appointed
Gen. Abdur Rashid Dostum, a regional Uzbek-Afghan war- ban in the year 2000. Although this problem is known to

the world, the Pentagon refuses to deal with it. It is not thelord of disrepute, as his personal military chief of staff. The
list of what is wrong with General Dostum is too long to military’s job to eradicate poppy fields, says the Pentagon.

Why? Because it would antagonize the warlords who remainlay out here, but he is important to President Karzai and the
Pentagon. General Dostum has under him at least 30,000 mili- the mainstays of the Pentagon in Afghanistan, say observers.

When all is said and done, one cannot but wonder abouttia members of his Jumbush-e-milli. In other words, a quick
change of uniform for Dostum’s militia would increase the the purpose of the new military bases. If al-Qaeda is only a

shadow of the past, if the Taliban leaders are queuing up tonumber of ANA by 30,000, at a minimal cost. There is also
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relationships and good partnerships in this part of the world,
not only in Afghanistan,” he said, also mentioning the existing
U.S. bases in Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.

Permanent or Long-Term?
But these accounts merely amount to word play. The re-

ports from media in the Indian subcontinent clearly point out
that the intent of the United States to set up new military
bases, is not simply to bring Afghanistan under control, but
to use as a major hub for controlling activities in the vast
Eurasian region. In fact, one can argue that the landing of
American troops in Afghanistan in the Winter of 2001 was
conscious policy to set up forward bases on the crossroads of
three major areas: the Middle East, Central Asia, and South
Asia. It is important for Washington to set up these bases not
only because of the area’s energy bounty, but also because it
is the meeting point of three growing powers—China, India,
and Russia.

One may also argue that the base set up at Manas outside
Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan, is part of a military pat-
tern. Central Asian reports indicate that close to 3,000 Ameri-
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can troops are based there. It embodies a major commitment
to maintain not just air operations over Afghanistan for the
foreseeable future, but also a robust military presence in the
region well after the war.join the Kabul government, and if the U.S. military is not

interested in tackling the opium explosion, why does the In Uzbekistan, prior to putting the Manas Air Base in
Kyrgyzstan, the United States paid the Uzbek GovernmentUnited States need these bases? It seems a perfectly logical

question to ask. handsomely for permission to set up an air base in Qarshi
Hanabad. There are about 1,500 U.S. soldiers in Qarshi Hana-A ray of light was shed on that question during the recent

trip to Afghanistan by five U.S Senators, led by John McCain bad, and agreements have been made for the use of Tajik
and Kazakh airfields for military operations. Even the neutral(R-Ariz.). On Feb. 22, McCain, accompanied by Sens. Hillary

Clinton (D-N.Y.), Susan Collins (R-Maine), Lindsey Graham Turkmenistan has granted permission for military over-
flights. Ostensibly, the leaders of these Central Asian nations(R-S.C.) and Russ Feingold (D-Wisc.), held talks with Presi-

dent Karzai. After the talks, McCain, the number-two Repub- are providing military facilities to the United States to help
them eradicate the Islamic and other sort of terrorists thatlican on the Senate Armed Services Committee, said he was

committed to a “strategic partnership that we believe must threaten their nations. These developments, particularly set-
ting up bases in Manas and Qarshi Hanabad, are not an attemptendure for many, many years.” He told reporters in Kabul

that America’s strategic partnership with Afghanistan should by the United States to search for an exit strategy for Afghani-
stan, but quite the opposite: to establish a military presence.include “permanent bases” for U.S. forces.

A spokesman for the Afghan President, however, told In December 2004, U.S. Army spokesman Major Mark
McCann said that the United States was building four militarynews reporters that establishing permanent U.S. bases would

require approval from the yet-to-be created Afghan parlia- bases in Afghanistan, which will be used only by the Afghan
National Army. “We are building a base in Herat,” he said.ment. Later, perhaps realizing that the image that Washington

would like to project of Afghanistan is that of a sovereign “It is true,” and he added that Herat is one of four bases being
built. The others are in the southern province of Kandahar,nation, McCain’s office softened his comments with a state-

ment of clarification: “The United States will need to remain the southeast city of Gardez in Paktia province, and Mazar-i-
Sharif, the northern city controlling the main route to centralin Afghanistan to help the country rid itself of the last vestiges

of Taliban and al-Qaeda.” His office also indicated that what Afghanistan. The United States already has three operational
bases inside Afghanistan; the main logistical center for thethe Senator meant was a long-term commitment of the United

States, but not “permanent” bases. Was the “permanent U.S.-led coalition in Afghanistan is the Bagram Air Field
north of Kabul—known by U.S. military forces as “BAF.”bases” comment simply a slip of the tongue?

It was surely not a mistake. On March 16, Gen. Richard Other key U.S.-run logistical centers in Afghanistan in-
clude Kandahar Air Field, or “KAF,” in southern Afghani-Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that no

decision had been reached on whether to seek permanent stan, and the Shindand Air Field in the western province of
Herat. Shindand is located about 100 kilometers from thebases on Afghan soil. “But clearly we’ve developed good
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border with Iran, which makes it controversial. Moreover,
according to the U.S.-based think-tank, Global Security,
Shindand is the largest air base in Afghanistan.

Encircling Iran Will Mexico’s PRI
According to Paul Beaver, an independent defense analyst

based in London, the proximity of Shindand to Iran could Become a Whorehouse?
give Tehran cause for concern. Beaver points out that with
American ships in the Gulf and Shindand sitting next to Iran, by Ruben Cota Meza
Tehran has a reason to claim that Washington is in the process
of encircling Iran. However, the United States has played

If the current president of the Mexican PRI, Roberto Madrazodown the potential of Shindand, saying that it will not remain
with the United States for long, but would be handed over to Pintado, is successful in forcing his policy changes on that

political party, the chances are that Mexico will sink stillthe ANA.
But Tehran has a reason to worry beyond Shindand. In further into the destruction and chaos that have characterized

the past quarter-century.Pakistan, the Pervez Musharraf government has allowed the
commercial airport at Jacobabad, about 300 miles north of The PRI, which ruled Mexico for more than 70 years,

until it lost power to the right-wing synarchist National ActionKarachi and 300 miles southeast of Kandahar, to be one of
three Pakistani bases used by U.S. and allied forces to support Party (PAN) in the year 2000, made a fundamental change in

its party action program during the party’s national assembly,their campaign in Afghanistan. The other bases are at Dalban-
din and Pasni. Under the terms of an agreement with Pakistan, held the first week in March. That change removed a para-

graph which had banned foreign investment in the Mexicanthe Allied forces can use these bases for search and rescue
missions, but they are not permitted to use them to stage energy sector (a Constitutional mandate, in any event), and

took a strong stand reaffirming the State’s dominion overattacks on Taliban targets. Both the Jacobabad and Pasni
bases have been sealed off, and Pakistani security forces have national resources, and in particular, over Mexico’s hydrocar-

bon wealth. In its place, the PRI adopted an ambiguous state-set up a 5-kilometer cordon around them.
By March 2004, there were reports of increased U.S. oper- ment that opens the door to the possibility that the PRI—

previously the fiercest defender of the nation’s right to itsations in Pakistan. Two air bases—Dalbandin and Shahbaz—
were the focus of extensive movements to provide logistical own natural resources—will modify Mexico’s 1917 National

Constitution, to once again allow the exploitation of thosesupport for Special Forces and intelligence operations.
Shahbaz Air Base near Jacobabad appeared to be the key to resources by foreign interests.

The founding of the PRI, and the national governmentsthe U.S. Spring offensive. At Jacobabad, C-17 transports were
reportedly involved in daily deliveries of supplies. A report through which it governed from the 1920s until 2000, was

largely the result of three historic episodes in Mexico’s battlein the Pakistani Daily Times, March 10, 2004, claimed that
the airbase was under U.S. control, with an inner ring of facili- to establish itself as a republic, dedicated to the attainment of

justice for its people. Those three episodes were: first, Mexi-ties that were off-limits to Pakistan’s military.
There is no question that prior to an U.S. invasion—uni- can independence from Spanish colonial rule in the early 19th

Century; second, the Reform and the battle led by Benitolateral or with the support of U.S. allies—a lot of diplomatic
water will flow through the Persian Gulf. Only time will tell Juárez against French intervention, against the empire of

Maximilian of Hapsburg, and for the restoration of the Repub-how long it will take either to resolve conflicts or to come to
a determination that the disputes cannot be resolved. But, lic in the mid-19th Century; and third, the bloody Mexican

Revolution against the system of virtual serfdom and againstthere is no doubt that the war option is on the table, and plans
are afoot to go ahead in case. . . . the so-called economic “modernization” of dictator Porfirio

Dı́az in the early 20th Century.The intent to prepare for war was announced publicly by
none other than Vice President Dick Cheney, just hours before The state’s dominion over the natural resources of the soil

and subsoil, established in Articles 27 and 28 of the 1917being sworn in for a second term. In an interview on the
MSNBC program “Imus in the Morning,” Cheney publicly Mexican Constitution, and the oil expropriation decreed in

1938 by President Lázaro Cárdenas (1934-1940), representraised the possibility that Israel “might well decide to act first”
to prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons. Commenting the essence of those historic battles. And it is against the very

existence of the Mexican Republic, and of its right to use itson the Vice President’s remarks, former National Security
Council chief Zbigniew Brzezinski said on PBS, “the Vice natural resources, that both national and foreign interests have

joined forces throughout Mexico’s history, to threaten thePresident today in a kind of a strange parallel statement to this
declaration of freedom hinted that the Israelis may do it, and, viability of the nation itself. The PRI’s surrender of its long-

cherished defense of that national character, threatens toin fact, used language which sounds like a justification or
even an encouragement for the Israelis to do it.” throw open the doors to such foreign enemies, and to turn the
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into buying the bonds of this new fund. These bonds would
then be used to double Mexico’s oil production—and export
it all to the United States. Castañeda’s bonds would be backed,
of course, by the future sale of Mexico’s oil.

Senator Bartlett Fights the PRI ‘Transvestites’
It is the allies of the international bankers within the PRI,

who are encouraging PRI President Madrazo’s sell-out plan.
PRI Senator Manuel Bartlett Diaz, in an emotional speech
before all the delegates of the PRI assembly, said that the
enemy is also within the PRI. “Those who vote to abandon
the explicit defense of the Constitution,” he said, “are in favor
of foreign interests. . . . If today we allow these neoliberals
and sellouts encrusted within the party, to assure that we doThe Congressional attempt to break the Constitutional defense of
not approve the defense of the Constitution of the Republic,Mexico’s national oil company Pemex, coincided with “energy

NAFTA” looting plans being circulated in the United States ahead we will have surrendered the party, and we will have lost the
of the Crawford “NAFTA summit.” defense of national sovereignty. Do not allow this to happen!”

Senator Bartlett warned that if the PRI’s conservative ele-
ments succeed in this, they will have eliminated the party’s
essence. The PRI would no longer be a nationalist party ofPRI into the vehicle of its own destruction.
the people. Bartlett identified this effort to destroy the PRI
with former Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari,Pressure for Mexico to Loot Itself

The PRI’s suicidal turn is in response to a tremendous who turned the PRI into the PAN’s tail, and who, together
with former President Ernesto Zedillo, pushed the PRI toescalation in pressure on Mexico by the Bush Administration

in Washington, and by the international financial institutions the right.
Later, Bartlett denounced Madrazo as an anti-nationalist,for which the United States serves as policeman (the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and so on). Driving an opportunist, and a hypocrite who seeks to stay on the good
side of the businessmen and the multinationals, by offeringthem is the same desperate insolvency that is behind their

efforts to steal the Social Security funds of the United States them access to strategic sectors of the economy, and who,
together with the PANista Government Secretary Santiagoitself.

Bush, Mexican President Vicente Fox, and Canadian Creel, believes that the multinationals are the ones who are
going to determine the 2006 vote, by choosing the person whoPrime Minister Paul Martin will be meeting on March 23 at

Bush’s ranch in Crawford, Texas. One of the main agenda is most sympathetic to their interests, and who can promise
them the best deal.items that Bush will impose there will be the necessity for

Mexico to “open up” its energy sector to foreign investment. In other words, Bartlett is describing how the PRI is rap-
idly becoming a brothel of transvestites, who are offeringTo prepare for that meeting, U.S. Secretary of State Condo-

leezza Rice travelled to Mexico in mid-March, to discuss how themselves to whomever is able to pay and will give them a
new house—in this case, the presidential house.NAFTA (the North American Free Trade Association) could

be expanded into a full “North American Economic Commu- Bartlett’s strong attacks have forced Madrazo and his
transvestites onto the defensive. For example, Manlio Fabionity” which, among other things, would encompasss energy.

Another element of preparation for the Crawford meeting Beltrones, current president of the Mexican Chamber of Dep-
uties, tried to justify what happened at the assembly by insist-included a March 3 New York Times article, which publicized

the campaign of Pemex director Luis Ramı́rez Corzo to “mod- ing that it did not mean “that we are going to support the
privatization initiatives of Zedillo or of the PAN.” And Ma-ernize” the Mexican state oil company, by allowing “risk

contracts” and other forms of foreign investment. Still another drazo himself declared that what the PRI assembly had ap-
proved was only “deeper reflection” on how to support thewas the article by former Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge

Castañeda and former California Pension Investment Unit energy sector, and to discuss it with freedom and democracy.
Bartlett’s response to all this was to say that such denialsdirector, Nathan Gardens, which was published in the Finan-

cial Times of London on March 8. Castañeda, better known that privatization is on the agenda is just designed to fool
PRI members. What is clear in all these verbal attacks andby some as “Wall Street’s Fair-haired Boy,” is currently a

Presidential contender for 2006. counterattacks, is that the PRI sector linked to Madrazo is
sending a message to foreign interests and to their partnersIn the Financial Times, Castañeda proposes the establish-

ment of a North American Energy Security Fund, which inside Mexico: Put us back in the Presidency, and we get you
the oil that you lost more than a half century ago.would channel financial resources from U.S. pension funds
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Fox announced that the upcoming summit cess, and media bias. He also noted that there
Brazil Again in the will discuss how to expand NAFTA into a had been rampant buying of votes by can-

didates from both sides. “These negative“North American Initiative,”—involvingFinancial Whirlwind
joint security measures, “a North American tendencies have damaged Kyrgyzstan’s rep-

utation for promoting democracy,” the Am-policy . . . on energy,” and “a customsJP Morgan Chase raised Brazil’s country-
union.” This is exactly the terms of the pro- bassador said.risk rating by 7% on March 14-16, to 430,
posal floated by the CFR on March 14 for the Young made reference to demonstra-meaning that Brazil and Brazilian compa-
creation of a North American Community, tions which broke out in different places innies now have to pay a minimum premium
defined by a common security perimeter, ex- the country, as “a sign that many Kyrgyzstanof 4.3%, over the cost of U.S. Treasury bills,
ternal tariff, and energy policy. citizens felt disappointed by the governmentto borrow. The country risk supposedly is

With Fox’s announcement and the CFR failure to run a truly free and fair and trans-rising because financier cartels lowered their
proposal, a similar one was floated a few parent process.” The Swiss Daily Neueratings on Brazilian debt at the beginning of
days before by former Foreign Relations Zürcher Zeitung reported that in Jalalabad,March, citing the increasing danger of devel-
Secretary Jorge Castañeda and Nathan leaders of what it called a “fairly heteroge-oping sector capital flight.
Gardels, which included doubling Mexican nous opposition movement”—among themBrazil, indeed, is more vulnerable than
oil output within a few years. There were opposition leader Rosa Otunbayeva—had aever, after the March 4 decision of its Central
ugly maneuvers by the financier faction of gathering with 10,000 participants. The op-Bank to eliminate capital controls—in the
the Mexican opposition party PRI, to crush position leaders demanded the formation ofname of “simplifying” and thus lowering the
its historic opposition to handing over Mexi- “peoples committees,” which should func-cost of sending money abroad. As of March
co’s energy resources to foreigners, at the tion like a shadow government. But the pa-14, when the new rules went into effect, there
March 4 PRI national assembly. George per reported the protest movement has nowere no limits to the amount of money which
Shultz’s faction is demanding Mexico’s and solid backing from the majority of the popu-can be sent out of the country, and no docu-
Canada’s oil to build yet another speculative lation.mentation required on the source of the
bubble on.money. “What is underway, in a few words,

Fox said the“North American Initiative”is the legalization of capital flight,” econo-
is still in a draft form, but “We expect that inmist Paulo Nogueira Batista, Jr. warned on $4 Billion a Daythis next visit it will be made into an agree-March 11, in a Jornal do Brasil op-ed. He
ment among the three countries.” It will haveadded that the total stock of financial assets Flowing Into U.S.
many chapters, Fox explained: “One ofin reals, which can be converted into foreign
them, very important, is security; we arecurrencies at any moment, far exceeds the The U.S. Treasury reported on March 16 that
going. . .to increase actions bearing on secu-Central Bank’s foreign reserves; Brazil will net capital inflow into the United States in
rity.” The chapter related to energy seeks “anow be even more vulnerable to any run on January totalled a huge $92.5 billion, well
North American regional policy—and here,the real. over $4 billion for every business day, to
I’m talking about North America, the threeOn March 16, the Central Bank also support the U.S. current account and budget
countries, in energy matters,” he said.raised its SELIC benchmark interest rate by deficits. The report brought the net cash that

Issues such as border security, trade andanother 0.5%, bringing it up to 19.25% a flowed into the United States during the
competitiveness among Mexico and theyear. The average interest rate for consumers three months November 2004-January
U.S.A., will be treated in a separate bilateralis now estimated at a usurious 147% a year, 2005, to $239.5 billion, and rising during
meeting at Crawford.and for businesses, 73.52% a year. that period ($63.8 billion November, $83.2

billion December, $92.5 billion January)—
an average rate of nearly $1 trillion a year.
When that immense flow supporting the dol-‘Great Energy Grab’ U.S. Ambassador Slams
lar stops growing, the dollar’s fall will accel-
erate; should it drop, a collapse of the dollarAt Crawford Summit Kyrgyzstan Elections
were likely.

Some 90% of December’s inflow wasMexican President Fox revealed March 16 In the aftermath of the second round of par-
liamentary elections in the Central Asian re-that creation of a North American Commu- from private corporations and individuals

rather than governments’ central banks; innity—the “great energy grab” proposed by public of Kyrgyzstan on March 13—ending
with a majority for the candidates linked tothe New York Council on Foreign Relations January, that dropped to about 85%. There

was a large increase in net purchases of U.S.(DFR)—is indeed the central theme of the President Akayev—attempts are being
made to inflame the country. U.S. Ambassa-March 23 trilateral NAFTA summit of Fox, Treasury securities by foreigners—from

$1.4 billion in December to $23.1 billion inCanadian Prime Minister Paul Martin, and dor Stephen Young blasted the elections (the
first round was Feb. 27) as characterized byPresident George Bush, at Bush’s ranch in January—and an equally large, $21 billion

drop in foreign purchases of corporateTexas. In a press conference for Canadian harassment of the independent media, gov-
ernment interference in the campaign pro-and American journalists in Mexico City, bonds.
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Ibero-Americans Tell
Of Their Privatized
Social Security Horror

On March 12, the weekly Internet broadcast of “The LaRouche Show” was dedi-
cated to an extraordinary series of interviews with six social security specialists
and trade union leaders from four countries of Ibero-America, who reported on
the disastrous results of social security privatization in their respective countries,
and urged the United States not to make the same mistake, and to reject the Bush
Administration’s plan to privatize Social Security along the fascist model of Pino-
chet’s Chile.

The program was hosted by EIR’s Marcia Merry Baker with guest moderator
Cynthia Rush of EIR’s Ibero-America desk, and included an interview with
LaRouche Youth Movement activist David Nance. The program was extended to
90 minutes and was webcast, including live video feeds from Ibero-America, with
simultaneous translation provided by EIR.

The full show is archived in video and audio, in both English and Spanish, at
http://www.larouchepub.com/radio/archive 2005.html.

Marcia Merry Baker: Good afternoon, everyone, and welcome to The
LaRouche Show. Today is March 12, 2005. I will be the co-host today; I’m Marcia
Merry Baker. And due to the importance of the topic, due to the many guests—I’m
very glad to say, we have live from four nations in Mexico and South America—
we hope to run longer than our usual hour. And the topic of extreme importance is
organizing to stop the fascist drive we see in the effort to piratize—to privatize—
the Social Security system of the United States, which is just part of a broader effort
to have these kinds of “steal and kill” solutions to the international financial crisis.

Our in-studio guest today for this special broadcast, from the LaRouche Youth
Movement in Washington, D.C., is David Nance. My co-host Cynthia Rush will
be moderating with our guests from South America and Mexico.

Our plan for today is, we are going to get firsthand accounts of the record of
the imposition of privatizing social security in over seven nations in South America
and in Mexico: how the stealing went on, how it’s been imposed under political
lies, first in Chile, and then later elsewhere; and how it’s resulted in poverty, done
all this harm—and it’s made a bundle for a certain international banking network.

The people we will hear from, I’d like to identify now, and we will be in
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LaRouche movement activists helped mobilize a
rally in Omaha, Nebraska in February, outside one
of George Bush’s stump speeches, called to push
Social Security privatization. Americans are not
buying the fascist lies Bush is parroting. Above:
The LaRouche Show co-hosts (from left): LaRouche
Youth Movement organizer David Nance, EIR
Economics Editor Marcia Merry Baker, and
Cynthia Rush.

dialogue with them directly. roadshows, where he says, “Step right up, have I got a deal
for you”—and namely, it’s to privatize Social Security, whichFrom Chile, we will have Isabel Márquez Lizana, who is

the Project Chief of the Individual Accounts Division of the is just stealing.
Now, a warroom has been set up in the Treasury Depart-Institute for Social Security Normalization, and she is also a

Researcher with the Social Sciences Department of Univer- ment of the United States. And Dick Cheney, the Vice Presi-
dent, is going to be touring the country; the Treasury Secretarysity of Chile.

In Mexico, we’re very pleased to have three people from Mr. Snow is touring. They’ve announced a 60-day period of
this kind of stuff.the state of Querétaro, Mexico, and they will be: Professor

Marco Antonio Rubio Abonce, who is General Secretary of That’s the visible aspect. But, behind the scenes, we have
characters that you’ll hear more about, namely, Georgethe Union of Academic Personnel of the Autonomous Univer-

sity of Querétaro, and co-President of the National Workers’ Shultz, based in California who, for decades—he was former
Secretary of State, among other things, coming out of theUnion of Querétaro; we will also have with him, Professor

José Alfredo Zepeda, who is the former President of the Au- University of Chicago, and has a predecessor pedigree of
outright Nazism—has been backing swindles like this privati-tonomous University of Querétaro; and joining them will be

Javier Armando Jiménez, the Research Director of the Educa- zation in the Americas and around the world. He’s also the
economic advisor to Arnold Schwarzenegger, along withtion Workers Union of the state of Querétaro.

In Peru, we have on standby Professor Alejandro Apaza Warren Buffett.
So, we’re in a very strategic kind of fight here, not just onRetamozo, who is President of the Service Cooperative of the

Education Workers of Peru, and a founding member of the one issue. We’ve got those who are demanding privatiza-
tion—including deregulation or globalization of economicTeachers’ Union of Peru.

And finally, in Argentina we will be speaking with Dr. activity—to the point of outright fascism, as “solutions” to
the economic breakdown that we see: outright fascism. I’mJulio González, who, among other things, is the former Tech-

nical Secretary of the Presidency of the Nation in the 1970s; talking about the backers of these roadshows (I don’t know
what President Bush knows—that’s a different matter).he is Professor of Economic Structures of Argentina at the

Buenos Aires University and the National University of Lo- They’re just saying: “We’re going to do it. We’re doing evil.
We’re going to intimidate you, and you’re going to take it.”mas de Zamora.
And that’s what we’re going to stop. We’re going to stop that
kind of evil.Bush’s Snake-Oil Roadshow

So with these guests on standby, let me just begin with a The context in which this is occurring—besides the fact
that they’re evil people—is that the financial system is infew short updates about the situation we face here in the

United States. We’ve got the President of our country loose breakdown. And this gang wants to take what they can get,
and do it with jackboot methods.on a roadshow. It’s a little like the old-fashioned snake-oil
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The opposite of this kind of fascist response to the break- The LaRouche PAC put out this pamphlet about George
Shultz and Social Security privatization also in Spanish;down, is what Lyndon LaRouche and collaborators, espe-

cially the LaRouche Youth Movement in the United States there’s at least 50,000 copies of that. And I heard that in
Mexico, there is another pamphlet waiting for the resourcesand internationally, have been working on. They’ve been put-

ting forward the idea that you can reorganize the financial to go on the presses—
Cynthia Rush: Right, 50,000 copies.system, have a new system like after the Second World War

with a New Bretton Woods. And we can look ahead to restor-
ing sovereign nations, functioning economies. Baker: Fifty thousand of a special pamphlet for Mexico

and for South America.I want to take this opportunity to announce—you won’t
be able to see it so well—but I have the cover that’s being So, we have a tremendous situation. I conclude with an

update for everyone. I want to report on a bandit—his nameprinted of Mr. LaRouche’s new book that will be out in ten
days, called Earth’s Next Fifty Years, which contains how to is José Piñera, and he’s been around for too many decades.

He’s a Chilean national, to begin with, but was trained at thechange your thinking about how we can bring forth develop-
ment and hope in the world again. On the cover of this new University of Chicago—George Shultz—and Harvard. And

so, in the 1970s, José Piñera was in on the ground floor ofbook, is the installation of the nuclear power plant in Angra
in Brazil, near Rio de Janeiro. And that says a lot about the the coup and the Augusto Pinochet dictatorship in Chile, the

military coup in 1973. And then Mr. Piñera designed the pri-kind of world we can look forward to, once we defeat this evil
crowd of the Schwarzenazis and so forth. vatizing of social security in Chile. We will hear about that.

Besides going to many other countries in the interveningSo, it’s a showdown time. Let’s just stress that the finan-
cial breakdown process can be seen in many ways. One aspect decades, Mr. Piñera in the last few years was based in Wash-

ington, at an outfit called the Cato Institute, where he co-is the dollar! We’ve had two runs on the dollar in the last two
weeks. They were stopped a bit. But after South Korea and chairs a committee to privatize Social Security here in the

United States. In recent months, before this pamphlet wentthen, a few days ago, Japan, had officials saying, “we are
going to start to ease out of holdings in the dollar, because out, Piñera—who has a big ego and a big website—was prom-

ising to be everywhere from Milwaukee to Boston. But, nowwe’re losing too much money,” the whole system shook. We
have even bigger seismic shakes domestically in the United he’s gone underground! We don’t like to make fun of our

national anthem, but we might say, “José can you see?” be-States, where General Motors, and the whole complex of the
automaker and the financial GMAC end of General Motors, cause you cannot see him in the last few weeks. Only earlier

this month, on March 4, did the Wall Street Journal managehas a debt of some $250 billion—that’s practically bigger
than Brazil and Argentina’s much-vaunted official foreign to get this guy to reappear in public. He was interviewed in

Santiago, Chile, talking about how great it is to privatize so-debt. And that is ready to blow, and unpayable.
cial security and have ownership—well, of poverty. The other
backers of these kinds of policies can be forced into cages.Resources Needed for the Fight

So, you have a world of huge amounts of unpayable debt. We can do it with Arnold Schwarzenegger.
And therefore, we are so glad that we have today ourThat’s the backdrop to the idea: Are we going to reorganize

that debt on behalf of people? Or are we going to pay a net- guests on standby, and Cynthia Rush, will moderate our dis-
cussion, which as you know is in Spanish and English, trans-work of thieves, saying that they’re bankers, who are trying

to do this looting? lated simultaneously; it is in video and audio.
So, to awake citizens of all the nations of the Americas is

a big job. And here in the United States, that has very much LYM Organizing on Capitol Hill
But, just before we turn things over to Cynthia and beginbeen done by a pamphlet that many of you are familiar with.

Close to a million copies have now been distributed around with our guests, we have a chance to hear from David Nance of
the LaRouche Youth Movement, who’s been in Washington,this country in only the past few months, on “Bush’s Social

Security Fraud: Stop George Shultz’s Drive Towards Fas- D.C. most recently. I think you’ve been on Capitol Hill and
Congress: What’s going on in the halls of Congress?cism.” We have been getting calls from California, from the

LaRouche Youth Movement there, saying: “We can get out a David Nance: Well, it’s been relatively interesting.
There’s been a pretty open response to what we’ve been do-million more. Get us a million more.” That would bring it up

to 2 million. The only issue is resources; people should be ing, something unlike anything we’ve seen before, in terms
of the Democratic Party as a whole opening their doors, anddistributing this.

And not just resources for that. I will also stress—there’s essentially saying: “We know you guys have been leading
this fight against Social Security privatization on the ground.an old tradition in the United States and Mexico and else-

where—of subscriptions to LaRouche’s new book. So anyone And we’re fighting this thing from an institutional standpoint.
But we need a certain degree of insight into how to fight thiswho wants to advance order Earth’s Next Fifty Years, don’t

hold back! thing in a more potent way.”
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We are seeing this in a number of offices, in which we’ve Nance: They’re already there. In principle, they’re there
with Roosevelt. I mean, there’s a problem in terms of educa-had representatives, who are looking at various aspects of this

problem. For example, the question of the influence of people tion, which is a bigger issue, and I think the new LaRouche
book will go a long way in terms of addressing that issue. Butlike Alan Keyes and this private committee he’s got—

BAPAC—in the African-American community, which is a the youth, by and large, still have questions. We’ve been on
the college campuses and so forth, really knocking heads onbig concern among Democrats: The fact is that, I think ap-

proximately 51% of African-Americans still support Social this question of Social Security, and giving our generation a
sense that it’s not just a program for the elderly, or the disabledSecurity privatization, which is one of the weak links in this

effort. So they realize that there’s a necessity for the or whatever. But that this program is representative of where
they’re going to be in the next 50 years. Because, I think thisLaRouche Youth Movement to intervene and take more lead-

ership in terms of educating the population and doing these idea of what Lyn is discussing in terms of the world over the
next 50 years, is also relevant in terms of our generation: Inkinds of things.

And they’ve assured us on numerous occasions—because 50 years, a young guy like myself—
we’ve been going into offices and essentially telling them that
they have to stay the course. They have to stay the course on Baker: You’ll be young!

Nance: Yes, exactly! [laughing]the question of FDR; they have to go after the fascist roots of
this policy. And while some of them do resist the idea of using
the “F” word, the vast majority of them have been responding José Piñera’s Privatization Dictatorships

Baker: Well, thank you very much. We’re now going toon the question of FDR.
proceed, country by country, with some questions, beginning
with Chile, then to Mexico, then to Peru, and to Argentina.Roosevelt Method vs. Fascism

Baker: They say, you can’t say “fascism.” On the pam- We’ll proceed now with Cynthia introducing our guests.
Rush: I think what I’d like to do, very briefly, before wephlet, it says “fascism.”

Nance: Yes, yes. Well, they enjoy—they swallow up the get to our guests, is make a few introductory remarks about
what this privatization process has been in Ibero-America,pamphlet. But then they’ll turn around and say, “You can’t

say that publicly.” and what it means for the populations. As Marcia said, we
know the Chile case, the 1981 privatization, overseen by thisBut, by and large, they’ve been moving on the FDR ques-

tion. We have to do an educational job, in terms of giving character, José Piñera. But this was done under the aegis of
the University of Chicago economics team, which actuallythem a sense of who FDR was, as opposed to name-dropping

“FDR.” We have to add more substance to it, which is by and was planning the Chile policy well before the 1973 Pinochet
coup. And then, subsequently, seven other nations across Ib-large, what we’ve been trying to do: Educate them more on

the question. ero-America were forced to accept this same policy.
I think it’s important to point out that José Piñera states

explicitly on his website, that this was never just about SocialBaker: If you’re talking about Senators and Congress-
men, they’ve had a chance to see you and your colleagues in Security—he’s very open about that. He states that his policy

was part of a package deal of radical free-market reforms, thataction, organizing the general population on the street, and in
these town meetings. I think some 300 more town meetings were designed to affect every facet of the economic and social

existence of the Chilean nation. The argument was that thehave been called for by the Democrats. How’s that going?
Nance: Oh, it’s going great! We’ve been doing these privatization policy would provide people with “owner-

ship”—we’ve heard that term from George Bush—that everyinterventions. By and large, the population loves what we’re
doing. The Senators tend to be put on the spot, and sometimes worker could become a capitalist; and that everyone would

be happy, with larger pensions, and more benefits, and morethey don’t exactly know how to respond to what we’re doing,
since there is a certain formulaic way they typically deal with employment, etc.

Let’s look at what really happened. These same free-mar-these things—and we typically throw the whole rules of the
game out of the window, so to speak. ket, International Monetary Fund, fascist policies, were ap-

plied throughout the continent at the same time. Some wereBut by and large, the population loves what we’re doing.
They love the upfront approach on the question of Social under the aegis of dictatorships, as in the case of Argentina,

Bolivia, Brazil; others were not dictatorships, but nonethelessSecurity. And I think, by and large, they’d like to see more of
that out of the Democratic Party—and we’re trying to give these policies were applied, with tremendous brutality and

blackmail and thuggery. And, let’s just be clear: We’re talkingthem the courage to fight on a more principled basis.
here about the theft and confiscation of tens of billions of
dollars in pension funds from the old pay-as-you-go systems,Baker: And some of the young people, it’s a question of

becoming more active, whereas the older generation, espe- which had existed in Ibero-America, into these private pen-
sion funds, known most often by the acronym AFP, or somecially if they’re over 80, they already stand with you?
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variant of that. isted for the labor force had to be removed. Because, before
then it was not possible to simply lay off a person withoutI think it’s really important, also, for people to under-

stand, that historically in Ibero-America, the constitutions cause; there were certain requirements that had to be met first.
So, there was a whole preparation before the fact, in terms ofof almost all of these nations—which were in fact modelled

on the U.S. Constitution—contain articles and clauses that the labor force, to be able to implement, subsequently, the
social security reforms.state explicitly that the governments are mandated, by law,

to defend the general welfare of the population, and include To introduce those reforms, they would criticize the previ-
ous social security system, which was a kind of pay-as-you-provisions for broadly based social security, health care,

preventive medicine, etc. So, this was a very strong tradition go system, based on the principles of social security which
existed worldwide, principles that were expanded on by thein Ibero-America.

Today, “ownership”—the only thing that workers own in International Labor Organization.
So, in 1981, a reform was carried out in Chile withoutIbero-America, is their own poverty, and their own misery

and unemployment. The beneficiaries are the financial preda- opposition, because Chile lived under a dictatorship. There
was no possibility whatsoever for debate or opposition to this.tors that we’ve identified: the banks, the insurance companies,

the speculators who have appropriated these funds. What sup- The reforms that were carried out on the labor front, were
designed precisely to destroy any protection of the labor force.posedly was going to go into social development, job creation,

benefits of other kinds, went purely into speculation and fi- So much so, that today there are few measures remaining that
protect the labor force. Today they are much less protectednancial trickery. And the interests that have historically been

involved in looting the productive resources of Ibero- than they were back in 1973.
For example, I myself am a public employee, but I haveAmerica, are the same interests that control the pension funds

today, and control the foreign banks. You have the Spanish a contract which has to be renewed every year, year by year.
And they don’t even have to present a reason for firing me,bank Banco Santander, you have the Spanish bank BBVA,

and Citibank of the U.S. These are the top three owners of should they decide to do so, although I’ve been in the same
institution for 13 years. I don’t have a longstanding contract.pension funds in Ibero-America today.

So, with that as a backdrop, I would like to proceed now This is the case across the board.
So, all of these reforms were carried out to wreck laborto our first guest, whom we are very honored to have with

us, Isabel Márquez Lizana from Santiago, Chile. As Marcia rights. And then afterwards, in 1981, when there was no possi-
bility of opposition, the social security reform was imple-mentioned, she is the Project Chief of the Individual Accounts

Division at the Chilean state agency, the Institute for Social mented. In fact, it was very dramatic, because, there was a lot
of pressure placed on people. There was a lot of fear—peopleSecurity Normalization. But, she is also an expert in the issue

of Social Security privatization. She’s written extensively, were scared of losing their jobs. They were afraid of losing
not only their jobs, but their lives! So, it was rather difficultdocumenting the disaster that this has meant for the Chilean

population. She works at the University of Chile, and also has to oppose these kinds of policies.
So, most of the government employees were transferredwritten for the United Nations Development Program. And

she lived in Chile, of course, throughout this entire 24-year over to the privatized system. A certain period of time was
given to people to switch over voluntarily to the privatizedperiod, and so, she has first-hand experience in what this has

meant for the population. system. In that brief period, people were pressured—and the
majority in fact did switch. Those who were not convincedIsabel, you have written about this very strong tradition

of protection for workers in Chile, which goes back to the that they should join the private system, were switched over
regardless. They were pressured, and they were switchedearly 1920s, and in fact, Chile was a pioneer in launching

social security in Ibero-America, and subsequently that was over—the directors of companies, the employees, were all
just switched over. So, the majority of the population endedpicked up by other nations. After 1973, there was a dramatic

shift. The University of Chicago, José Piñera came in, and up in the private pension funds.
Some were convinced that this would be a good system.you had this dramatic free-market policy imposed. Could you

please tell us, what this change meant, in terms of the Chilean José Piñera talked about how this would be advantageous,
because supposedly this would fix the problems in the oldlabor force? What happened to the labor force as a result of

the change in this policy? system, and there would be benefits, so that’s how the privat-
ized system in Chile got under way.

And so, what happened is that the funds were then handedChile: Millions Forced into Extreme Poverty
Isabel Márquez Lizana: First of all, before 1981, when over to the privatized administrators. Today, a very small

percentage of the labor force is actually covered by the privat-the social security reform as such came about, there were
preparations that were made in terms of labor legislation, to ized system, but the amount of money that the private fund

administrators get is enormous. The administrators take a lotcarry out the kinds of radical reforms which José Piñera has
talked about. Because, all of the protective measures that ex- by way of commissions. And the costs of the transition were
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picked up by the government. And that, in a nutshell, is the year! Why? Because there is a lack of protection of the labor
force. People are hired for three months; then, they’re firedway in which this policy was implemented in Chile.
after three months; then, they’re hired again. And in general,
what has been calculated, is that people at the lower skillRush: Thank you. And let’s keep in mind, also, that dur-

ing this period José Piñera was the Labor Minister. And he levels take three to four months to find another job.
This has been the case for professionals as well. So, whatcarried out draconian reforms—destruction of the labor force;

trade unions were eliminated, no collective bargaining; the we’re talking about is that, even being a professional does not
mean that you have a steady, stable job. You may have arights of workers were just trampled on completely.

There is a Chilean private think-tank, called Cenda, which decent job at some point, but it will last only for a few months,
and you’re going to be in the same situation and unprotected,has written on the subject of social security as well, and they

note that the private pension funds, the AFPs, are the most because they can fire you at any time.
So, we have a labor market on the one hand, and a socialprotected entities in Chilean society—that is, they took the

money, they ran, and they left the state holding the bag with security system which is completely inappropriate to this la-
bor situation. Why? Because, to have a social security system,a responsibility to somehow try to cover people’s minimum

pensions. You have workers today with no stable employ- you need to have someone who is paying in regularly for 40
years, and with a salary which is higher than the minimumment, they can’t make the required number of deposits in the

private accounts over a 20-year period, which is 240 wage. Those are the minimum requirements here; and that’s
what the AFP system means. So, it’s impossible to survivepayments.

How many people are we talking about, who cannot even under those conditions.
I would imagine this is the case in most countries aroundqualify to receive the minimum pension guaranteed by the

state? Out of the labor force of 6 million people, what are we the world. Today, globalization of the world, and globaliza-
tion of the labor market, have created a situation where,talking about in figures?

Márquez: We’re talking about more than 3 million peo- worldwide, labor is very unstable. Given what the globalized
economy looks like, exports are encouraged and national in-ple! The people who are today affiliated with the private sys-

tem are about 6.5 million. But of those 6.5 million, half are dustry is not allowed to develop. This happened here in Chile.
There are a lot of industries that used to be famous, but havenot going to qualify even to have the minimum pension speci-

fied by law. And that pension is, in fact, very low here in simply shut down. For example, the shoe industry, which used
to employ a lot workers; today, we import shoes into Chile atChile. We’re talking about 75,000 Chilean pesos, so we’re

talking about just a little over $100 a month. So, that’s what a very low price, and the quality is lower. But people think
they should buy the imports, because their income is so low.millions of people are not even going to be able to get.

One of the most crucial provisions which existed under So they buy shoes that are cheaper. The same thing with the
textile industry. Today, in Chile, there are no longer any ofthe old system, is that a large number of people at least got

minimum coverage. But, if we look at the situation we have the big industries that used to hire people, who had protected
jobs, long-term jobs.today under this privatized system, millions of affiliates won’t

even get a minimum pension. So, they’re going to live in So, given that reality of the labor force in Chile, the current
social security system, which is obligatory and is privatized—complete misery. Because, unlike most developed countries,

to qualify for welfare provisions in Chile you have to be in a you can’t switch out of the system, because there is no free-
dom to choose different systems. You cannot choose betweencondition of extreme poverty. It’s not only that these people

don’t have the right to the minimum pension, and so they then the public and private systems; you can only choose among
the seven different, private fund administrators. And that’s theimmediately get some sort of welfare—no, no! People have

to qualify for that, by being indigent, in a condition of extreme only thing that people can do. So, there is no actual freedom of
social security. When they said that this was designed to createpoverty. That means, they can’t have hot water; they can’t

have a TV set; they can’t have any kind of basic commodity more freedom for the individual, it’s not true. People are not
able to choose today, between a state system and a privateor necessity of life. So, they can’t even have an income of,

say, $50 or less, of the minimum wage. If they get that much, system. There is no such thing.
they don’t qualify for welfare.

So, what this means is, that many, many people in Chile Call Piñera to Account for His Crimes
Rush: I would like to ask one more quick question ofare not going to even get the minimum pension. And since

these people are not living in conditions of extreme poverty— Isabel, which I think gets to the heart of the matter. We’ve
talked about José Piñera being in hiding, but of course forthey are just workers who get the minimum wage—they don’t

get welfare either. years he has been paraded around the U.S. to promote Chile
as the real model for this privatized system that Bush is push-So, I have to tell you: Today, in Chile, the labor force is

basically employed in seasonal jobs, not permanent jobs. So ing. I would like to ask you, Isabel: If you had Mr. Piñera
standing in front of you, what you would say to him about hispeople only contribute to the social security system half the
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great plan? And also, what message would you send to the
Congressmen of the United States, in terms of telling them
what the experience has been in your country and what they
need to know?

Márquez: I would really like
to have José Piñera in front of me!
Because I would ask him, to give a
basic accounting of what he prom-
ised when the system was privat-
ized with blood and bullets. Can he
tell us what has happened? He
promised there would be full em-
ployment. Full employment, in
Chile? Today, the level of unem-
ployment is greater than 10%; fur-
thermore, it never went down as a Isabel Márquez Lizana
result of the social security reform,

Chile’s privatizer José Piñera, now being trotted around by theas he hadpromised. Because he told
Cato Institute in Washington to bring Pinochet’s fascism to theus, that businessmen would be so happy about this privatiza-
United States. Chilean patriot Isabel Márquez warns, “My

tion, since they would no longer have to pay their share into message to the U.S. population: Do not be fooled by this!”
the social security system (as occurred under the old system),
that since they would be so happy, they would hire more
people in Chile. And therefore, he said, we’ll have full em-
ployment. rights. To be protected in this fashion in your old age, under

conditions of sickness—that is part of human rights. Don’tHe also said there would be economic development, fabu-
lous economic development in the country. To some degree let them take this away from you! This is not something that

should produce a profit. Social security need not providethere was some sort of development, but not what he
promised. profits for anyone! It’s wrong to think of it that way. It’s

a cost, and a necessary cost, for a state which protects itsAnd he also told us—and this was the most important
point—he said, that the social security system, whose major population, such as once existed in Latin America, and also

in the United States, and in other countries of the world.purpose is to provide a dignified pension for people, would
pay out much better pensions than before. And today, what That would be my message: Please do not be fooled, be-

cause there will be great masses of people left in poverty, andwe’re seeing—as shown by all of the studies that have been
done, and there are more and more studies being done—we that would be unfortunate. That would be my message.
see that people today, the great majority of people, are going to
receive a pension which is one-third of what they are currently Mexico: Saddled with Huge Liability

Rush: Thank you so much, Isabel, for joining us today.making as their wage.
I would ask Mr. Piñera to explain this. Please explain to I would now like to move on to our next guests in Mexico,

where we have—as Marcia mentioned—Prof. Marco Anto-us, both in macro- and micro-economic terms, where are all
of these promises? Where are they now? Because, when you nio Rubio Abonce; Prof. José Alfredo Zepeda; and Mr. Javier

Armando Jiménez.make promises like he did, as a major leader of our country,
you somehow have to be accountable to the population, and By way of introduction on the Mexican case: The privati-

zation of Mexico’s pension system, its partial privatization,to the country, to the people who have been damaged by this,
about these problems. occurred in 1997, under the government of President Ernesto

Zedillo, of the PRI party. It made it mandatory for private-I would really like to have him in front of me, to ask him
for an accounting of this. sector employees who were affiliated with the Mexican Social

Security Institute (IMSS) to invest their pensions in privateAnd, my message to the U.S. population: Do not be fooled
by this! You have a tremendous advantage: You have the funds, which are known as “Afores”—retirement fund ad-

ministrators—instead of in the pay-as-you-go state systempossibility of opposing these policies, which is something we
could not do here in Chile. So therefore, it would be a real which had existed. What is still not privatized, is the social

security system for state-sector workers, known by the acro-mistake, a really unfortunate thing, if you did not take advan-
tage of your opportunity to oppose Social Security privati- nym ISSSTE. But there is, however, enormous pressure right

now to privatize that as well, and there’s a huge brawl goingzation.
Social security is a benefit, it’s part of people’s human on inside Mexico.
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José Piñera has also been skulking around Mexico at vari- Vicente Fox, has tried to carry forward.
These reforms involve various different ways of dealingous times in the past. The LaRouche Youth Movement in

Mexico is about to publish a 50,000-run of a pamphlet under with the economic situation. They’re called “structural re-
forms.” This involves the energy sector; this involves thethe provocative title of “Don’t Let Pinochet’s Chile Screw

You.” (You can draw your own conclusions from that title.) labor area; this also sometimes tries to privatize everything
that’s at hand. And unfortunately, Ernesto Zedillo—who wasSo we are deeply involved in this fight against social secu-

rity privatization. President of Mexico and who came from the ranks of the
PRI—was not actually acting according to the principles ofNow, I would like to pose my first question to Prof. Marco

Antonio Rubio. Professor Rubio, welcome. Since you are the ideology of the PRI party. That is to say, he did not work
an active trade unionist, what does this privatization of the
pension system mean to you, and to organized workers? And
if it were fully privatized, what would that mean? “I would really like to have José

Marco Antonio Rubio Abonce: I would like to ask Prof.
Piñera in front of me . . . to just giveAlfredo Zepeda to answer this question. He’s not only the

former president of the Autonomous University of Querétaro, a basic accounting of what he
he’s also a distinguished activist in our trade union, and he promised when the systemwas
has been very active politically. He’s a member of the PRI

privatized with blood and bullets.party, and he’s involved in some of these activities, so I would
like to have him respond to this first question to give a broader . . . To be protected in your old age,
response to this question. under conditions of sickness—that

is part of human rights. Don’t letRush: Okay, well then, we’d like to hear from Profes-
sor Zepeda. them take this away from you!”

José Alfredo Zepeda: Yes, it’s my pleasure to say hello —Isabel Márquez Lizana of Chile
to you this afternoon.

I think the relevant point here, is to note the very special
circumstances which Mexico is living through. In fact, Presi-
dent Ernesto Zedillo of the PRI party took it upon himself to under those conceptions. In fact, he was working for different

purposes, for those that the International Monetary Fund andmake certain adjustments to the social security law, by creat-
ing the Afores system in Mexico. This has not, so far, meant World Bank were trying to impose on Mexico. And Zedillo

is now an excellent employee of those institutions.eliminating services, provided either by IMSS or the ISSSTE,
which are the institutions which basically maintain the pen-
sion system in Mexico. 50 Million Mexicans Have No Future

Rush: Thank you. I would like to direct another questionWhat you can see, however, is a tendency to look to
schemes that gradually replace the main institutions, which to Professor Rubio, if I may. The Mexican economy is not

in good shape. There are dramatic statistics regarding theare in the social interest of the country, such as the IMSS or
the ISSSTE. They’re trying to gradually replace them. percentage of the Mexican workforce that don’t receive a

pension or will not receive a minimum pension. Furthermore,I think it’s very important to clarify that, in Mexico, you
have a very grave situation, a very delicate situation, because, there is a large number of people in what’s called the “infor-

mal economy” or the “underground economy,” who don’tin fact, the economic funds don’t exist, the financial support
doesn’t exist for the workers affiliated with these institutions. work “on the books.” Can you say something about the current

state of the Mexican labor force, in terms of who gets covered,This means, that in Mexico, there is a huge liability of the
social security system, which is over 1.3 times the GNP of who doesn’t get covered in the current partially privatized

system?the country. We’re talking about an amount which is greater
than $800 billion, and these are funds which simply don’t Rubio: Well, with regard to the informal economy, it’s

hard to quantify, but we can speak of, perhaps, 50 millionexist. That’s what the liability is.
So, in Mexico, you have a very delicate situation. Al- people who don’t have access to anything in terms of social

security. We saw, in the case of Chile, that for those whothough it is the case, as can be seen in the United States,
that there is a voracious appetite to get hold of the pension lived in extreme poverty there was some welfare. Here there’s

nothing whatsoever for the extremely poor.funds; in Mexico that’s not exactly the way it’s working,
because the state, the government of Mexico, is trying to The labor structure is fairly well established, when we’re

talking about state sector employment, or people who aregradually reduce its own obligations with regard to the pen-
sion system. The government of Ernesto Zedillo strongly employed in the formal economy—those who do pay taxes

and get some services from the private sector. But, what’spromoted a series of reforms, which the current President,
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really worrisome are those 50 million Mexicans who have
no future.

Rush: So the real issue is one of real economic develop-
ment, and real productive jobs that have to be made for people.
Some of those who back privatization argue that the issue is
“demographics,” which is of course an argument we hear
here in the U.S.—that there aren’t going to be enough young
workers in the future to support the pensioners, or retirees. But

Marco Antonio Rubio
isn’t the issue really, what is the actual state of the Mexican Abonce: There are 50
economy? As you just said, there are 50 million people who million Mexicans “who
have nothing. How do you provide coverage for those people? don’t have access to

anything in terms ofIs the issue demographics?
social security,”Rubio: No. As I said before, we see no way in which an
because there are few

economic system of this sort can solve this kind of problem productive, full-time
of poverty. Because, in the final analysis, the kinds of employ- jobs.
ment which exist in Mexico, are jobs which are provided
either in the maquiladora sector, or seasonal employment,
and of course provide no kind of security in terms of social
security coverage or otherwise. three decades.

Another idea that has created these circumstances, are
programs such as so-called “voluntary retirement” imposedRush: Thank you so much, Professor Rubio.

I have a question that I would like to direct to Mr. Javier upon people. So what you had was a growth of demand for
services and social security; but, on the other hand, the person-Armando Jiménez, who, as we mentioned earlier is research

director at the Education WorkersUnion of the State of Queré- nel that provide these services have not increased. There have
been job losses as a result of this. So, you’ve created negativetaro: As part of the broader IMF policy that has been imposed

on Mexico over the past decades, there are some sectors that conditions for the population, which are then used to try to
convince them to accept privatization: privatize public educa-are saying that they want to extend the privatization beyond

social security, and go into other areas of the economy such tion, privatize the energy sector, privatize the social security
system.as the energy sector. Can you tell us something about this?

Javier Armando Jiménez: Sure, be glad to. In fact, we This is the problem that we’re facing here. And this goes
along with a program of a kind of a brainwashing of thehave been fighting hard here in Querétaro, and also nationally,

on the question of the possible privatization of not only social population which is being carried out, where the main mass
media have carried out a campaign to get the population tosecurity in Mexico, but also the privatization—and there’s a

real danger of this—of the whole public sector, which was fall for these lies. So, we here are trying to show that these
ideas are wrong.created with the foundation of our Republic, and that grew

under the protection of our 1917 Constitution. Today, the way For example, we’ve been told that the problem in our
public institutions such as social security, which is endan-that these people have been trying to create the circumstances

in which they can privatize the entire economy, is by imposing gered, is because the “population pyramid” has been inverted,
meaning that there are more and more people going into retire-a draconian austerity policy here in Mexico.

In 1982, when Miguel de la Madrid was inaugurated as ment. This has grown too much, they say, because we’re a
population which is growing progressively older. And thePresident, he promised us that there would be only two years

of austerity, but we now have been going on for some three employed population, the youth, the labor force, are dropping.
But, these are the same people who can’t get a job! And ifdecades with nothing but austerity. And the austerity was

designed to complete destroy the physical and the human they can’t get a job, they cannot pay into the social security
system. They don’t pay taxes, which could be invested pro-infrastructure of the country, which had been created by the

public institutions, the public sector of the economy. In this ductively; and they are not providing any funding for these
services.regard, I should also mention that they went about reducing

that part of the GNP which was focussed on the productive So, all of these conditions are being used as a weapon to
force through privatization. We have taken upon ourselvesareas of the economy.

Lately, there has also been a real growth of corruption in the task of saying that we have to unite all the different trade
unions, to say that this is a lie. Four years ago, we began aMexico, in many different ways. A lot of the money which

could have been invested in improvements was used instead fight on this in the state of Querétaro, in defense of public
education, because we saw how this was being destroyed andfor other purposes. That’s really been a scandal over the last
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dismantled. As the Secretary General of our union was just
explaining, they’ve imposed a kind of maquiladora program
on us. For example, I am a worker. I work at the Technological
Institute here in the state, which is connected to the National
Polytechnic Institute. So, we will perhaps produce engineer-
ing graduates. But when our economy drifted into this maqui-
ladora economy, engineers were no longer needed, because
the projects that they could be employed in, aren’t being car-
ried out.

So we face having our whole technological institute sys-
tem disappear in Mexico. This is very damaging, because
these could help us achieve technological independence. So,
this has been the policy of privatization which has been car-
ried out.

Peru’s ‘Pensions-Finished Administrators’
Rush: Thank you so much. And we should also reiterate

that this kind of privatization process occurred throughout
Ibero-America during the period of the ’80s and ’90s, with
absolutely devastating consequences, as part of this whole
José Piñera/University of Chicago policy.

I would like to thank our Mexican guests, and now move
on to our next country, which is Peru, where we have Prof.
Alejandro Apaza Retamozo on the line.

Peru is actually the second country in Ibero-America, after
Chile, to have privatized its pension system, partially privatiz-
ing it in 1992. And then, in November of last year, they pushed

In Mexico, the LaRouche Youth Movement has produced 50,000through a reform which forces all retirees to put their funds
copies of a pamphlet against what is now a partial privatization ofinto the private system, which is also known as the AFP sys-
the pension system, unabashedly titled, “Don’t Let Pinochet’s

tem, through a law that was passed, Law 20530. This caused Chile Screw You,”
a huge outcry in the country, as people recognized this repre-
sented an enormous theft of pension funds. I’d like to ask our
guest: Who are the Peruvian allies of José Piñera? Because I
knew that there are several close friends of his there. And can early ’90s. He managed to use state funds to create his own

private AFP. (Here we say that that stands not for “Pensionyou tell us something about the current system, in terms of
coverage for workers and pensions—particularly given the Fund Administrators, but for “Pensions-Finished Adminis-

trators.”) This ex-minister who is about to go to jail is Carlosdestruction of the economy, and, as in other countries, the
growth of the informal sector? Who qualifies to receive pen- Boloña, who was one of the promoters here in Peru of the big

assault against the workers, both in the private sector andsions at all?
Alejandro Apaza Retamozo: Well, first of all, I would the state sector, in order to force them to sign up with the

private AFPs.like to send my greetings to all of you. As a retired professor
in Peru, I can tell you that the privatized pension system, Today, there are really only four AFPs in Peru, so they’re a

monopoly. So, these policies are not accidental, as the Chileanwhich was born here in Peru in 1992 (about ten years after
the Chilean system), in fact, was based on the frequent visits colleague Isabel Márquez has pointed out. In Peru, there are

about 800,000 pensioners, including teachers and professors,to Peru of Mr. Piñera. He was aided by the authoritarian poli-
cies of then-President Fujimori—who was a corrupt President like myself; retired military men, and policemen, transporta-

tion and municipal workers, health-care workers, etc. All ofwe had at the time—and then, Minister Silva Ruete who was
one of the Economics Ministers. He began to attack and dis- them are part of the association, National Confederation of

Pensioners of Peru, which I’m affiliated with. Laws weremantle the existing state pension system, using various laws
to do this. imposed on our country by the International Monetary Fund

and big financial interests, through a Letter of Intent of 2002,Then there is another ally of this policy, a man who today
is about to be sentenced in a criminal trial, because of what which President Toledo signed with the IMF. They then im-

plemented these policies through a spurious Congress—he did also as Economics Minister in the Fujimori govern-
ment. He was kind of the artificer of the privatization in the maybe I shouldn’t really say this, but that’s what they are:
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imposed this around the world.
We need to be very clear. We have to be very courageous

all across Latin America: that, fortunately, we do have the
right to a pension, no matter how small it is. we are facing a
big offensive, because this is the best deal in the world for the
financial interests which steal the funds representing 45 years
of workers’ wages, and seize not only their pensions, but the
new contributions to social security as well. And that’s what
they’re trying to do with the privatized pension funds, the
owners of which are, in fact, the large banks, as you mentioned
earlier on this program. In this way they want to get their
hands on funds to invest it, reproduce their financial capital,
and de-industrialize our country, as happened in Chile with
the textile and the shoe wear industry. The same thing is
happening here in Peru.

We also don’t think the Peruvian government should sign
the Free Trade Agreement with the United States, because
this is a way that small economies are eaten up by the big ones.Peru’s Prof. Alejandro Apaza Retamozo: “Financial interests

[aim] to steal the funds representing 45 years of workers’ wages,
and seize not only their pensions, but the new contributions to LaRouche Youth, Pensioners Take Up Fight
social security . . . and de-industrialize our country.” Rush: Professor Apaza, I know that there’s a great deal

of ferment in Peru, and organizing in opposition to this privati-
zation, by pensioners, miners, electrical workers. What kind
of organizing are you doing in opposition to this, to bringspurious, illegitimate. And they passed laws in Peru which

froze the pension level provided for all pensioners. about a change in this policy? And the LaRouche Youth
Movement is also organizing there.I want to come back to what was said at the beginning by

Isabel Márquez from Chile. I had the opportunity to go, a year Apaza: You’re right. In the city of Arequipa there have
been activities. This is the second largest city in Peru, and it’sand a half ago, to a meeting of retired workers in Chile, at the

offices of the UN Economic Commission for Latin America a city which has the best organization of pensioners, both in
the teachers sector and also in the health sector. And every(ECLA) in Chile, and there, the teachers of Chile were ex-

plaining that those who had retired in 1980 in Chile had $100 Thursday, they carry out a public mobilization in the central
plaza of the city, and they have burned effigies of this privati-a month as a pension, but after 15 or 20 years of the private

social security system in Chile, teachers got less. So what is zation policy. This involves the entire south of the country.
Pensioners have established the Conupep, the National Con-happening is against the interests of the workers in Chile,

and also Peru, and all over Latin America. As our Mexican federation of Retirees, that you mentioned, which has pre-
sented draft legislation that says that the proposed additionalcolleague referenced as well, this policy is absolutely disas-

trous. This policy of the big capitalist interests, has simply privatization laws are un-Constitutional, and demands that
the current Toledo government withdraw these laws, becauseprivatized, before the fact, the future wages of the currently

employed workers, and also the low pensions of retired work- they’re un-Constitutional, and we’re convinced that the Su-
preme Court will rule against them. And if they do not do that,ers all around the world.

In the second Bush Administration, he wants to do the we will take this to the international court in Costa Rica,
because there are precedents for this.same thing inside the United States, with his reform of Social

Security. About three days ago, I received a call from a family I would like to end with a brief anecdote. I was in a meeting
of pensioners in the city of Ica, and a retired worker frommember who lives in the United States and who is retired.

And he told me how disastrous he thinks the Bush policy is Marcona Mining, which produces iron ore, said to one of the
speakers: “I’m a pensioner, for the last five years. Before Igoing to be in the United States, if it goes through.

Peru has about 28 million inhabitants, with over 6 was laid off, for 25 years I paid in to the state pension system.
But then after that, I was switched over to a private company,million retirees. This is a growing number, because there

isn’t full employment in the economy, and people are the whole pension was passed over to a private AFP. Today,
I just get 500 soles. Do I have any rights? Can I get them toretiring early. The cooperative which I represent, has created

a committee to promote job creation, because many of us give me what I would have gotten under the old state system?”
And the answer the speaker gave him was: “Your currentare going to have to keep working. It’s what you are forced

to do, given the economic liberalism which the oligarchy pension would have been, before privatization, six times what
it is today. But because you went into the private system, youhas imposed—not only in the United States, but in Europe,

as well as Japan and other countries. The oligarchy has now can’t do anything.”
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coup d’état, which had two objectives: to carry out a genocide
and an economic devastation of the country, and to bring
about a total de-industrialization of the country. The genocide
which occurred from 1976 to 1983, is seen in the following
statistics: 30,000 people murdered; through 1980, some
2,400,000 émigrés, and 18,000 industrial companies shut
down.

But the demographic and economic devastation, that be-
gan there, continued for the ten years of the government of
President Carlos Menem, who was promoted as an acolyte
and continuer of the military tyranny of the 1976-83 period.
Menem begins the policy of privatization. He privatized all
of the state-sector companies; all of the state entities, such as
ports and airports, the mining capabilities of the country, and
the oil sector, as well. That is, the entire patrimony of the

A longtime friend of the LaRouche movement in Argentina, Julio Argentine state.
González, is shown here giving a class at the University of Lomas

The value of what was privatized? $1 trillion. The pricede Zamora in 2004. He told The LaRouche Show how the
received by Argentina? 2.6% of that value, just $26 billionprivatization policies of President Carlos Menem continued the

devastation and genocide carried out during the military which was not even paid in cash, but rather in government
dictatorship of 1976-83. bonds held by the new private owners, bonds, which on July

8, 1989, when Menem came into office, were valued at only
14% of their face value. And these were given in payment for
this entire patrimony.That worker wanted to cry. He didn’t know what to do—

he was an old man, an old miner. So, that gives you, in a very In 1993—carrying out policies in the same direction as
things in Chile, or in Peru, and what afterwards occurred inpalpable fashion, the immorality of this system of privatized

pensions, which is not going to continue here in Peru. Mexico, and is now planned in the United States—Menem
privatized the social security system of Argentina. ThroughThis is all a dirty deal, which has been struck. And this

has got to be put to an end. We workers are organizing; we Law 24241, the entire system of social security was
privatized.are carrying out actions, both on the legal front, and also

in terms of popular mobilizations, vigils, demonstrations, to It’s very important that the entire continent be made aware
of the fact, that the destination of the resources held by theclarify to people that we have to be active in this struggle

against privatization. newly privatized AFPs was not money that went to productive
investments. It was not to provide tangible, physical output.
I have the law in front of me here, Law 24241, which says in itsArgentina: Not Living on $83 a Month

Rush: I’d like to move on to our final guest, from Argen- Article #74, that the objective of these changes is to purchase
public bonds issued by the government, by the provinces, alsotina: Dr. Julio González. Dr. González is an old friend of EIR

and Lyndon LaRouche. We’ve known him for many years. negotiable bonds issued by private companies, and also bonds
issued by foreign states. Similarly, there were to be invest-He is the former Technical Secretary of the Presidency of the

Nation under President Isabel Perón, from 1973-1976. He is ments in foreign financial instruments, mortgages, and similar
financial investments.also Professor of Economics at the University of Lomas de

Zamora and the University of Buenos Aires, where he has All of this is stated, explicitly, in the privatization law.
That law then says, almost as an afterthought, that the fundsbeen teaching from 1965 to the present. I should also mention

that he is a noted historian, who has documented the plunder could be used for social security, as well. But the main purpose
was to have the funds go into the financial sector, to cover itsof the Argentine economy going back to the early period of

independence. He has just published a new book that further own insolvency. The money was for the financial sector.
discusses that topic—so we’re looking forward to seeing that.

The privatization of Argentina’s pension system occurred Rush: I think it would be interesting for our listeners to
know how this privatization might have fed into Argentina’sin 1993, under President Carlos Menem. And I understand

that you, Dr. Gonźlez, had an opportunity, in that period, to debt crisis, which was evolving at that time, and became far
worse after that?get a firsthand report from certain financial sectors, that this

planned privatization in fact had nothing to do with benefitting González: Argentina was left without any physical re-
sources, and was left with a gigantic foreign debt, which inthe population of Argentina, but was purely for the purpose

of benefitting financial interests and speculators. 1999 was $145 billion. This is public foreign debt, without
counting other public debts that the municipalities and prov-Julio González: Yes, you’re absolutely right. The Ar-

gentine Republic on March 24, 1976 underwent a terrible inces had. So, the social security system of Argentina was left
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around the necessary economic reforms that must be imple-
mented if your respective nations, and our nation as well, is
to survive the current crisis? So, that’s my general question.

Rush: All right—I don’t know if there is anyone spe-
cifically, in perhaps Mexico, or Peru, where the LaRouche
Youth Movement has been deeply involved in addressing
both the broader issues, as well as the privatization.

Baker: I think we might begin with Mexico.
Zepeda: Yes. I would like to add one of the concerns that

we have, when I mentioned the liabilities that exist in the
entire Mexican system, with regard to the payments of pen-
sions to workers. The reality is that, in Mexico, we don’t have
the money to be able to pay those pensions. In the case of the
IMSS, the situation is so bad, that every day there is less
money available to buy the medicine and supplies necessary
for medical care, which is covered under the Mexican socialChile’s dictator Augusto Pinochet (left) with former Argentina

President Carlos Menem, whom Dr. González called an “acolyte security system. So these resources don’t exist. And since
of the military tyranny of the 1976-83 period.” there is no federal government budget line to cover this, pay-

ments to pensioners are taken from the funds allocated for
medical care, since both are part of the IMSS system. This is
a real threat. In the case of the universities, the necessarywithout any possibility whatsoever of providing for the needs

of anybody. The current population of Argentina is 37 million. resources also don’t exist.
So, I think it’s a very dangerous situation that we haveThere are 14 million employed; 10 million are either unem-

ployed, and living in poverty, or hold seasonal jobs only. The here in Mexico. I see a contrast with the situation in the United
States, where there is the intention of privatizing Social Secu-poverty level in Argentina is a mere $83 per month. And then

you have the indigent unemployed: 12 million in total, who rity so that the government of the United States, President
Bush, can have resources available to finance the deficit, in-are even worse off.

So, definitely, we can say that in Argentina, there are cluding all of those commitments such as the war in Iraq, and
so on.22 million people who don’t know, when they get up in the

morning, if they’re going to be able to keep working, or even I think the United States is facing a very interesting situa-
tion right now, to be able to stop this from happening. I under-keep living.

In terms of most pensioners, they currently receive 300 stand that in the U.S. Congress, both Democrats as well as
some Republicans are aware of the meaning of these privati-pesos a month, which is about $100 a month. It’s a very low

level. In the future, with the privatized pension system, out of zation proposals which President Bush is proposing.
In the case of Mexico, there are those who propose toevery ten people, only three will be able to retire with some

level of pension. privatize other things in the country, such as the energy sector.
This would be very damaging. The people who present theseSo this is mass genocide of the population, who will die

as a result of lack of medicine and lack of food. This is the ideas to the public, actually confuse people, and people come
to believe that we somehow have to privatize everything, soreal Argentina, that, despite the efforts of President Kirchner

to avoid it, has nothing to do with the Argentina that the media that things will work. They argue that supposedly everything
in the public sector is not profitable and doesn’t work. That’sinternationally portray.

Rush: Thank you so much, Julio. really not true.
My belief is, that in Mexico in the next few years, weI’d like to thank all of our guests in Ibero-America, and

hand things back over to Marcia or to David for any addi- are going to see a serious economic problem, because the
government is going to have to somehow cover its obliga-tional questions.

Baker: Well, David has one general question, and maybe tions, and there aren’t enough resources available to cover the
universities, social security, or Pemex, the oil sector com-Cynthia can direct the question more specifically to our

guests. pany. Pemex doesn’t even have the resources which it itself
generates, because they’re taken into the general budget of
the government.Organizing Youth for Real Economic Reform

Nance: I wanted to ask what your approach has been to The fact is that Mexico’s oil is not going to last forever;
it’s only going to last a number of years more. And theseorganizing youth, in your respective nations, not only around

the question of social security—obviously, to stopping the oil funds are going to end sooner or later. And Mexico is
going to have to figure out how to cover all of our obligations.social security privatization—but also organizing them
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And the answer is not to privatize. Next Fifty Years of Lyndon LaRouche’s new book. I hope it
will be out in Spanish, too, as soon as possible, but in ten days,We don’t have Mexican banks any more. We’ve lost all

of our banks. The entire Mexican banking system has been it will be out in English.
The point is, as noted in the foreword to the book, whichturned over to foreigners. Just a while ago, Banamex was

handed over to Citibank. Mr. LaRouche just wrote a few days ago, called “Economics
and Ideas,” that what we encounter all the time, is, we hearWe Mexicans are aware of these things. The political

parties have not really known what’s going on, and they say about 40 or 50 years of destruction, and then someone might
say, “Yes, but. . . there’s nothing you can do, it’s too late.”that privatization is good. And there are just a few individuals,

such as Sen. Manuel Bartlett, who oppose this. Or, in the halls of Congress, you’ll mention the word “fas-
cism,” and some Senator will say, “Yes, but. . . you can’t
say that.”Rush: I want to ask if Professor Apaza from Peru might

have something to say, to address the question that was raised We get that: “Sı́, pero. . . this and that. You can’t do this.”
We can do it. And I thank all of our collaborators today,by David Nance.

Apaza: Sure. The Conupep is going to carry out a whole both for their firsthand reports and for their commitment that
we are going to change this. And I know that, in the LaRoucheseries of activities, first, with regard to the un-Constitutional-

ity of the social security reform proposal which has been Youth Movement, the banners are being held high, in Peru,
in Mexico, in Argentina, and many other places, promotingpresented. We are quite sure that we will win this in the courts.

We want to revoke the laws that I mentioned. And we are also of the kinds of projects that we should have been doing for
the last 50 years, and we can do in the next 50 years: fororganizing for a new social security system, which would be

based on solidarity and would be advantageous to workers, railway building, for nuclear power, for safe water. And I
leave everyone with that, as part of the commitment we haveand would reverse the privatization of the social security sys-

tem as well. Many of the former Presidents of Peru, and the to fight to defeat this piratizing of Social Security.
Rush: I would like to thank all of our invited guests fromcurrent one as well, were involved in activities that curtailed

the rights of pensioners in Pure. And many illegal laws were Chile, especially, who gave us that firsthand report, of how
they are fighting this system throughout the continent. It’spassed as well. Likewise, the multinational companies should

pay the taxes that they owe the government of Peru, which been a real eye-opener for all of us.
Baker: And thanks to David Nance in the LaRouchethey evaded, especially under the Fujimori government.

That’s basically what I can tell you. Youth Movement. I believe we have a final comment from
Mexico.

Form an International Alliance
Baker: Well, thank you very much to everyone partici- Jiménez: Yes, here in Querétaro, I want to send a mes-

sage to our sister-nations, so that together we jointly wagepating. I’d like to conclude by noting that we’ve had two
things today: A very powerful, firsthand report from through- this battle, this battle of our entire population to say “No!” to

privatization of social security; to say “No!” to any privatiza-out South America and North America on the broadest dimen-
sions of the devastation of our hemisphere in the last 30 or 40 tion that is an attack, an assault, on our populations, against

our energy resources, against our education systems.years of globalization, deregulation, and privatization, in-
cluding social security. And we know that, it’s not just a We here have, as an objective, to form a national front, a

united front both nationally and internationally in this battle.single-issue fight—I’m addressing my colleagues here in the
United States, my fellow citizens, my fellow patriots. We can We have fellow workers from other trade unions here who

are joining us, because jointly we are working to build a bat-win this. We can beat back the drive to steal Social Security
in the United States. And this will create an opportunity to tle plan.

We want to circulate a pamphlet about this battle, whichroll back the devastation in other countries, as we’ve just had
reports on. was sent to us from the United States, on the battle against

the privatization of Social Security in the United States andI’d like to pick up, in conclusion, on one of the issues
mentioned both by our friends in Querétaro, Mexico, who worldwide. We want to publish 50,000 copies of this pam-

phlet that the LaRouche movement initiated. So that peoplewere talking about “well one day, oil might be depleted,” or
Mrs. Márquez who said, “we’ve lost traditional industries.” in the cities and in the streets know about this. And in this

regard, I want to wish you all the best, and that we jointly beAs you know, Chile’s copper mines can be depleted; or in
Argentina, you can have depletion. able to lead this battle with the entire population at our side,

to have a total victory, against these evil, Satanic forces thatThis raises the concept of where we’re going, not just for
the next few days and months. Here in the United States we’re want to destroy our nations.

Thank you very much.committed to defeat this Social Security monster that George
Shultz’s fascism is behind. And what that means is, we can Baker: Thank you for speaking. All of us thank you for

those parting words. Thank you very much.look forward to the next 50 years, and that’s the title, Earth’s
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Threat of Financial Collapse
Looms Over Budget Debate
by Carl Osgood

While the U.S. Senate is a long way from debating the neces- central bankers as to the economic security of this country.”
Conrad asked the Senate “What happens if they decide somesity of a New Bretton Woods, the realities of the ongoing

collapse of the global financial system, and the Bush Adminis- day they are not going to continue loaning us money?” The
answer, of course, lies in recent headlines highlighting thetration’s response to it, are beginning to seep through the

cracks. vulnerability of the dollar, to plunge at mere rumors that one
central bank or another is considering diversifying its foreignThe annual budget debate got off to what the White

House viewed as a “promising” start on March 9, when the holdings out of the dollar. “These are the risks being run due
to a reckless fiscal policy,” Conrad said.House and Senate Budget Committees each passed resolu-

tions which, though differing in particulars, largely followed Yet, the budget resolution under debate, Conrad said, will
worsen the problem, by actually increasing spending, muchthe Bush Administration blueprint. The process rapidly

turned tumultuous, however, when the Senate began debate of which is not accounted for in the budget, and giving more
tax breaks to those in the top income brackets. The dividendson its resolution, as a number of Republicans began to break

with the austerity dictates in the document. Before long, and capital-gains tax cuts in the budget plan will benefit those
making a million dollars a year, to the tune of $35,000, whileHouse Budget Committee chairman Jim Nussle (R-Iowa)

was threatening that if the Senate did not go along with the those making less than $50,000 a year will get $6. Conrad
used a chart to demonstrate that the Federal deficits in theBush budget, there might not be any agreement between the

two chambers on a resolution, this year. “The House isn’t next five White House budgets (FY2006-10) only appear to
decline somewhat because the Social Security surplus is in-going to budge when it comes to spending,” he said. If

there’s no agreement, it would be the third time in four years cluded in them, and it is projected to grow rapidly over that
period. If that “borrowing” of the surplus is taken away, Con-that the budget process went forward without a budget reso-

lution. rad showed, then even Bush’s own projections of Federal
budget deficits get steadily larger from now to 2009. He em-Underlying the tumult is, of course, the ongoing collapse

of the financial system and the accompanying crash of the phasized the hypocrisy of Bush’s prattling about a multi-tril-
lion-dollar Social Security deficit sometime in the future,dollar—some of the reality of which was acknowledged by

Sen. Kent Conrad (D-N.D.), the ranking Democrat on the while Bush creates that deficit by spending Social Security’s
current surpluses on further tax cuts for wealthy AmericansSenate Budget Committee, during a Senate floor speech on

March 14. Conrad noted that, increasingly, the growing an- and multinational corporations.
And Conrad noted, the cost of maintaining needed fund-nual deficits in the Federal budget are being financed from

abroad, by foreign buyers of U.S. Treasury bonds. The total ing levels in programs crucial to many people, is a fraction of
the $32 billion cost of the Senate resolution’s proposed taxexternal debt of the United States has almost doubled to $2

trillion since President Bush has been in office, and much of cuts. To maintain the Fiscal 2005 funding level for veterans’
benefits would cost $300 million. To restore funding to be cutthat debt is held by foreign central banks. Conrad warned that

that “makes us more vulnerable to the decisions of foreign from the Community Oriented Policing program would cost
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Answering the Bush/Senate leadership budget for the Democrats, Sen. Kent Conrad of North Dakota showed with these charts and the
table, that exploding U.S. debt and current-account deficits threaten a financial meltdown, and that the “privatization” looting of Social
Security worsens that threat.

$500 million; education, $4.8 billion; community develop- Top Ten Countries Holding Our National Debt
ment block grant funding, $1.7 billion; low-income heating

Japan $715 Bassistance, $220 million, and so on.
China $191 B

United Kingdom $152 BRepublican Revolt Against Austerity
“Caribbean Banking Centers” $76 BThe budget plan’s bias in favor of austerity for the millions
South Korea $69 Bof people who are constituents of hundreds of various govern-
OPEC $61 Bment programs, is also a factor in a small but significant revolt
Taiwan $58 Bbrewing among moderate Republicans. Medicaid is the
Germany $56 Blargest program affected, but hardly the only one. The Bush
Switzerland $51 Bbudget calls for reductions in Medicaid spending by $60 bil-
Hong Kong $50 Blion over five years, cuts which would fall heavily on already

overstressed states. The Senate Budget Committee included
Source: Department of Treasury.

in its resolution, instructions to the Finance Committee to Note: As of November 2004

make changes in law that would cut about $15.2 billion from
FY2006 programs under its jurisdiction, about $14 billion of
which will come out of Medicaid. But the committee added a mine the Federal guarantee of health insurance coverage

Medicaid provides.”Senate resolution that no bill should be reported to the Senate
that would “undermine the role the Medicaid program plays The committee amendment was sponsored by Sen. Jon

Corzine (D-N.J.), who warned that if the proposed cuts goas a critical component of the health care system of the United
States,” nor would impose spending caps, “or otherwise shift through, the impact won’t stop at the states, but “is going

to trickle down to our elderly, individuals with disabilities,Medicaid burdens to State or local governments” or “under-
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children—and what we’re really going to do is force people for a dead railroad.” He warned that a transportation and eco-
nomic disaster will result if the 13 million passengers whointo the streets.” He added that the real problem is rising

health-care costs and a growing number of uninsured; cutting travel on the Northeast Corridor are forced onto the highways
and into airports, instead.$14 billion out of the program is not a solution. Committee

chairman Judd Gregg (R-N.H.) maintained, in reply, that Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Penn.) showed how much Republi-
can support there is for Amtrak, when he inserted into thethe plan is not a cut, but rather a reduction in the rate of

growth over the next five years. “We have to control the record his letter to the Budget Committee, signed by six other
Republicans and 32 Democrats, asking it for the funding nec-rate of growth in these health accounts,” he said. “These

proposals don’t affect delivery of service.” He called the essary to preserve Amtrak’s national network of passenger
rail service. “The hallmark of an industrial society,” Specterproposal “a marginal effort to try to address the most signifi-

cant issue of entitlement spending, which is health-care.” wrote, “is having urban transportation.” He noted, as had
Byrd, the tremendous amount of capital investment AmtrakGregg nonetheless allowed the amendment to pass by unani-

mous consent. It was not Corzine’s amendment that worried needs in order to maintain safe and reliable service for the 25
million passengers it carries each year. Byrd’s amendmenthim, but substantive attempts to take out the instructions to

the Finance Committee. was defeated, however, on a 46-52 vote, with Specter and
Lincoln Chaffee (R-R.I.) being the only Republicans to voteOn March 17, such a substantive attempt succeeded. The

Senate voted 52-48 in favor of an amendment, co-sponsored for it. The other five GOP signers of Specter’s letter may
have been swayed by Surface Transportation Subcommitteeby Senators Gordon Smith (R-Ore.) and Jeff Bingaman (D-

N.M.) that struck out the Medicaid cuts. Instead, it established chairman Trent Lott (R-Miss.), who promised to write a reau-
thorization bill that would “get a reliable stream of funds fora Medicaid commission to examine the program and develop

recommendations for reform. Smith told the Senate that what Amtrak so its future can be certain, and so this does not have
to depend just on annual appropriations.”brought him to the point of opposing Senator Gregg and the

Bush Administration on Medicaid was the principle that “in The Senate also acted on a number of other amendments
that contradict the Bush budget. It adopted an amendmentgood times and bad, the people we do not abandon or put at

risk are those who are most needy in our society.” He declared sponsored by Sen. Jon Ensign (R-Nev.) that increases funding
for veterans’ medical care by $410 million; but this followedthat he is committed to Medicaid reform, “but what I am not

prepared to do is to put the budget ahead of policy, and that a vote against an amendment by Sen. Daniel Akaka (D-Hi.),
that would have added $2.8 billion for that purpose. The Sen-is what is going to happen if this budget contains this provi-

sion.” At least two other Republicans, Norm Coleman of Min- ate also voted 63-47 to increase funding for health and educa-
tion by $2 billion. An amendment to restore the so-called pay-nesota, who also was a co-sponsor, and Olympia Snowe of

Maine, also spoke out in support of the amendment. Snowe, as-you-go rule to the budget, died on a 50-50 vote, however,
even though it had four Republican co-sponsors. It wouldin fact, pointed out that the reason why there’s been so much

growth in the Medicaid program that “the economic downturn have required that new tax cuts, as well as new spending, be
paid for by offsets elsewhere in the budget. The Republicans’which state economies experienced several years ago . . . has

continued to leave many families jobless and without health current rule requires offsets for new spending, but not new
taxes.insurance, forcing them into Medicaid.”

After the vote, an angry Gregg told the Senate that it would The House began debating its own budget resolution on
March 17. It remains unanswered—given Nussle’s threat tomean there would be no serious effort to control costs in the

program for years to come. “And it’s been done by Republi- go it alone if the Senate diverges too far from the Bush blue-
print—is whether or not the two chambers will be able tocans,” he said. “You just have to ask yourself, how they get

up in the morning and look in the mirror.” agree on a spending plan. If not, the FY2006 appropriations
process could be even more chaotic than those of the last
few years.Amtrak Also Targetted

Another target of the budget axe over which the GOP may
split, is Amtrak. As reported previously, Bush’s budget plan
calls for zeroing out the Federal subsidy to Amtrak, in order WEEKLY INTERNET
to force it into bankruptcy. The budget would provide only AUDIO TALK SHOW
$360 million to maintain mass transit services in the Northeast
Corridor, which is dependant on rail infrastructure. Sen. Rob- The LaRouche Show
ert Byrd (D-W.Va.) sponsored an amendment to add $1.04

EVERY SATURDAYbillion to Amtrak’s allocation, so that it can continue operat-
ing for another year. Byrd told the Senate that the elimination 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
of Amtrak’s subsidy is not a recipe for a streamlined railroad, http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
as the Bush Administration claims, but rather, “It is a recipe
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BipartisanSenateMajorityMust
BlockCheney’s ‘NuclearOption’
by Edward Spannaus

On Tuesday, March 15, Senate Democratic Leader Sen. Harry sentives which the Framers of the Constitution saw as most
subject to the passions of the moment.Reid of Nevada, flanked by over three dozen Democratic Sen-

ators, declared war on the plan of the Republican leadership Under the false assumption the Constitution requires that
the Senate give the President an up-or-down vote on his nom-in the White House and the Senate to destroy the right of

extended debate (“filibuster”) in the United States Senate— inees, the right wing, including the phony Christian “evangel-
icals,” are mounting a campaign in support of having Cheneya right unique to the Senate, and one which is an essential

component of the system of checks and balances embodied exercise the “nuclear option.”
But many Republicans do not support this drastic move.in the United States Constitution.

The next day, Reid and other Democratic Senators ap- Senator Arlen Specter (R-Pa), the head of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, which has jurisdiction over judicial nominations,peared at a Capitol Hill rally, where Reid called on Demo-

cratic activists to “reach out to Republicans of good will to has been attempting to head off such a confrontation, as have a
number of others. At a February 24 press conference, Spectervote with us on this issue.” Sen. Robert Byrd (D-WV), the

Senate’s most eloquent defender of its Constitutional role, stated that “I’m going to exercise every last ounce of my
energy to solve this problem without the nuclear option. If wetold the rally: “An ill wind is blowing across this country.

That wind sows the seeds of destruction. Our Constitution is have a nuclear option, the Senate will be in turmoil, and the
Judiciary Committee will be hell.”under attack. We must speak out.” Byrd warned that Republi-

can leadership wants to gag the Senate, to suppress the rights Two conservative Republican former Senators, Jim Mc-
Clure of Idaho and Malcolm Wallop of Wyoming, wrote anof the minority, and warp the Senate’s Constitutional purpose.

Former Presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche ex- op-ed for the March 15 Wall Street Journal called “Don’t Go
Nuclear,” in which they strongly argued against a Senate rulepressed his support for what Senators Reid and Byrd are do-

ing. Reid is doing his job and showing leadership, and doing change which would allow debate to be cut off by a simple
majority. This would, they contended, be “in effect, turningthis well, LaRouche said. LaRouche also emphasized the im-

portance of engaging Republicans in a policy discussion, the Senate into a high-end version of the House of Representa-
tives.” And, among other reasons they set forth, they pointedmost importantly on the issue of the economic crisis, which,

he said, is what is driving the push toward dictatorship, which out that conservative Republicans have used the filibuster in
the past to block what they consider undesirable legislation,is reflected in the desperate effort to change the Senate rules.
and this is likely to also be the case in the future.

At his March 15 press conference, Sen. Reid began byCheney Changing the Rules
At issue here, is what is being called the “nuclear option,” quoting Benjamin Franklin’s famous response to a question

put to him at the conclusion of the Constitutional Conventionto wipe out the 200-year Senate tradition of extended debate,
with respect to Presidential nominees, especially judicial in 1787: “Well, Dr. Franklin, what have we got, a republic or

a monarchy?” To which Franklin responded, “A republic, ifnominees. On the pretext that the Democratic minority has
obstructed Bush’s nominations, the presiding officer of the you can keep it.”

“For more than two centuries,” Reid continued, “we’veSenate, that is, Vice President Dick Cheney, would announce
a change of rules, so that an end to debate (“cloture”) would kept our republic because Americans have understood that

our liberty is protected by our laws and by a government ofrequire only a simple majority of 51 votes, rather than the 60
it now requires. limited powers. Our Constitution provides for checks and

balances so that no one person in power, so that no one politi-Under the current rules, a substantial minority of 41 Sena-
tors can vote to continue debate (a “filibuster”) and thereby cal party, can hold total control over the course of our nation.”

“But now,” Reid said, “in order to break down the separa-block legislation, or a nominee, which they strongly oppose.
The Senate is not, and was never intended to be, a simply tion of powers and ram through their appointees to the judicial

branch, President Bush and the Republican leadership wantmajoritarian body, but was designed as the “cooling saucer,”
the more deliberative body, in contrast to the House of Repre- to eliminate a 200-year-old American rule saying that every
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member of the Senate can rise to say their piece, and speak
on behalf of the people who sent them here.”

Reid also exposed the fraud of the Administration’s claim
that Democrats have obstructed confirmation of Bush’s judi-
cial nominees, pointing out that “this President has a better Sen. Robert Byrd: “If

we restrain debate onrecord of having his judicial nominees approved than any
judges today, what willPresident in the past 25 years,” and explaining: “Only 10 of
be next: the rights of214 nominations have been turned down. So it is clear that
the elderly to receive

this is an attempt to strip away those important checks and Social Security? the
balances. It’s not about judges, it’s about the desire for abso- rights of the

handicapped to belute power.” (Others have pointed out that, during the Clinton
treated fairly? theAdministration, Republicans used procedural devices to
rights of the poor toblock 60 judicial nominees.)
obtain a decent

Reid released a letter he had just sent to the Senate Major- education? Will all
ity Leader, Bill Frist, in which Reid stated: “Should the major- debate soon fall before

majority rule?ity choose to break the rules, the majority should not expect
to receive cooperation from the minority in the conduct of
Senate business.” Democrats would exempt only national de-
fense matters and spending needed to ensure ongoing Federal lands. We, unlike Nazi Germany or Mussolini’s Italy, have

never stopped being a nation of laws, not of men.operations, Reid explained, but otherwise, “will be reluctant
to enter any consent agreement that facilitates Senate activi- “But witness how men with motives and a majority can

manipulate law to cruel and unjust ends. Historian Alan Bul-ties,” thus jamming up Senate operations.
lock writes that Hitler’s dictatorship rested on the constitu-
tional foundation of a single law, the Enabling Law. HitlerMaking Illegality Legal

As much as Reid’s announcement sent the lunatic right needed a two-thirds vote to pass that law, and he cajoled his
opposition in the Reichstag to support it. Bullock writes thatinto ranting and raving, it was nothing compared to the re-

sponse to Sen. Robert Byrd’s speech on the Senate floor on Hitler was prepared to promise anything to get his bill
through, with the appearances of legality preserved intact.March 1. “The Framers of the Constitution envisioned the

Senate as a kind of executive council; a small body of legisla- And he succeeded.
“Hitler’s originality lay in his realization that effectivetors, featuring longer terms, designed to insulate members

from the passions of the day,” Byrd stated. “The Senate was revolutions, in modern conditions, are carried out with, and
not against, the power of the State: the correct order of eventsto serve as a check on the Executive Branch, particularly

in the areas of appointments and treaties, where, under the was first to secure access to that power and then begin his
revolution. Hitler never abandoned the cloak of legality; heConstitution, the Senate passes judgment absent the House of

Representatives. James Madison wanted to grant the Senate recognized the enormous psychological value of having the
law on his side. Instead, he turned the law inside out and madethe power to select judicial appointees with the Executive

relegated to the sidelines. But a compromise brought the pres- illegality legal.
“And that is what the nuclear option seeks to do to Ruleent arrangement; appointees selected by the Executive, with

the advice and consent of the Senate.” XXII of the Standing Rules of the Senate.”
After illustrating what such a rule change would do to theByrd stressed that the Senate “was never intended to be a

majoritarian body,” but that this “was the role of the House Senate, Byrd pointed to its effect on the nation: “The President
can simply rule, almost by Executive Order if his party con-of Representatives, with its membership based on the popula-

tions of states.” trols both houses of Congress, and Majority Rule reigns su-
preme. In such a world, the Minority is crushed; the power of“If we restrain debate on judges today,” Byrd asked, after

reviewing the history of the filibuster in the Senate, “what will dissenting views diminished; and freedom of speech attenu-
ated. . . .”be next: the rights of the elderly to receive Social Security; the

rights of the handicapped to be treated fairly; the rights of the “Yes, we believe in Majority rule, but we thrive because
the minority can challenge, agitate, and question. We mustpoor to obtain a decent education? Will all debate soon fall

before majority rule? . . . With no right of debate, what will never become a nation cowed by fear, sheeplike in our sub-
mission to the power of any majority demanding absoluteforestall plain muscle and mob rule?”

Then came the portion of Byrd’s speech which drove Che- control.
“If we start, here, in this Senate, to chip away at thatney & Co. crazy:

“Many times in our history we have taken up arms to essential mark of freedom—here of all places, in a body de-
signed to guarantee the power of even a single individualprotect a minority against the tyrannical majority in other
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through the device of extended debate—we are on the road
LaRouche Tells Democratsto refuting the Preamble to our own Constitution and the very

principles upon which it rests.”
Interesting in light of Reid’s quoting of Franklin on the

monarchy-versus-republic, and Byrd’s warnings of the dan-
ger to the Constitution, was a column in the March 16 Wash- Don’t Let Shultz, Cheney
ington Times by Harlan Ullman, a former Navy officer and
conservative commentator perhaps best known for being one Bully You Into Lying
of the authors of the “Shock & Awe” doctrine. Ullman warned
of the risk, that if the Republican majority in the Senate were

The following question from a Washington area leading Dem-to exercise the “nuclear option,” this could set off “a massive
chain reaction that will create a political nuclear winter for ocrat, came up early in the open discussion following Lyndon

LaRouche’s keynote to the International Caucus of LaborCongress and the conduct of the nation’s business.”
The greatest fear, Ullman wrote, is that this one-party Committees/Schiller Institute Presidents’ Day conference on

Feb. 20. The e-mail was read by moderator Debra Hananiarule would transform the U.S. into a “de facto parliamentary
system.” Perhaps, in the short term, he said, “a parliamentary Freeman.
type of government based on strict majority rule” would make
sense. But what would probably happen, is that the minority, Q: Lyn, Democrats are undoubtedly unified on questions

of domestic policy. But when we get into the realm of strategichaving no other path, would use civil disobedience to close
down the government by obstructing the work of Congress. policy and international policy, we’re dealing with a different

kettle of catfish. I refer simply to just as an example, to the“Should Congress shut down, then the President and the Exec-
utive branch will become the de facto government without events of Friday [Feb. 18], when Joe Lieberman and John

McCain entered this resolution to kick Russia out of the G-8.any check or balance.”
“Nothing less than the political future of the nation could Sid Blumenthal, among others, has pointed out publicly,

that when we’re dealing with this administration, the fact isbe at stake,” Ullman declared.
that Bush’s popularity was at an all-time low, prior to the
events of 9/11. This is a fact that is not one that Bush, Cheney,Showdown Looms

The confrontation on Cheney’s “nuclear option” could and the people who control him do not recognize. They know
that, under current conditions they need a new national secu-come shortly after the Senate returns from the Easter recess.

On March 17, the Senate Judiciary Committee voted out, on rity crisis, whether it be Iran, Syria, North Korea, China, or
even Russia. And my problem is, that I’m not at all confidenta party-line 10-8 vote, the nomination of William Myers to

the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. Committee chairman Arlen that we Democrats will respond with the same unity that we
seem to be able to maintain on questions of domestic policy.Specter had selected Myers’ nomination to go first, believing

that this would be the easiest of Bush’s re-submitted nomina- I don’t know exactly how to pose this question. And I
don’t normally engage in “what ifs”: But, what if, they actu-tions to get through, but at the March 1 hearing on the Myers

nomination, Specter encountered much tougher opposition to ally do this? What do we do? What do we do, if they try
to change the subject? And how do we ensure unity amongthe nomination than he was anticipating.

In covering the committee vote and the Democratic threat Democrats in meeting a challenge of this type, when there is
no unity at this moment?to again filibuster the Myers nomination, the Washington

Times repeats the falsehood that “this is the first time that LaRouche: In a situation like that, where you’re faced
with telling the truth, or lying by omission or statement, injudicial nominees have been systematically denied a final vote

by a minority.” This has been the GOP leadership’s line; order to avoid being rejected, there’s only one thing you can
do: The enemy is trying to intimidate you into telling a lie.for example, Senate Majority Leader Frist has been saying,

“Never before has a minority blocked a judicial nominee that You should scare the hell out of him.
For example—and I’ve dealt with this: Let’s take thehas majority support for an up-or-down vote on the Senate

floor.” case of my record on this thing, because it’s relevant to the
Democratic Party today. They have been opposing me. TheyBut, as the March 18 Washington Post notes, Democrats

have been pointing to the four-day 1968 filibuster by Republi- opposed me on SDI. They were wrong. If we had had, if
the Soviet government of Andropov had agreed to discusscans, which succeeded in blocking Lyndon Johnson’s nomi-

nation of then-Associate Justice Abe Fortas to become Chief with President Reagan, who was actually quite dedicated
to this specific idea, then the discussion itself would haveJustice. In defending the filibuster at the time, then-Sen. How-

ard Baker of Tennessee stated: “On any given issue the major- produced a change in the political situation inside the United
States in the 1980s. And would have changed the worldity at any time is not always right”—something which today’s

GOP leadership would do well to remember. situation, so that the nightmare which threatens the planet
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George Shultz, and company to launch a regime-
change war in Iraq. There was no evidence to
justify war. All the claimed evidence was a lie.
And now they’re going to do the same thing all
over again—in Syria, Iran, and North Korea and
so forth, the so-called “outposts of tyranny.” Of
which the White House is the principal represen-
tative, by the way.

So, the question is, do we have the guts to
stand up? My point has been, I stood up. If I had
not stood up, I can tell my fellow Democrats, they
would be nowhere on any of the domestic issues
of the United States, today. We saved the Demo-
cratic Party, from absolute disgrace, by my hav-
ing the nerve to do it.

And what you have to do, is stand up and tell
the truth.

Now, you have to tell the truth in a special
way—and I can be very savage on this thing, andLaRouche Youth Movement leader Ed Hamler (left) tells Democrats at the 2004

Convention in Boston, what kind of leadership was needed to win the quite justifiably: I would say, “You dumb—. You
Presidential elections. But the party hacks shut LaRouche out . . . with the well- idiot. You fool! Do you know what you’re really
known consequences. If Democrats hope to give leadership in foreign policy, talking about? Do you know what the conse-
they have no choice but to listen to LaRouche.

quences are, of the policy you want us adopt? Do
you know the international financial system is
finished? Do you know you’re bankrupt? There’s

nothing you can do about it in your terms? Only on my terms?today would not have come into existence.
Because of the lack of guts. Do you want to escape the effect of a bankruptcy which will

wipe you out? Well, come to my terms!”Now, what was the lack of guts? The lack of guts is cen-
tered in an institution which is called the Committee on the You have to have a firm hand of leadership. And people

have understood democracy to be sloppiness, cowardice,Present Danger, which has had several incarnations, includ-
ing a present incarnation under the direction of George “No- foolishness. You don’t have to be sloppy, foolish and cow-

ardly to be a Democrat.Good” Shultz. And this idea has been the charge of “Ah!
You’re pro-Communist! You’re soft on Communism! You’re You can stand up on your hind legs, and tell this guy

where to get off! And make it stick. You can go out on thesoft on Communism! You’re soft on the Russians. You’re
soft on the Soviets!” hustings, as we are doing; you can issue pamphlets, as we are

doing, through the youth movement, largely. You can do theseLike fools, in the Congress and elsewhere, capitulated to
Bush-Cheney et al. on the issue of going into the war in Iraq. kinds of things, we have done. And if we had more means,

we would do more of them. The only chance of saving theThe American people did it out of cowardice. How was this
cowardice induced in the American people? By the people existence of this nation, is to do that.

And you dummies, if you want to get frightened aboutwho orchestrated 9/11, which were not a bunch of Arabs. The
bunch of people who were running whoever was involved in foreign policy questions, well, you’re just going to go to Hell.

And when you’re delivered there, you’re going to say, “Howthe operation.
This was, as I had forecast the danger, before the inaugura- did I end up here? I’m such a good Christian?” Well, first of

all, because you claim to be a Christian, you ain’t, and that’stion of the year 2001, is that because of the economic situation,
that the Bush Administration would come up, soon, with what blasphemy. And secondly, because, you’re such a cowardly

fool, you deserve it.Hermann Goering did in setting fire to the Reichstag in 1933,
which established the Hitler dictatorship. And we had a very So, the answer, essentially, is: you have a lack of courage,

a lack of intellectual courage in the leadership of the Demo-similar phenomenon in 9/11. 9/11 introduced a state of terror,
a state of disorientation in the U.S. population—not so much cratic Party. What we’ve demonstrated recently, over the re-

cent period, the course of the past year 2004, and continue toin the citizens of New York, but in other parts of the world,
in the other parts of the United States. (New Yorkers are much demonstrate now, is that you can save a Democrat! God,

You’re great! You can save a Democrat!more sophisticated than these dumb fools out in the Midwest
and the South.) That’s the problem. Stick with the truth. But, sometimes

you have to put spurs on it.This state of terror made it possible for Dick Cheney,
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Rips in the ‘Safety Net’
On March 15, DeLay’s “safety net” began to tear apart,

when it was reported that Rep. Joel Hefley (R-Colo.), the
former chairman of the House Ethics Committee, would co-
sponsor a bill to repeal or revise changes which RepublicanProbe Tightens Noose
leaders had made in the Ethics Committee procedures, in or-
der to protect the very dirty Republican Congressman fromAround DeLay’s Neck
Texas. The bill originated with Rep. Alan Mollohan
(D-W.Va.), the ranking Democrat on the Committee.by Michele Steinberg

As presently constituted, under the January 2005 rule
changes that DeLay et al. rammed through, the Ethics Com-

“The Congressional enforcer for the fascist agenda of the mittee, which is made up of five Democrats and five Republi-
cans, cannot act, even on flagrant violations such as DeLay’s,neo-conservatives, whom everyone thought could never be

touched, is currently headed toward the ropes. Texas Republi- as long as the five Republicans oppose it. In co-sponsoring
the Mollohan bill, Hefley was joining one other Republican,can Tom DeLay, the Majority Leader of the House of Repre-

sentatives, was targetted for his corruption by Lyndon Christopher Shays of Connecticut.
Hefley was also the only Republican to vote, on MarchLaRouche’s political campaigns months ago, under the slo-

gan ‘Clean Up Congress without DeLay.’ ” 15, for a resolution offered by House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-Calif.) calling for the speaker to appoint a bipartisanThe paragraph above could have been written on March

17, 2005, when the Washington Post headlined an article, task force to make recommendations on the House ethics
process.“Probe of Abramoff and Nonprofits’ Money Opens,” and

named Tom DeLay as a recipient of expensive trips financed Hefley had been dismissed as committee chairman at the
end of the last Congress, in what is widely known as a “purge”by the National Center for Public Policy Review, a tax-ex-

empt organization. of anybody who might be inclined to look objectively at the
charges against DeLay, who needed protection from an EthicsBut the lead paragraph was not from last week, but from

the Oct. 15, 2004 issue of EIR, in an article titled, “New Moves probe because of an ongoing grand jury investigation in
Texas.to Clean Up Congress Without DeLay,” by Anton Chaitkin.

For the last six months, the major U.S. media have slavishly As reported by Harley Schlanger in EIR March 18,
three of DeLay’s Texas allies have already been indictedcovered up for DeLay, but now, things are changing: Many

in Washington, D.C. are saying that DeLay’s days are num- for illegal use of political campaign funds that led to
Republican control of the state legislature. The vehicle forbered, as the various scandals that have swarmed around him

like annoying gnats, have become something much larger. A that operation was a group called Texans for a Republican
Majority PAC (TRMPAC). The Texas group was modelledgrand jury investigation in Texas is zeroing in on DeLay, and

his daughter, Danielle DeLay, has already been subpoenaed precisely on the notorious ARMPAC, Americans for a
Republican Majority PAC, the national money-machinein that investigation; and in Washington, Republicans are de-

fecting from the Inquisition-style loyalty regime that has been that made DeLay a juggernaut in Congressional races,
especially in Texas. As EIR reported, new evidence surfacedimposed by Dick Cheney, Karl Rove, and DeLay himself, to

open up probes of DeLay’s fundraising and lobbying ac- in a civil suit that was heard in a Texas state court in early
March, that showed that DeLay was far more involved intivities.

The reason for this shift, said one well-placed Washington the TRMPAC case than he wants it known. Control of the
Ethics Committee in Congress was essential for keepingpolitical source, is a changed Democratic Party, which has

become much more of a coherent, opposition force than it the lid on the DeLay cases.
As if this weren’t enough, on March 17, following a weekwas in the first George W. Bush Administration. And this

concerted effort by Democrats to educate the public as to the of almost daily scandals in the news media, about the shady
money flows around long-time DeLay crony, lobbyist and“lockout” of the minority party from Congressional affairs,

by the partisan dictatorship that is run by the White House to moneyman, Jack Abramoff, the news surfaced in the Wash-
ington Post that the powerful Senate Finance Committee wasturn Congress into a rubber stamp, has caught on with the

American people. This source explained that Republicans are investigating the Abramoff-DeLay activities.
So there it is: The Senate Finance Committee, led bybeginning to defect from the forced loyalty in Congress, be-

cause sane Republicans would love to have Tom DeLay out Republican Chairman Charles E. Grassley (R-Iowa) and
Sen. Max Baucus (D-Mt.), its top Democrat, is investigatingof the leadership. They’d like to get him out of their way now,

so that the scandals swirling around him, do not negatively the top Republican leader of the U.S. House of Representa-
tives (and, the real leader, since House Speaker Dennisimpact the Republican Party’s 2006 mid-term elections, when

they could lose control of the Congress. Hastert is just a figurehead). The Senate investigation
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Leader Tom DeLay,” wrote Newsweek reporter Michael
Isikoff.

Abramoff and his sidekick and partner, Michael Scanlon,
a former top aide to DeLay, are already under investigation by
the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, and several
Federal agencies, for cheating and fraud in the multi-millions
of dollars that they took from Native American tribes to set
up legalized gambling on reservations.

But the NCPPR appears to be an angle that hits DeLay
hard, and could be far more of a danger to his future than the
TRMPAC investigation in Texas, Isikoff suggested.

There are two aspects of the NCPPR investigation re-
ported in Newsweek: Abramoff manuevered two of the Indian
tribes he was “representing,” to give $25,000 contributions to
NCPPR in 2000, at the very same time that the NCPPR paid
$70,000 for a week-long “golf vacation” in Scotland for De-House Majority Leader Tom DeLay is under increasing attack for

his blatant corruption, with a reinvigorated Democratic Party Lay, his wife, and two aides. Abramoff was a member of the
finally taking the gloves off. Board of Directors of the NCPPR. But investigators have

found that the NCPPR paid over $2.5 million to Abramoff
and to a company owned by his sidekick, Scanlon, that was
supposed to go for “educational” campaigns to tell the public
how beneficial gambling has been for Indian tribes. Abramoffconcerns “allegations that lobbyist Jack Abramoff used

nonprofit organizations to pay for a variety of improper has now resigned from the NCPPR.
Internal e-mails from the group indicate that Abramoffactivities, including overseas trips,” for DeLay and another

Republican Congressman, Rep. Robert W. Ney (R-Ohio). and Scanlon did not produce any work product, or fully ac-
count for the $2.5 million they received, says Newsweek, add-One trip, a 2002 golf vacation in Scotland, also included

Ralph Reed, former head of the conservative Christian ing that the group, which is a tax-exempt 501(c)3 charitable
organization, is cooperating with the FBI in the probe of Ab-Coalition and long-time lobbyist, who now heads the Geor-

gia Republican Party. ramoff.
Republicans are now ready to talk—at least anony-

mously—about DeLay, and, behind the scenes, may be pre-Investigations Pile Up
The Congressional events of March 15 and 16, investigat- paring a showdown to dump “The Hammer,” as he is known

in Congress.ing DeLay, Abramoff, and Reed, and the possibility of a full
investigation by an Ethics Committee, are just the latest in a “If death comes by a thousand cuts,” then Tom DeLay is

already “into a couple of hundred. It’s getting up there,” oneseries of exposés of DeLay’s conduct that began with a March
6, 2005 segment on “Sixty Minutes,” the award-winning TV Republican consultant told the Washington Post March 14.

The Republican wanted to remain anonymous because of hisshow, that included an interview with Austin, Texas District
Attorney Ronnie Earle. Earle has already obtained eight in- connections to the party.

Among the new scandals about DeLay, is the charge thatdictments against corporations, and against three individuals
close to DeLay, in the political action committee TRMPAC, he accepted trips from the Korea-U.S. Exchange Council,

which is a registered foreign agent for South Korea. It is awhich he chaired. Earle dismissed DeLay’s claim that the
indictments were political, and when asked if he is looking violation of House rules for a member to accept gifts from a

foreign agent. It was also exposed on March 17 that Rep.into DeLay’s himself, said, “We’re following the truth, and
wherever that leads, that’s where we’ll go.” The statements Lamar Smith (R-Texas), who was made head of the Ethics

Committee, served as co-chairman of the Texans for a Repub-reportedly raised the temperature on concerns among Repub-
licans about DeLay. lican Majority PAC (TRMPAC) fundraising meeting back

in 2002.But news of an FBI investigation, into the antics of
Jack Abramoff in arranging for lavish trips for DeLay, hit Meanwhile, six Republicans contacted by the Post said

that the “volume” of exposés about DeLay is “alarming,” andWashington like a bombshell. On March 14, Newsweek
released its March 21 issue, announcing the news of the they see no indication that the negative stories are abating.

This could hurt the interests of the party, they say. Meanwhile,FBI probe. “The FBI is trying to trace what happened to
$2.5 million in payments” to the National Center for Public DeLay, House Speaker Hastert, and other die-hards insist that

all DeLay’s problems are coming from “partisan Democrats.”Policy Research (NCPPR), which were “routed to accounts
controlled by two lobbyists with close ties to House Majority That excuse is no longer working.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

$82 Billion War the House, “I personally believe that identity theft. “We have not heard
good arguments for why these amend-Supplemental Passed the only way you can maintain support

for national policy, however, contro-On March 16, the House passed, by ments should have failed,” Dorgan
said, except that “they want to avoida vote of 388 to 43, a supplemental versial, is to have complete confidence

that things are being pursued in theappropriations bill to cover the costs displeasing the House of Representa-
tives.”of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan most honest way possible.” Tierney’s

amendment was allowed to the floor,through September 2005. While the The Republicans also apparently
want to avoid offending PresidentHouse Appropriations Committee but declared out of order because it

constituted legislation on an appropri-made some minor changes to the bill, Bush, who has promised to sign the
bill if it gets to his desk without amend-some increases in military accounts, ations bill.

and decreases in international rela- ments.
tions provisions, passage of the fund-
ing was never an issue. The issue that Senate Votes Updominated the debate was the unwill- Highway Bill Facesingness of the Bush Administration, Bankruptcy Reform Bill

Credit card issuers and banks won aand the Defense Department, to sub- Threat of Veto
On March 10, the House voted 417 tomit themselves to oversight. That con- major victory on March 10 when the

Senate voted 74 to 25 to pass a bill thatcern was not limited to Democrats, 9 for a $284 billion, six-year transpor-
tation bill which will provide funds foreither. will force more bankruptcy filers to

pay some portion of their debt. The billRep. Louise Slaughter (N.Y.), the highways and transit programs. Ac-
cording to House Transportationranking Democrat on the House Rules had long been favored by the banks,

which want everyone to believe thatCommittee, decried the Committee’s Committee chairman Don Young (R-
Ak.), the bill address congestion prob-rejection of an amendment by Rep. anyone who files for bankruptcy is try-

ing to shirk their obligations. TheyJohn Tierney (D-Mass.) that would lems, highway safety, improving the
movement of freight, and other relatedhave established a select committee in successfully transmitted that attitude

to Republican members of the Senate,the House to investigate fraud and infrastructure. The bill, however, is
much smaller than most of its support-abuse in contracting in Iraq, including all 55 of whom voted for the bill. Mil-

lions of dollars in campaign contribu-an audit report recounting the failure ers wanted. Last year, the House had
passed a bill worth $375 billion, andof the Coalition Provisional Authority tions apparently greased the skids.

More than 60% of $44 million in con-to properly account for $9 billion in the Senate $318 billion, in the face of
White House veto threats against any-Iraqi funds that it spent. Slaughter tributions made by banks and retailers

in 2004 went to Republicans, accord-pointed out that the House spends thing larger than $256 billion. This
year, the Bush budget calls for a bill ofmuch of its time renaming post offices ing to data compiled by the Center for

Responsive Politics.and honoring foreign dignitaries and $284 billion, which the House
squeezed itself into, but the bill in-athletic successes. “If we have enough The bill was largely the product of

deals negotiated behind closed doors,time for that,” she said “we certainly cludes a provision that allows the Con-
gress to reconsider state funding allo-have enough time to track down $9 and the Senate GOP leadership suc-

cessfully enforced those deals on thebillion that the administration seems cations in 2009, which drew a veto
threat from the White House.to have misplaced.” Rep. David Obey Senate floor, by defeating numerous

amendments that would have eased(Wisc.), the ranking Democrat on the Rep. Rob Petri (R-Wisc.), the
chairman of the Highways, Transit,Appropriations Committee, warned the impact on debtors, especially those

with large medical-related debts.the House that the Democrats would and Pipelines Subcommittee, told the
House that the failure to meet the trans-no longer support such supplemental Sen. Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.)

noted this aspect of the process, justspending bills, “if we do not have ade- portation needs of the country is
“shortsighted,” and that Democratsquate oversight and we do not have before the final vote on passage. He

noted a number of amendments thatadequate information on the part of the and Republicans alike “can and should
support a strong infrastructure pro-administration.” had been offered by the Democrats

that would have eased the rules forRep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), who en- gram that pays back so much in terms
of economic development, interna-dorsed Tierney’s amendment from the military reservists called to active

duty, people forced into bankruptcy byfloor, and is co-sponsoring a stand- tional competitiveness, safety, mobil-
ity, and improved quality of life.”alone bill that does the same thing, told medical-related debt, and victims of
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Nazis, Operation Condor, and
Bush’s Privatization Plan
by William F. Wertz, Jr.

President George W. Bush has made it clear that the model members of Congress could take some lessons from Chile,
particularly when it comes to how to run our pension plans.for his current drive to privatize social security in the U.S. is

the privatization of social security which was implemented Our Social Security system needs to be modernized.” More
recently, when in Santiago, Chile for the APEC summit fromin Chile under the fascist dictatorship of Gen. Augusto Pino-

chet in 1981 by his Labor Minister José Piñera.1 As Lyndon Nov. 19-21, 2004, Bush reiterated: “Chile provides a great
example for Social Security reform.”LaRouche has warned, if Bush succeeds, it will be a foot in the

door for fascism. This is no exaggeration, as we shall prove. Bush’s timing was very poor. On Dec. 13, 2004, the Su-
preme Court of Chile ruled that Pinochet is mentally compe-The murderous policies which the George Shultz-Henry

Kissinger faction in the United States supported in Chile un- tent to stand trial on charges of kidnapping and murder (some-
thing which could not be said of George W. Bush). In Januaryder Pinochet, including torture, assassination, and mass mur-

der, directly involved the first-generation Nazi war criminals 2005, Juan Manuel Contreras Sepulveda, who headed up Pi-
nochet’s Directorate of National Intelligence (DINA) and thewho were smuggled out of Europe after World War II, via the

so-called “rat-lines” to SouthAmerica, organized by the Allen Operation Condor death squad campaign, was arrested to be-
gin serving a 12-year sentence for murder.Dulles-James Jesus Angleton Anglophile faction of the U.S.

intelligence community. Next came the creation of a second The economic policies implemented in Chile under Pino-
chet after his coup d’état against Chilean President Salvadorgeneration of the Fascist International during the 1970s, in

which Spanish fascist Blas Piñar played a central role. Today, Allende in 1973, including the privatization of social security,
were the radical free-trade policies of George Shultz, whothe same Blas Piñar is now involved in the creation of a third

generation of the Nazi International, in service to George was dean of the University of Chicago Graduate Business
School from 1962-68. In fact, the Subdirector of the Interior of“Hjalmar Schacht” Shultz and his Bush Administration.2

While in Chile in April 2001, Bush said: “I think some DINA was responsible for supervising an Economics Section
and an Economic Brigade, designed to enforce the policies of
Shultz’s Chicago Boys.

1. When José Piñera was Chilean Labor Minister (1978-80) under Pinochet, Chile was in effect a laboratory experiment for the
he set out to destroy the organized labor movement, as an institutional pole

Schachtian policies Shultz has been attempting to implementof resistance to Pinochet’s fascist economic policies. He eliminated the mini-
on a global scale since 1971.mum wage and collective bargaining, and restricted the right to strike. When

he was finished, less than 10% of the Chilean work force was unionized. The The two key figures in the Nixon Administration responsi-
same policies are now being implemented in Mexico by Labor Minister ble for the Pinochet coup in 1973 were Shultz and Henry
Carlos Abascal Carranza, the son of Salvador Abascal, the 1940-41 chief of Kissinger. In 1971, Shultz advised Nixon to dismantle Presi-
the Nazi-instigated Mexican National Synarchist Union. In 1997, the same

dent Franlin D. Roosevelt’s post-World War II Brettonyear Piñera helped impose privatized Social Security in Mexico, he visited
Woods economic system. In 1974, shortly after the Pinochetthen-Texas Gov. George W. Bush to promote Social Security privatization.
coup, Kissinger authored a national security study memoran-2. See William F. Wertz, Jr. “The Ibero-American Solidarity Movement;

Anatomy of a Fascist Intelligence Operation,” EIR, Feb. 25, 2005. dum (NSSM-200) which defined U.S. policy as global raw
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materials control and genocidal population reduction in the omy. Kissinger made his hostility to the American System
evident in his speech at the London-based Royal Institute forThird World. This memorandum essentially codified as U.S.

policy the original intent of the Chilean experiment in International Affairs on May 10, 1982, in which he rejected
Roosevelt and expressed his admiration for Churchill, whofascism.

Today Shultz is the architect behind the current Bush Ad- launched the anti-communist Cold War. It was this Cold War
which became the basis for the Pinochet coup and the rational-ministration. It was he who selected Dick Cheney and Condo-

leezza Rice and the so-called “Vulcans,” who molded the first ization for the murderous Nazi policies which Pinochet car-
ried out, in order to eliminate opposition to the free-tradeBush Administration. Shultz is also the mentor of that second

would-be Austrian dictator, Arnold Schwarzenegger, whose policies Shultz’s Chicago Boys advised him to implement.
Just as the fascist economic policies of Nazi Economicsfather was a Nazi and who himself has expressed his admira-

tion for Adolf Hitler. And it is Shultz who is ultimately behind Minister Hjalmar Schacht could not have been implemented
in Germany in the 1930s without Hitler, so the fascist eco-the attempt on the part of the second Bush Administration to

implement the Chile model in the United States, in a desperate nomic policies of George Shultz’s Chicago Boys required the
murderous policies of Pinochet in Chile. Pinochet, like Hitler,attempt to bail out a bankrupt financial system by looting the

Social Security Trust Fund. (See box.) was the creation and instrument of an Anglo-Dutch synarchist
banking faction to impose genocidal austerity. Nor can theKissinger, like Shultz, favors Anglo-Dutch free-trade pol-

icies in opposition to the American System of political econ- attempt today to impose the Chilean model of privatization of

George ‘Schacht’ Shultz

By family history and profession, George Pratt Shultz is
well-suited for his role as today’s foremost promoter of
Schachtian fascism.

Shultz’s father, Birl Earl Shultz, served as personnel
director of the American International Corporation, of 120
Broadway, New York City, an investment conglomerate
and intelligence operations center for major Wall Street
financial houses, known as the Anglo-Soviet “Trust.”

Shultz’s mother was Margaret Lennox Pratt, the grand-
daughter of Charles Pratt (1830-91), who was a partner of
John D. Rockefeller after merging his oil company,
Charles Pratt and Company, with Rockefeller’s Standard George Shultz’s family tree is full of pro-Nazis, so it’s not

surprising that he’s carrying on in that tradition.Oil in 1874. His son, Shultz’s grandfather Charles Millard
Pratt (1858-1933), was treasurer of Standard Oil, which
during the 1920s entered into a cartel agreement with I.G.
Farben, the company that promoted Hitler and ran the Na- rently senior counsel and board member, was financed by
zis’ war mobilization. During World War II, Standard Oil Schroeder, Rockefeller, and Company. The latter com-
of New Jersey continued to supply oil to the Nazis through pany, founded in 1936, included among its partners Avery
shipments to fascist Spain. In 1947, Judge Charles Clark Rockefeller; Baron Bruno von Schroeder in London; and
ruled that “Standard Oil can be considered an enemy na- Kurt von Schröder of the Nazi-controlled Bank for Interna-
tional in view of its relationship with I.G. Farben after the tional Settlements (BIS) and of the Gestapo in Cologne.
U.S. and Germany had become active enemies.” Its lawyers were Allen and John Foster Dulles.

Charles M. Pratt bequeathed his New York mansion, Henry Pratt Judson was the president of the Rockefel-
the Harold Pratt House, to the New York Council on For- ler-established University of Chicago. George Shultz later
eign Relations. George Shultz was a director of the CFR became the dean of its Graduate Business School. His
for many years. “Chicago Boys” advised Chilean dictator Augusto Pino-

Bechtel Corp., the company of which Shultz was presi- chet, whom Shultz had helped install in power.
dent and director for eight years and of which he is cur- —William F. Wertz, Jr.
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Social Security in the United States be accomplished without German branch of ITT provided the German Army, Navy,
and Air Force with telephones, air raid warning devices, radarresort to fascist methods.

Since Sept. 11, 2001, the Bush Administration has equipment, fuses for artillery shells, etc.
adopted in its “War on Terrorism” precisely the same fascist
police-state methods employed by Pinochet in Operation Chilean Nazi Precedents

The social base of the Pinochet dictatorship— and itsCondor. Alleged terrorists have been apprehended and kept
incommunicado without legal recourse; while detained they allied dictatorships in Ibero-America, which became the Op-

eration Condor alliance—was the Nazi apparatus which ex-have been subjected to torture either by U.S. agents, or by our
“allies” through a policy called “rendition”; the number who isted in Chile and the rest of Ibero-America before and during

World War II.have been “disappeared” by Donald Rumsfeld’s “hunter-
killer” death squads is unknown. And now Bush has nomi- During World War II, Chile, like Argentina, was origi-

nally neutral. Despite considerable Allied pressure, Chilenated John Negroponte to be National Intelligence Director.
Negroponte, who was U.S. Ambassador to Honduras (1981- maintained diplomatic relations with Germany, Japan, and

Italy. Only in 1943 did Chile break relations with the Axis84), was complicit in the activities of death squads in that
country during the period in which Operation Condor was powers, and not until a few months before their surrender in

1945 did Chile actually declare war.operative in Central America.
The Chilean Nazi Party was established in 1932. Its mem-

bers included both Chileans of German background as wellITT and the Nazi Cartel behind Pinochet
President Franklin Roosevelt had intended to end colo- as non-German right-wing Chileans. The party adopted the

swastika, stormtroooper uniforms for its activists, and thenialism and utilize American System methods of economic
development after the war, but this was reversed after his greeting “Heil Chile!”

The official Nazi presence in Chile was extensive. Theredeath by the British and the Truman Administration. In the
case of Ibero-America, the United States, acting under the were eight consulates for a country of barely 5 million people.

Secret radio transmitters up and down the Pacific coastlineinfluence of Allen and John Foster Dulles, who had been the
attorneys for the Anglo-American-Nazi cartels in the 1920s reported on Allied shipping movement.

Although this Nazi movement was not strong enough toand 1930s,3 supported fascist dictatorships and carried out
covert operations to prevent the election of anyone who prevent Chile from breaking relations with the Axis powers,

after the war it provided a safe haven for German Nazis andthreatened the interests of the financial oligarchy.
In the case of Chile, the initiative to prevent the election other European fascists who escaped on the Nazi rat-lines

via Argentina.of Salvador Allende as President was taken by International
Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), one of the key international
cartels that had worked with the Nazis before and during Nazi War Criminals Rauff and Barbie

Advised Operation CondorWorld War II.
In 1970, weeks before Allende’s election, ITT board The two key Nazi war criminals who played a direct role

in Operation Condor were Walter Rauff and Klaus Barbie.member and former CIA director John McCone called CIA
director Richard Helms and proposed ITT-CIA collaboration After the Pinochet coup in 1973, Rauff became one of the key

advisors to Pinochet’s DINA. During World War II Rauffto block Allende. On Sept. 11, 1970, McCone, Helms, and
Kissinger held a meeting in which ITT offered $1 million “for was the SS officer responsible for overseeing the development

of mobile gas vans, which were used to execute as many asthe purpose of assisting any [U.S.] government plan . . . to
stop Allende.” 250,000 Jews. Rauff was the head of the Milan Sicher-

heitsdienst (SD), the elite intelligence service, which madeLike Standard Oil, ITT has a history of collaboration with
the Nazis. Prior to World War II, Sosthenes Behn, the Ameri- him the chief SS security officer for all of northwest Italy. In

that position he assisted SS Gen. Karl Wolff in the Operationcan chief of ITT, and Gerhardt Westrick, the head of ITT in
Germany and an associate of John Foster Dulles, appointed Sunrise separate peace negotiations with Allen Dulles, who

was the station chief of the U.S. Office of Strategic Servicesboth Walter Schellenberg, head of the Gestapo’s counterintel-
ligence service (SD) and Baron Kurt von Schröder, Hitler’s (OSS) in Bern, Switzerland.

When the German Army in Italy surrendered on April 29,private banker and a member of the Gestapo, to the board
of directors of ITT in Germany, to ensure the company’s 1945, Rauff was released, despite his involvement in war

crimes, to the custody of “S Force Verona,” an OSS unitcontinuing existence there during the upcoming war.
Throughout World War II, the American ITT corporation working with the British-American “Special Counter Intelli-

gence” team in Italy (SCI-Z), headed by James Angleton,remained in a partnership with the Nazi government. The
who was a protégé of Allen Dulles. This was done over the
objections of the U.S. Army’s Counter Intelligence Corps3. See William F. Wertz, Jr., “The Plot Against FDR: A Model for Bush’s

Pinochet Plan Today,” EIR, Jan. 21, 2005. (CIC), who called him “an unrepentant Nazi” and recom-
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ture and death of more than 26,000 people. For the arrest,
torture, and death of French Resistance leader Jean Moulin,
he was awarded the “First Class Iron Cross With Swords” by
Hitler himself.

After the war, Barbie fled from France back to Germany,
where he worked for the British until April 1947, when he
was recruited by the Dulles-controlled faction of the U.S.
Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC). He was described by Rob-
ert S. Taylor, the CIC officer who recruited him, as “an honest
man, both intellectually and personally, absolutely without
nerves or fear. He is strongly anti-Communist and a Nazi
idealist, who believes that he and his beliefs were betrayed
by the Nazis in power.”

On March 22, 1951, Barbie was smuggled from Germany
through Austria to Genoa by the CIC, from which point he

Walter Rauff, the former Nazi SS officer whose mobile gas vans
was shipped to Argentina and finally to Bolivia.were used to kill 250,000 Jews, became an advisor to Pinochet’s

In 1952, and again in 1954, the Military Tribunal of Lyon,DINA secret police.
France sentenced him to death in absentia. But the Dulles
faction of the U.S. intelligence community, which had smug-
gled him out of Germany, continued to protect him from themended lifetime imprisonment, if not execution.

In 1943, Rauff had become a close friend of Bishop Alois French. In 1957 Barbie obtained citizenship in Bolivia, under
the alias Klaus Altmann.Hudal, an Austrian, who was the key person within corrupt

circles in the Catholic Church involved in organizing the Dul- In 1964, when Bolivian dictator Vı́ctor Paz Estensoro was
replaced in a coup organized by Gen. René Barrientos Ortuno,les-Angleton Nazi rat-lines after the war. After his release to

“S Force Verona,” Rauff was sheltered in the convents of the Barrientos placed Barbie in charge of the Bolivian internal
security forces, which planned and carried out counterinsur-Holy See by Msgr. Don Giuseppe Biccierai, secretary to the

Archbishop of Milan, Cardinal Ildebrando Schuster, who had gency operations.
Barbie started the Estrella Company, which sold bark,actively supported the Mussolini regime.

In 1948, Rauff was moved to Damascus, Syria where he coca paste, and assault weapons to former SS officer Friedrich
Schwendt4 in Lima, Peru, who in turn worked closely withhad the position as a technical advisor to the secret police

and chief bodyguard of the President. In 1949, the rat-lines Walter Rauff in Chile. Schwendt and Barbie formed Trans-
maritania, a shipping company that also generated millionsarranged his transfer to Ecuador, after which he settled in

Chile. In 1962, the West German government requested his of dollars in profits from the cocaine business. They pur-
chased their weapons via Hitler’s commando, Col. Otto Skor-extradition, but the Supreme Court of Chile ruled that since

his crimes were “essentially political in nature,” he could not zeny, whose former subordinate Maj. Gerhard G. Mertins had
started the Merex weapons business in Bonn, West Germanybe extradited. The ruling was upheld in 1973, just before the

coup against Allende. in 1963.
In 1970, Hugo Banzer Suárez organized another coup inThe other major Nazi war criminal who participated in

Operation Condor was Klaus Barbie, the “Butcher of Lyon.” Bolivia to replace Gen. Juan José Torres. Barbie stayed on
with the new dictatorship and was paid $2,000 a month forBarbie was protected by and worked for the Dulles faction

of U.S. intelligence in Germany until 1951, when he was consulting services. In 1971, he was positively identified, but
the Bolivian government under Banzer refused to extraditesmuggled via the Nazi rat-lines to South America, where he

played a critical role in Operation Condor. him on the grounds that he was a Bolivian citizen.
Then in 1980 yet another coup took place in Bolivia, thisBarbie joined the Hitler youth movement on April 2, 1933.

In 1935, he joined Himmler’s SS and shortly thereafter be- time organized by Gen. Luis Arce Gómez. He hired the ser-
vices of Italian fascist and Operation Condor operative Ste-came a member of the elite SD security service, where was

trained as an investigator and interrogator—i.e., torturer. In fano Delle Chiaie, who along with Barbie, sent their hooded
troops through Bolivian cities. The next day General Garcı́a-1937, he joined the National Socialist German Workers Party

(NSDAP, the Nazi Party). In 1940, he went to Amsterdam Meza was picked as the new Bolivian dictator. He selected
Barbie as head of the country’s internal security division, andwhere he served in the Central Bureau for Jewish Emigration,

rounding up the city’s Jewish population for deportation. In
1943, he was deployed to Lyon, France to eradicate the French 4. Friedrich Schwendt was a Nazi counterfeiter, who worked closely with
Resistance. There he was chief of Section VI, Intelligence both Walter Rauff and Klaus Barbie. Schwendt was based in Lima and

worked for the CIA in planning the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba.and Section IV, the Gestapo. He was responsible for the tor-
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Nazi cartels by the Dulles brothers, we now turn to the 1973
Pinochet coup in Chile, and the subsequent creation of Opera-
tion Condor.

As reported above, under pressure from ITT, the Nixon
Administration decided to prevent Salvador Allende from
becoming President in 1970, even though Allende had won a
plurality in the elections on Sept. 4. Under the direction of
Kissinger, who was at first Nixon’s National Security Advisor
and later his Secretary of State, the White House instructed
the CIA to launch a two-track policy. Track I entailed a sce-
nario to induce the Chilean Congress to “constitutionally”
block Allende from being ratified on Oct. 24. Track II was a
military coup.

The means used to try to stop Allende at this point, in-
cluded “economic warfare,” “political warfare,” and “psy-
chological warfare.” The CIA station was also ordered to
consider instigating “terrorist” activities that might provoke
Allende’s followers to respond in such a way as to favor a
coup.6 In fact, an Oct. 6 CIA status report noted that the station
had contacted “a representative of an anticommunist group
intent on organizing terrorist activities.” This was the neo-
fascist group Patria y Libertad, which after the coup wouldKlaus Barbie, the Gestapo’s “Butcher of Lyon” during World War

II, fled to Bolivia via the Nazi “rat-lines,” where he became chief provide recruits for DINA and Operation Condor. Between
of security, overseeing counterinsurgency during Operation 1970 and 1973, the CIA funneled $38,500 to Patria y Libertad.
Condor. He was finally brought to justice in 1987. The main impediment to a coup was the fact that Gen.

René Schneider, the Chilean commander-in-chief, was a
strong constitutionalist who opposed military intervention inDelle Chiaie was picked to secure support for the regime from
domestic politics. The CIA decided upon a plot to kidnap himArgentina, Chile, South Africa, and El Salvador.
and fill his post with a military figure favorable to a coup. TheDelle Chiaie was the protégé of Italian fascist Prince Val-
kidnapping was to be blamed on leftist extremists.erio Borghese5, and is known to have been an operative of

However, when the kidnapping was attempted, SchneiderManuel Contreras, who headed up Operation Condor under
was assassinated instead. Rather than fostering a coup envi-Pinochet. As a youth, Delle Chiaie was a member of the Italian
ronment, the action produced an overwhelming vote for Al-fascist organization MSI. In 1957, he left the MSI to join the
lende in the Congress, and political repudiation of violenceNew Order. Then in 1960 he formed the National Vanguard.
in the country.In 1969, Delle Chiaie was convicted for the Piazza Fontana

But Track II did not stop there. Under NSDM 93, signedItalian terrorist bombing which was part of an attempted coup
by Kissinger, the United States committed itself to a massived’état by the Propaganda Two freemasonic lodge. Following
campaign of economic and financial warfare against the in-the 1980 Bologna train station bombing in which over 80
coming Allende regime. Although it is often argued by sup-people were killed, Delle Chiaie fled to Bolivia, one of the
porters of Pinochet that Allende’s economic policies ruinedoriginal six Ibero-American nations which participated in Op-
the economy of Chile, this was not the case. The Chileaneration Condor from 1975-83. There, his immediate superior
economy was destroyed from the outside, by the economicwas Klaus Barbie.
hit-men working for George Shultz. In 1970, the Inter-Ameri-In 1983, Barbie was finally deported to France where he
can Development Bank (IDB) loans approved before Allen-was tried in 1987 and sentenced to life imprisonment for his
de’s election totaled $46 million; following the election onlycrimes against humanity. He died of cancer in prison in 1991.
two loans, totaling $2 million, were approved until after the
military coup. The World Bank, which had provided $31 mil-Preparation for the Coup against Allende

Having thus situated Operation Condor in the historical
6. This is the same ploy used by Hitler to consolidate his power in 1933. Thecontext of the Nazi rat-lines run for the Anglo-American-
Nazis burned down the German Parliament (Reichstag) and blamed it on
communists. Hitler then forced through a decree which established his Emer-
gency Rule. Lyndon LaRouche has also compared the terrorist attack on the5. Borghese had been sentenced to death for war crimes by the Italian Resis-

tance at the end of World War II. On April 29, 1945, he was rescued by James United States on Sept. 11, 2001 to the Reichstag Fire, which has been used
by the controllers of President George W. Bush, such as Vice President DickJesus Angleton. In May 1974, Borghese made a pilgrimage to Chile to pledge

his assistance to Pinochet. Cheney, to attempt to consolidate a fascist regime.
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lion in loans to the Frei government in 1969-70, approved war criminal Walter Rauff.
Nonetheless, Contreras had a reputation for being a de-zero loans between 1971 and 1973. Bilateral U.S. assistance,

administered through AID, reached $110 million between vout Catholic, and a good family man, a beato, who was
fervent to the point of sanctimoniousness, a character trait he1968 and 1970; from 1971 to 1973 the figure dropped to $3

million. The U.S. Export-Import Bank, which had provided undoubtedly shared with the Spanish Grand Inquisitor Tomás
de Torquemada (1420-98).some $280 million in loans and credits between 1967 and

1970, granted zero in 1971. Even before the creation of Operation Condor, DINA in-
cluded an Exterior Brigade, whose purpose was to forge alli-The covert action program against Allende focussed on

five elements: 1) divide and weaken the Allende coalition; 2) ances with other secret police forces, as well as violent anti-
communist and neo-fascist groups, for the tracking of Pino-enlarge contacts in the Chilean military; 3) provide support to

non-Marxist opposition political groups and parties; 4) assist chet’s opponents abroad and for organizing acts of terrorism
against prominent exiles. In the Spring of 1974, DINA estab-anti-Allende periodicals and media outlets; and 5) play up

Allende’s alleged subversion of the democratic process and lished its first station in Buenos Aires. Subsequently, an
undercover agent was based at the Chilean Embassy in Ma-the involvement of Cuba and the Soviet Union in Chile.

By Sept. 11, 1973 the plans for the coup were in place. drid, Spain. The Brigade drew its staff from Chilean military
personnel and from Patria y Libertad. Its most famous mem-In late August, Commander-in-Chief Carlos Prats, who, like

General Schneider, opposed military intervention as uncon- ber was American-born Michael Vernon Townley, who in
December 1970 had attempted to become an agent of the CIA,stitutional, was forced to resign. He was replaced by Gen.

Augusto Pinochet. Pinochet was chosen to be head of the apparently without success.
The connection between the fascist police-state methodsjunta that was to carry out the coup.

of DINA and the economic policies of the Shultz’s Chicago
Boys is underscored by the fact that DINA’s Subdirector ofThe Creation of DINA

The Nazi methods which Pinochet intended to use in the Interior was responsible for supervising an Economics
Section, the task of which was to monitor “the activities ofcrushing the opposition were immediately evident. On Sept.

20, the CIA station reported, “thus far, 4000 deaths have re- public and private business/economic interests to insure com-
pliance with government economic policy.” For this purpose,sulted from the 11 September 1973 coup action and subse-

quent clean-up operations.” In early October, Pinochet set in the Subdirector of the Interior was responsible for the Eco-
nomic Brigade, which was “responsible for field operationsmotion “the Caravan of Death,” to murder political prisoners

in the northern provinces. The actions of this death squad related to the monitoring of public and private sector business/
economic activities.” (See Figure 1.)portended the creation of a Chilean secret police agency,

DINA. In fact, four members of the Caravan death squad
were transferred to the new intelligence agency after it was Pinochet’s Consolidation of Power

After the coup, the U.S. immediately moved to supportsecretly authorized.
Although DINA was officially created on June 14, 1974, the Pinochet dictatorship. The “invisible blockade” was lifted

by reopening the spigot of economic assistance to Santiago.its origins dated back to a “DINA commission,” created after
the coup in November 1973 and led by Lt. Col. Juan Manuel In Fiscal Years 1975 and 1976, Chile received 80% of all

Title I Food for Peace assistance to Ibero-America. The Inter-Contreras Sepulveda. DINA began operations as a unit hidden
within the National Executive Secretariat for Detainees American Development Bank granted $237.8 million in loans

during the first three years of Pinochet’s rule, while the World(SENDET), which was created in December 1973. By Febru-
ary 1974, DINA had an estimated 700 agents and officials Bank authorized $66.5 million from 1974 to 1976.

By the Summer of 1974, the CIA’s operations focussed ondrawn from the ranks of the police, army, and the paramilitary
legions of Patria y Libertad. U.S. intelligence dates the ap- “liaison relationships” with Chile’s security services. Shortly

after the DINA was created, CIA deputy director Gen. Vernonpointment of Contreras to head the DINA to Feb. 24, 1974,
and the CIA began collaborating with DINA soon after it Walters arrived in Santiago to confer with Pinochet about

CIA assistance. Contreras and the CIA station chief, Stuartwas created.
Under Contreras’s command, DINA maintained a web of Burton, who arrived in the Spring of 1974, were in a very

close relationship, and Contreras received an invitation tosecret detention and torture facilities in Santiago and through-
out the country, which “disappeared” hundreds of Chileans. come to Washington on March 4, 1974 to meet with Walters

and officers of the CIA’s Western Hemisphere division. InOne Chilean military officer told the U.S. defense attaché
that DINA used a system of interrogation “straight out of the August 1974 a team of eight CIA specialists arrived in Santi-

ago to train DINA officers.Spanish Inquisition.” Other Chilean military authorities told
the U.S. defense attaché that they thought DINA was becom- In the late Spring of 1975, CIA station chief Burton lob-

bied for Contreras to become a paid agent. After another meet-ing “a modern-day Gestapo.” This is no wonder, given the
fact that DINA was advised by former SS officer and Nazi ing with Walters on July 5, 1975, Contreras received what
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with General Walters.
FIGURE 1

Walters, who was deputy director of the CIAOrganizational Chart of Chile’s DINA Secret Service
from 1972-76, was ideologically close to the Pi-
nochet government, as evidenced by the fact that
he later served both on the Board of Directors
and the Advisory Board of the pro-Franco, pro-
Spanish Inquisition Christendom College, in
Front Royal, Virginia, which was established in
1977. It is also coherent that when the Pinochet
regime came under increasing attack for its Nazi
methods, DINA organized a fictitious “public
committee” called the American-Chilean Coun-
cil, between March 1975 and December 1978, to
influence the media and U.S. Congress. The ACC
was the brainchild of William F. Buckley, Jr.,
whose brother-in-law L. Brent Bozel was a
founder of Christendom College. Buckley him-
self had been instrumental in the founding of the
World Anti-Communist League in 1966.7 In
1992, Vernon Walters received the Christendom
College Medal for Distinguished Service in Inter-
national Relations.

The Creation of Operation Condor
In October 1975, Contreras invited his coun-

terparts in the Southern Cone to an all-expenses-
paid First Inter-American Meeting on National
Intelligence. The six nations which attended were
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, and
Uruguay. The meeting took place on Pinochet’s
60th birthday in Santiago, Chile on Nov. 25.

Just days prior to the conference, Pinochet,
Contreras, and at least 50 DINA members had
attended the funeral of Gen. Francisco Franco in
Madrid, during which they had met with Stefano
Delle Chiaie of the fascist Avanguardia Nazio-
nale (National Vanguard) in Italy, Croatian ter-
rorists, and fascists from other parts of Europe.
Delle Chiaie, two other Italians from his group,
and Virgilio Paz of the Cuban Nationalist Move-
ment then travelled to Santiago, where they func-
tioned as a DINA operational cell.

During the funeral in Madrid, Pinochet and
Contreras met with Blas Piñar, who in 1966 had

Of special note are departments 8 and 9, dealing with economic operations: The
founded the fascist New Force in Spain, withEconomic Section was “responsible for monitoring the activities of public and
the idea of “keeping alive the ideals of July 18,private business/economic interests to insure compliance with government

economic policy,” which was dictated by George Shultz’s Chicago Boys. 1936”—Franco’s fascism—and in 1976 would

7. On Feb. 2, 2005, Buckley wrote an editorial in National Review on thethe CIA later claimed was a “one time only” payment. (CIA
subject of Pope John Paul II’s recent illness: “I hope that he will not recover.security files on Contreras were destroyed in 1991.) Records
. . . So, what is wrong with praying for his death?” This editorial is totally

from Riggs Bank show that on July 21, 1975, a $6,000 deposit reflective of the Nazi mentality of those who put Pinochet in power and
was made to Contreras’s personal account in Washington— defended Operation Condor as necessary to save their anti-Christian version

of Torquemada-Christianity against Godless Communism.“from an unknown source.” On Aug. 25, Contreras again met
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sions: DINA would house a computerized databank on known
suspected subversives; and Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay
would undertake covert operations against members of a left-
ist umbrella organization, the Revolutionary Coordinating
Junta (JCR), living in Western Europe.9

In March 1976, Argentine Army commander Gen. Jorge
Videla carried out a coup against Isabel Perón, who had suc-
ceeded her husband, President Juan Perón, when he died in
July 1975. The new military junta immediately expanded its
role in Operation Condor as it launched a “Dirty War” against
“subversives” in its own country, which resulted in the disap-
pearance between 1976 and 1983 of as many as 30,000 human
beings. The Argentine military had been well trained for this
purpose by the French Secret Army Organization (OAS), us-
ing the Nazi methods the French employed in Algeria after
their defeat in Indochina in 1954.

In September 1976, a two-month-long “Condor training
course” opened at the Argentine State Secretariat for Intelli-
gence (SIDE) in Buenos Aires. Those enrolled were agents
from Chile, Uruguay, and Argentina. Between Dec. 13 and
16, member nations reconvened again, this time in Buenos
Aires. Yet another Condor meeting was planned in Paraguay
to discuss “Psychological Warfare Techniques Against Ter-
rorists and Leftist Extremists” in 1977. In early 1978, Condor
added two new members, Ecuador and Peru. Thus, by 1978,Gen. Vernon Walters, as CIA deputy director and later as U.S.
virtually the entirety of the South American continent, withambassador-at-large in George Shultz’s State Department,

coordinated U.S. relations with Operation Condor. He met on the exception of Colombia, Venezuela, Guyana, Surinam, and
numerous occasions with Chilean DINA chief Juan Manuel French Guiana, was under the fascist control of Operation
Contreras, who ran the death squads.

Condor. (See Figure 2.)
In October 1978, a Paraguayan official informed U.S.

Ambassador Robert White that the hub of the inter-state com-
participate in the founding of the Fascist International in

munications system known as “Sistema Condor” was located
Rome.

at the U.S. military base in the Panama Canal Zone. White
The meeting in Santiago concluded with the formation of

wrote in a cable that the Condor nations “keep in touch with
Operation Condor.8 At this point, Brazil only attended as an

one another through a U.S. communications installation in
observer and did not formally join until 1976. Nonetheless,

the Panama Canal Zone. . . . This U.S. communications facil-
there were numerous reports that DINA received U.S. support

ity . . . is also employed to co-ordinate intelligence informa-
conduited through Brazil, a country with which Vernon Wal-

tion among the Southern Cone countries. They maintain the
ters was closely connected.

confidentiality of their communications through the U.S. fa-
Contreras outlined his proposal for three phases of coordi-

cility in Panama by using bilateral codes.”
nation. The first called for the creation of a Coordinating
Center in Chile to gather and exchange information on indi- Second Generation of the
viduals and organizations engaged in “subversion.” Phase Fascist International
two included operations against targets inside the six member

Even before Operation Condor had been created, Pino-
nations, including the dissemination of “disinformation,”

chet’s regime had already begun to carry out “third phase”
psychological warfare, torture, and assassination. Phase three

operations. On Sept. 30, 1974, Michael Townley of the Exte-
was to include surveillance and assassinations outside Ib-

rior Brigade carried out its first foreign assassination, that of
ero-America.

Gen. Carlos Prats and his wife, who were in exile in Buenos
The second Condor convention convened in Santiago at

Aires. Prats had the potential to become part of a “government
the end of May 1976. This meeting produced several deci-

9. The JCR united the Argentine People’s Revolutionary Army (ERP), the8. The condor is a large Andean vulture; but the name Operation Condor may
also have been inspired by Hitler’s murderous Condor Legion, which invaded Chilean Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR), the Uruguayan Tupa-

maros-MLN, and the Bolivian National Liberation Army (ELN).Spain in support of Gen. Francisco Franco in 1936.
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of the five members who participated in the Letelier assassina-
tion were veterans of the Bay of Pigs.10

Townley was also dispatched to Europe, where he con-
tacted the Corsican Brotherhood, the former French Secret
Army Organization (OAS) terrorist Albert Spaggiari (who
once tried to assassinate Charles de Gaulle), and the neo-
fascist Italian National Vanguard, led by Stefano Delle
Chiaie.

DINA operative Major Cristoph Willeke also established
liaison with the BND (Bundesnachtrichtendienst), the West
German intelligence agency created by Reinhard Gehlen. Ac-
cording to Townley, the liaison had been arranged by leaders
of the Nazi colony in Chile, known as Dignity Colony (Co-
lonia Dignitad), which was used by DINA as a torture center.
Townley also established contact with two unidentified neo-
fascist groups in Germany, to incorporate them into Contrer-
as’s network.

These efforts to consolidate an international Phase Three
network of assassins under Operation Condor intersected a
process begun during the 1960s, which then accelerated in
the 1976-78 period, to form a Fascist International. In 1966,
the World Anti-Communist League (WACL) was formed in
South Korea. William F. Buckley, Jr. was instrumental in its
creation. That same year, Aginter Press, sponsored by the
WACL, was created as a cover for OAS terrorists and other
European fascists. It was headquartered in Lisbon, and headed
by Guerin-Serac, a former OAS agent. During the 1965-71
period, Cuban exile groups led by Guillermo and Ignacio
Novo, and Orlando Bosch, were involved in significant acts
of sabotage and assassination.

On June 12-13, 1976, several Cuban exile groups, includ-
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Operation Condor (1978)

ing the Cuban Nationalist Movement, merged into OrlandoThe shaded areas show the members of Operation Condor: Almost
Bosch’s Coordination of United Revolutionary Organiza-the entirety of South America was taken over by this fascist

enterprise, sponsored by U.S. intelligence circles and former card- tions (CORU), in a meeting in the Dominican Republic.
carrying Nazis. In August 1976, CIA death-squad operative and anti-Cas-

tro Cuban exile controller Nestor Sanchez, who was pre-
viously the CIA’s Latin American Chief of Operations, be-
came CIA station chief in Madrid. Sanchez was thus in ain exile,” and therefore, from Pinochet’s standpoint, had to

be eliminated. position to coordinate the Madrid-based European fascist net-
works and the Ibero-American Operation Condor operatives.To carry out such international terrorist operations, DINA

began to create covert alliances with a number of fascist orga- In October 1976, the Fascist International was formed in
Rome. This was an outgrowth of planning by Hitler’s com-nizations in the United States and Europe. These alliances

eventually resulted in the creation in 1976 of a second-genera- mando, Otto Skorzeny. The attendees included representa-
tives of the CORU, former SS agents, OAS terrorists, Blastion Fascist International.

In December 1974, three leaders of anti-Castro Cuban
exile groups in the United States—Orlando Bosch, Guillermo

10. LaRouche has pointed out in respect to Sept. 11, 2001, that even though
Novo, and Dionisio Suárez—travelled to Santiago to offer the terrorists who took part in the operation were ostensibly Arab, their
their services to and seek support from Pinochet. Novo headed controllers were rogue elements of U.S. military intelligence. Moreover,

OsamabinLaden andhisAfghansi terrorist networkswere assetsofZbigniewthe New Jersey wing of the Cuban Nationalist Movement
Brzezinski and George Bush, Sr. in their proxy war against the Soviet Union(CNM), members of which would participate in the Sept. 21,
in Afghanistan. Similarly, most of the key operatives in Operation Condor1976 assassination of former Allende Defense and Foreign
were U.S. assets. This includes Nazi war criminals such as Walter Rauff

Minister Orlando Letelier in Washington, D.C. The CNM was and Klaus Barbie; the Cuban exiles who participated in the assassination of
formed in 1963 and was associated with the Cuban terrorist Letelier, most of whom were veterans of the Bay of Pigs; and Contreras

himself, who received at least one payment from the CIA.organization FLNC, headquartered in Miami, Florida. Four
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sentative to the WACL assembly in Paraguay.
The others in attendance included Giorgio Almir-
ante of Italy’s MSI and Mario Sandoval Alarcón,
the head of Guatemala’s MLN, the party respon-
sible for death squads in that country, with which
the CIA’s Nestor Sanchez had worked. Providing
security for the conference chairman, President
Alfredo Stroessner, was Jozo Damjanovic, a Cro-
atian neo-Nazi assassin.

The first assignment taken on by Delle Chiaie
for DINA was the attempted assassination on
Oct. 6, 1975 of the Chilean Christian Democrat
Bernardo Leighton and his wife, who were living
in exile in Rome. The assassination attempt,
which left the Leightons severely injured, in-
volved two other members of Delle Chiaie’s or-
ganization, Pier Luigi Concutelli and Giulio
Crescenzi. A month later, both Contreras and Pi-

Hitler’s commando Otto Skorzeny in 1944. He played a key role in the post-war nochet met with Delle Chiaie to seal their collabo-
Nazi operations including the plan to create a Fascist International, which was ration during the funeral of Franco in Madrid.
realized in Rome in 1976, a year after his death.

The Assassination of
Orlando Letelier

The most notorious Phase Three assassination was that ofPiñar’s New Force (Fuerza Nueva), the Argentine AAA, and
Italian fascists including the Italian Ordine Nuovo led by Orlando Letelier and his American colleague Ronni Karpen

Moffitt, in Washington, D.C. on Sept. 21, 1976. The assassi-Salvatore Francia and Pierluigi Concutelli, Spain’s Guerillas
of Christ the King (founded by Blas Piñar), the Associación nation occurred shortly after Kissinger visited Pinochet on

June 8, 1976, the CORU was founded on June 12-13, andAnticommunista Ibérica, Alianza Anticommunista Apostól-
ica, and the Paladin group, which had been headed by Skor- Nestor Sanchez became Madrid CIA station chief in August.

All of the evidence in this case points minimally to thezeny until his death in 1975. Dr. Gerhard Hartmut von Schu-
bert, formerly of Joseph Göbbels’ propaganda ministry, was fact that the supporters of Pinochet in the United States, who

brought him to power, knew about and condoned Operationits operating manager.
In April 1978, the political parties behind the Fascist Inter- Condor and failed to take actions which would have prevented

this assassination.national formed an electoral alliance called the Euro-Droit
(Euro-Right). Charter members included Giorgio Almiran- On June 8, 1976, Kissinger met with Pinochet in Santiago.

Kissinger had travelled to Chile to attend a meeting of thete’s Italian fascist MSI, Blas Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva, France’s
Forces Nouvelles, Belgium’s Front National, and Greece’s Organization of American States, and under pressure, was

planning to make a speech on human rights, nominally critic-Rassemblement General.
Indicative of the collaboration among these various fas- izing the Pinochet regime. After the meeting, the State Depart-

ment prepared a memorandum of the conversation (see Fig-cist groups is the following chain of events. On Jan. 24, 1977,
two assassins connected with Blas Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva fired ure 3).

The memorandum quotes Pinochet: “This is a country ofon 12 attorneys in a Madrid legal office. The attorneys, several
of whom were killed, had committed the “crime” of defending warm-hearted people, who love liberty. This is the reason

they did not accept Communism when the Communists at-leftists. On Feb. 22, Spanish police found a factory where
members of the Italian fascist group Ordine Nuovo had manu- tempted to take over the country. It is a long term struggle we

are a part of. It is a further stage of the same conflict whichfactured handguns. The building had been rented by Skor-
zeny’s friend Mariano Sánchez Covisa. The police then inves- erupted into the Spanish Civil War. And we note the fact that

though the Spaniards tried to stop Communism 40 years ago,tigated a bank safe deposit box which was in the name of the
Italian fascist Elio Massagrande. They found money traceable it is springing up again in Spain.”

Kissinger responded: “We had the Spanish King recently,to a bank robbery masterminded by OAS alumnus Albert
Spaggiari. This led to the roundup of most of Italian fascist and I discussed that very issue with him.”

This exchange occurred just prior to the launching of theelite residing in Spain, including Stefano Delle Chiaie, all of
whom were later released. Fascist International in Rome and its subsequent terrorist

campaign in Spain, culminating in 1981 with an attemptedIn April 1979, the Euro-Right sent Blas Piñar as its repre-
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FIGURE 3

The Kissinger-Pinochet Conversation, 1976

This excerpt from the U.S. Department of State now-declassified memorandum on Kissinger’s visit to Santiago features the Secretary of
State’s gushing endorsement: “I think that the previous government was headed toward Communism. We wish your government well.”

coup d’état, in which Blas Piñar’s son, then-Spanish Army Pinochet: “Also Tomic, and others I don’t recall. Letelier
has access to the Congress. We know they are giving falseCaptain Blas Piñar Gutierrez, participated.

Kissinger continued: “In the United States, as you know, information. . . .”
Two weeks later, Contreras ordered his chief deputy towe are sympathetic with what you are trying to do here. I

think that the previous government was headed toward Com- organize the assassination of Letelier, whom Pinochet be-
lieved was plotting to create a government in exile. Townleymunism. We wish your government well. . . . The speech is

not aimed at Chile. I wanted to tell you about this. My evalua- and another DINA agent, Lt. Col. Armando Fernandez Larios,
would travel to Asuncion, Paraguay on July 18 or 19 to obtaintion is that you are a victim of all left-wing groups around the

world, and that your greatest sin was that you overthrew a false passports and U.S. visas, and then on to Washington
“to execute the assassination.” Paraguayan President Alfredogovernment which was going communist.”

At one point in the discussion, Pinochet mentioned Lete- Stroessner received a call from Pinochet requesting that the
falsified passports be provided. Once this was done, U.S. Am-lier by name. “We are returning to institutionalization step by

step. But we are constantly being attacked by the Christian bassador George Landau was told that the two DINA officials
needed the visas to meet with CIA deputy director VernonDemocrats. They have a strong voice in Washington. Not the

people in the Pentagon, but they do get through to Congress. Walters.
In early July, Contreras travelled to Washington for an-Gabriel Valez has access. Also Letelier.”

Kissinger responded: “I have not seen a Christian Demo- other secret meeting with Walters (which Walters later con-
firmed). Contreras also met with former CIA operatives whocrat for years.”
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Henry Kissinger (left) with Chilean President
Augusto Pinochet. As Nixon’s National Security
Advisor and then Secretary of State, he
launched the campaign to overthrow Chilean
President Salvador Allende (above), bringing
Pinochet and his Nazi supporters to power,
under the banner of “fighting communism.”

helped him buy weapons and high-tech surveillance equip- These instructions were never carried out. Moreover, on
Sept. 20, the day before Letelier was assassinated, Kissinger’sment, in violation of the Congressional ban.

Ambassador Landau heard back from CIA director aide Harry Shlaudeman sent a secret cable to be conveyed to
the U.S. ambassadors to Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay whichGeorge Bush that Walters said he was unaware of the planned

visit by the DINA operatives. Landau urged that the Chileans read: “You can simply instruct the Ambassadors to take no
further action, noting that there have been no reports in somebe barred from entering the country. But by then, DINA had

aborted the effort to enter the United States from Paraguay, weeks indicating an intention to activate the Condor scheme.”
After the assassination, Kissinger and CIA Directorand instead sent an advance team to Washington directly from

Chile, to conduct surveillance of Letelier. Townley came two George Bush officially ruled out the idea that Letelier was
killed by agents of the Chilean military Junta. The Washing-weeks later, received the surveillance intelligence, and then

drove to Union City, New Jersey to meet with CNM leader ton Post reported on Nov. 1, that “operatives of the present
Chilean military Junta did not take part in Letelier’s killing.Guillermo Novo. The assassination team included Townley,

Virgilio Paz, and Dionisio Suárez. Townley affixed a bomb . . . CIA director Bush expressed this view in a conversation
late last week with Secretary of State Kissinger.”to Letelier’s car on Sept. 18. On Sept. 21, Paz and Suárez

detonated the device. In late September, a two-month-long “Condor Training
Course” began in Argentina, and in October, the Fascist Inter-Before the assassinations took place, there had still been

time for the United States to intervene. On Aug. 18, Kissinger national was founded in Rome, Italy.
Despite Bush’s and Kissinger’s attempted coverup, theinitialed a final draft of a cable entitled “Operation Condor,”

which was sent to the U.S. ambassadors in the Condor nations. Letelier assassination would eventually result in the dissolu-
tion of DINA, although Operation Condor continued until atThe cable instructed the envoys in Argentina, Uruguay, and

Chile to seek an appointment with the chiefs of state of their least 1983. On Aug. 13, 1977, the Chilean junta issued a
decree abolishing DINA. A second decree established therespective nations, to tell them of rumors that the cooperation

among them to combat subversive activity “may extend be- National Center for Information, CNI, with Contreras initially
its director. However, in early November, high-ranking mili-yond information exchange to include plans for the assassina-

tion of subversives, politicians and prominent figures both tary commanders met with Pinochet and demanded that Con-
treras be relieved of his duties as CNI director. On Nov. 4,within the national borders of certain Southern Cone countries

and abroad” and that if true, this “would create a most serious Pinochet promoted him from colonel to brigadier general,
removed him as head of the CNI, and appointed one of DI-moral and political problem.”
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NA’s critics, Gen. Odlanier Mena, in his place. 1981, Reagan sent Walters to brief Pinochet on U.S. counter-
insurgency operations in El Salvador. Walters reported backIn March 1978, Townley was identified as a participant

in the assassination, and after significant stalling, the Pinochet that Pinochet “offered full support and said he would do any-
thing we wanted to help us in the Salvadoran situation.”regime finally agreed to expel him. On March 21, Pinochet

arranged the resignation of Contreras from the Chilean Armed Beginning in 1979, the Argentine military, which had
carried out a coup in March 1976 and launched its “DirtyForces. Townley’s confession led to a U.S. indictment of

Contreras and two other DINA officers, as well as five CNM War,” had helped organize death squads in El Salvador. In
1980 and 1981, Chile provided training and tactical advice tomembers, on Aug. 1, 1978.
El Salvador’s military forces. In recognition of Pinochet’s
support, the Salvadoran high command bestowed the JoséSupport for Operation Condor Continues

Despite these developments, Shultz and Walters contin- Matias Delgado Award on Pinochet in May 1981.
When the U.S. Congress cut funding for CIA support ofued to support Pinochet and Operation Condor. When Ronald

Reagan was elected President in 1980, there was initially an the Contras in Nicaragua in October 1984, the secret govern-
ment plotters under the leadership of Vice President Georgeattempt to rehabilitate the Pinochet regime. George Shultz

was an advisor to the incoming administration, and Vernon Bush, who had been director of the CIA at the time of Lete-
lier’s assassination in 1976, turned once again to Pinochet.Walters became his ambassador-at-large.11

Shultz, who would eventually become Reagan’s Secre- In late 1984, Lt. Col. Oliver North approached the Pinochet
regime in an attempt to obtain a key weapons system neededtary of State, gave his full support to Pinochet. In his autobiog-

raphy, Shultz wrote: “General Augusto Pinochet came to by the Contras: the British-made Blowpipe missile.
Chile and Argentina had long been involved in Nicaraguapower, bringing dictatorship and repression to the political

scene. But he did restore prosperity to the economy. Chileans as part of Operation Condor. After 1976, the Chilean and
Argentine military helped Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio So-trained in free market economics at the University of Chicago

applied the ideas of classical economics, opening the Chilean moza, until his 1979 overthrow. Contra leader Adolfo Calero
and a delegation were in Chile between Dec. 7-17, 1984. Theeconomy to international competition, eliminating subsidies,

relying on market signals to direct investment, seeking fiscal Chileans offered 48 missiles, launchers, and training “for up
to ten three-man teams on a no-cost basis.”balance and a stable monetary policy. These policies

worked.” North also arranged for Merex International Arms to de-
liver 3 million rounds of ammunition to the Contras. MerexThe reality, however, was that as a result of the policies of

Shultz’s Chicago Boys, the Chilean economy had collapsed. had a branch office in Savannah, Georgia. During the Contra
support operation, its Georgia address was occupied by Com-Gross national product plummeted by 14%; unemployment

rose to 30%; and the foreign debt reached $19 billion, the bat Military Ordinances Ltd., controlled by CIA agent James
P. Atwood, who operated in the Middle East, Germany, andhighest per-capita debt in the world.

In 1981, Shultz visited the former Labor Minister of Chile, Ibero-America. Among Atwood’s collaborators in Skorze-
ny’s Nazi network were Walter Rauff, Klaus Barbie, andJosé Piñera, who had sponsored the privatization of social

security in that country, and asked him to write a one-page Friedrich Schwendt.
memo on pension privatization for Shultz to submit to
Reagan. Reagan, despite his commitment to free-trade poli- The Role of Nestor Sanchez

One of the key Dulles operatives who played a role incies in general, rejected the proposal.
For his part, Walters rationalized the Letelier-Moffit as- both Operation Condor and the Contra support operation was

Leesburg, Virginia resident, Nestor Sanchez, who later be-sassinations as “a mistake,” and said, respecting the Pinochet
junta, “you can’t rub their noses in it forever.” In February came a leading operative against Lyndon LaRouche. Sanchez

was a CIA agent in the late 1950s, when Allen Dulles ran
the agency.11. In Sánchez-Espinoza vs. President Ronald Reagan, et al., a legal case

brought before the District Court of Washington, D.C. in 1983, 12 citizens During the 1960s, Sanchez worked with Gen. Edward
of Nicaragua and 12 members of the U.S. Congress sued President Reagan, Lansdale, who was involved in counterinsurgency in South-
CIA Director William Casey, former Secretary of State Alexander Haig,

east Asia in the 1950s and in Ibero-America by the 1960s. InSecretary of State George Shultz, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-
general, Sanchez’s role was as a contractor for both economicAmerican Affairs Thomas Enders, U.S. Ambassador at Large Vernon Wal-

ters, Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, Deputy Assistant Secretary of warfare and assassination. Specifically, he was the controller
Defense for Inter-American Affairs Nestor Sanchez, and U.S. Ambassador of the Cuban exile networks from which he recruited assas-
to Honduras John Negroponte for violations of the law respecting U.S. sup- sins. This is of particular interest since Phase Three of Opera-
port of the Contras. After being dismissed, the case was appealed to the Court

tion Condor employed the Cuban Nationalist Movement inof Appeals. The judge who filed the opinion on Aug. 13, 1985 affirming the
its assassination operations.dismissal was then Circuit Court judge and now U.S. Supreme Court Justice

Antonin Scalia. The first case of Sanchez’ deployment of anti-Castro Cu-
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In February 1985, the CIA said Rodriguez had said he had
discussed his offer to help fight guerrillas with Bush, North,
Sanchez, and Donald Gregg.

Sanchez and Vernon Walters were very close. Walters
was honorary chairman of the George C. Marshall Interna-
tional Center in Leesburg, and Sanchez was the president.

Operation Condor vs. LaRouche
Lyndon LaRouche, who is the leading opponent today

of Bush’s attempt to impose the Pinochet model of Social
Security privatization in the United States, has been the lead-
ing opponent of the economic policies of Shultz and companyNestor Sanchez was
for decades. While Shultz and the cartels that control himthe CIA’s principal
have fought to destroy the legacy of Franklin Roosevelt’sliaison to the death

squads in Ibero- American System, LaRouche has led the fight to create a New
America. Bretton Woods system and to defend the General Welfare

principle of the U.S. Constitution.
Beginning as early as 1973, rogue elements in the U.S.

intelligence community made several attempts to “eliminate”ban exile assassins, which has come to the public light, occur-
red in 1963. Sanchez was assigned by the CIA as the Spanish- LaRouche. In the 1980s, LaRouche earned the wrath of

Shultz, Kissinger, and Bush, Sr. as a result of his success inspeaking case officer of Cuba’s Maj. Rolando Cubela, who
was to carry out an assassination of Fidel Castro. Sanchez and influencing President Reagan to adopt the Strategic Defense

Initiative. LaRouche also ran afoul of these circles becauseDesmond Fitzgerald met Cubela in a hotel room in Paris on
Nov. 22, 1963, the day President John F. Kennedy was assas- of his opposition to the Contras, his campaign for a real war

on drugs, and his collaboration with Mexican President Josésinated. They gave him a poison pen to be used in the planned
assassination of Castro. López Portillo and other Ibero-American leaders to re-estab-

lish Roosevelt’s commitment to eliminate colonialism and toDuring the period 1960-67, a number of CIA personnel
requested transfer, in protest of the fact that Sanchez was develop the Third World, using American System methods

as opposed to the British free-trade policies of Shultz, as im-working so closely with death squads in Ibero-America. In
February 1965, Sanchez was reassigned to Caracas. From plemented in Chile.

As a result of this policy divide and the fact that LaRoucheAugust 1967 to at least September 1968, he was station chief
of the CIA in Guatemala, where he worked with the death- was regarded as a uniquely potent political opponent to their

subversive efforts, the targetting of LaRouche was intensifiedsquad operations. In 1972, he was transferred to Bogota. From
November 1974 until July 1976, he was Latin American Divi- in the mid-1980s.

In the Spring of 1985, a delegation of military officerssion Chief, CIA Directorate of Operations, which put him in
a key position respecting Operation Condor. from Guatemala came to the United States in connection with

their collaboration with LaRouche in the production of a doc-From 1976-79, Sanchez was the CIA station chief in Ma-
drid, where he was in a position to coordinate the Fascist umentary film entitled Soviet Irregular Warfare in Latin

America. The Guatemalan military had carried out a success-International with Blas Piñar.
In the 1980s, when the Reagan Administration supported ful anti-drug operation in the jungles of Guatemala, as pro-

posed by LaRouche, called Operation Guatusa.the Contras in Nicaragua, Sanchez was the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Inter-American Affairs. He was also The military delegation, accompanied by LaRouche asso-

ciates, visited the Pentagon for meetings with U.S. militaryassigned to the staff of the National Security Council.
In 1984-85, with Vice President Bush’s approval, Felix representatives to discuss the success of this operation. When

Nestor Sanchez ran into this delegation, he went berserk andRodriguez, a Cuban-born CIA contract agent, was introduced
to Sanchez, among others, to plan death-squad operations in did everything possible to subvert the LaRouche-Guatema-

lan collaboration.El Salvador against the guerrillas, and to resupply the Nicara-
guan Contras. As we have already reported, under Operation This occurred in the context of an ongoing covert action

campaign, similar to what was done in Chile to overthrowCondor both Argentina and Chile were already directly in-
volved in training death squads in El Salvador. CIA officers Allende, designed to defame LaRouche and either set him up

for assassination or for imprisonment on baseless charges.were told that NSC staff members Sanchez and Constantine
Menges were sending Rodriguez to solve the insurgency Kissinger himself had been involved in launching the investi-

gation of LaRouche, through a Aug. 19, 1982 private commu-problems in El Salvador.
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nication with then-FBI director William Webster. A private Chile to create a leftist subversive movement to take over the
country. He warned Contreras that the United States wouldsalon was organized by Wall Street investment banker John

Train, a friend of José Piñera, to carry out a campaign of not help them. Peña said that Contreras was confident that no
one would touch them, but Peña disagreed, warning that thedisinformation and black propaganda against LaRouche in

the news media. new Constitution would be used against them.
Quijano wanted to get Contreras and Pinochet to over-In 1986, a police raid was launched against LaRouche’s

headquarters in Leesburg, Virginia, during which there were throw the new Constitution and take power once again.
Through Peña, he told Contreras that if they did not do so,operational plans to storm LaRouche’s residence and assassi-

nate him. The raid involved the FBI’s Special Operations they would end up in jail. When Contreras was finally indicted
in 1995, Peña said: “I told him. I warned him.”Groups, which were known to have been deployed against

critics of the supply operation to the Contras. Also involved Quijano’s thesis, which Peña embraced, was that all of
Ibero-America was in a pre-Spanish Civil War-type situation,in the raid was the secret office in the Pentagon through which

the CIA sought Defense Department assistance for covert requiring the military to take power against the leftists as
Franco had done in Spain. This was precisely the thesis whichoperations in Central America.

During this period, Sanchez, whose position in the Penta- Pinochet had put forward in his discussion with Henry Kiss-
inger in 1976.gon and involvement in death squads would have placed him

at the center of the planned assassination of LaRouche, re-
cruited Fernando Quijano, an associate of LaRouche, to be- The Third Generation Fascists

In 1998, first Peña, and then in 2000, Quijano were ex-tray him. During this period, Quijano openly defended
Sanchez, telling another associate of LaRouche: “You don’t posed and forced to resign from their association with

LaRouche. Other MSIa leaders, including Marivilia and Lo-know who he is. He is not our enemy. He is one of our only
friends. He knows people we know in Latin America and in renzo Carrasco, stayed behind until they were also forced to

resign in August 2003.12 It was during this period that thethe intelligence community. Lay off. You are being used.”
After LaRouche was convicted in a railroad trial and im- networks of Blas Piñar, with which these anti-LaRouche fas-

cist traitors worked, began to consolidate into a third genera-prisoned in January 1989, Quijano operated as an agent of
Sanchez to attempt to destroy the LaRouche political tion Nazi International by taking steps identical to those which

resulted in the creation of the Fascist International and themovement.
By 1990, Quijano had already begun to adopt the anti- Euro-Right in the 1976-78 period.

On Nov. 16-17, 2002, the Spanish Falange and Blascommunist, pro-Franco, pro-Nazi political belief structure
which drove the Pinochet regime. In 1992, he would take the Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva held a meeting in Madrid, attended

by Roberto Fiore of Forza Nuova in Italy, former Argentinenext step of creating an organization in Ibero-America, the
Ibero-American Solidarity Movement (MSIa), at a confer- Army Capt. Gustavo Breide Obeid of the Popular Party for

Reconstruction (PPR), the National Front of France and oth-ence in Tlaxcala, Mexico. Shortly thereafter, Quijano and
those whom he had recruited to his anti-LaRouche operation, ers. On Jan. 26, 2003, Blas Piñar’s Fuerza Nueva and the

Spanish Falange held a follow-up meeting in Madrid. Forzamade direct contact with former DINA head Manuel Con-
treras and other representatives of the Pinochet regime, as Nuova and the National Front were again there. The PPR sent

a message of support, as did Alejandro Peña of Venezuela’smediated through the personal representative of Spanish fas-
cist Blas Piñar. Democratic Bloc. In April 2003, Blas Piñar founded the Al-

ternativa Nacional party in Spain. Piñar’s Alternativa Nacio-Alejandro Peña, also a former LaRouche associate, who
is now head of Venezuela’s Democratic Bloc, travelled at nal and Roberto Fiore’s Forza Nuova work closely with the

Liberta d’Azione of Alessandra Mussolini, the granddaughterQuijano’s bequest to Chile in 1993. Peña was introduced to
Contreras and other high level military officers in the Pinochet of Il Duce.
regime by Eduardo Casarramona Obiols, the personal repre-
sentative of Blas Piñar in Ibero-America, with whom repre- Conclusion

We have now proven that Lyndon LaRouche was abso-sentatives of the MSIa in Mexico came in contact after the
Tlaxcala conference. Casarramona’s relationship to the Pino- lutely correct when he warned that if Bush succeeds in privati-

zing Social Security in the United States, it will be a foot inchet regime was mediated not only through Blas Piñar, but
also through Casarramona’s wife, who was Pinochet’s per- the door for fascism. If we don’t defeat Bush, we are all headed

for the concentration camps.sonal secretary. (At this point, Pinochet had resigned as Presi-
dent, but still controlled the military. A new Constitution had The same synarchist international banking faction that

created Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco from 1922-45, andbeen adopted in the transition to civilian rule.)
Contreras knew that he might be indicted for his involve- which put Pinochet in power in Chile in 1973, is behind the

ment in the assassination of Letelier. On instructions from
Quijano, Peña told Contreras that there was an operation in 12. See footnote 2.
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Cuba. The CNM merged with Orlando Bosch’s umbrella or-
ganization CORU in June 1976, just three months before their
participation in the Letelier assassination. CORU then partici-
pated in the creation of Blas Piñar’s Fascist International in
Rome in October 1976, just one month after that assassina-
tion. Sanchez had been named CIA station chief in Madrid in
August 1976, where he was in a position to coordinate with
Blas Piñar.

Although it is argued by some that the United States did
not direct Operation Condor, it is clear from what we have
presented that elements of the U.S. military and intelligence
community associated historically with the Dulles faction,
did promote Operation Condor, and even if they did not spe-
cifically order such assassinations as that of Letelier, they
permitted such assassinations to occur.

Sanchez was the official CIA liaison with death squads in
Ibero-America. He recruited Cuban exiles to carry out assassi-
nations as early as 1963. He is also known to have workedSpanish fascist Blas
closely with the death squads in Guatdmala. He and othersPiñar worked with the
like him, in the tradition of the Spanish Grand Inquisitorfirst generation of Nazi

war criminals to create Torquemada, have no compunction about cold-blooded mur-
the second generation der and torture.
in the 1970s, and is Today, as we have said, the methods employed by theworking today to

Nazis and by the second generation of fascists associated withcreate a third
Pinochet’s Operation Condor—torture and mass murder—generation.
are already being employed in Bush’s war on terrorism. If
Bush’s drive for privatizing Social Security is not defeated, it
will not be long before the third generation of the Fascistdrive for privatization of Social Security in the United States.

This banking faction led by George “Hjalmar Schacht” Shultz International will be given the support it needs to become the
Brown Shirts of the early 21st Century. Stop them now, beforeboth designed the fascist economic policies of the Pinochet

regime and backed the fascist police state apparatus which it is too late!
was required to implement those policies. This is underscored
by the fact that DINA and its “Economic Brigade” were re- Bibliography
sponsible for supervising the economic policies designed by
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Editorial

A Real Peace of Westphalia

There have been some who have attempted to dismiss Land-Bridge proposals.
EIR’s sources in Lebanon had already communi-Lyndon LaRouche’s concept, of a new Peace of West-

phalia as a model for solving today’s deliberately in- cated to us that the leading figures are looking toward
the Peace of Westphalia concept, and are determinedflamed ethnic hatreds, as impractical and idealistic.

They will be surprised and heartened to read EIR’s inter- not to be manipulated by forces in other nations, who
might wish to touch off a civil war situation in the wakeview next week with Cardinal Nasrallah Sfeir, Maronite

Catholic Patriarch in Lebanon, who gave the interview of the assassination of former Prime Minister Rafik Har-
iri. There have been concerted efforts to prevent ato EIR on March 18.

Patriarch Nasrallah Sfeir granted the interview breakdown along religious lines.
We present here a foretaste of the interview, whichwhile he was on his mission to Washington, D.C. He

had just met with President George W. Bush, and was we will present in full in our next issue.
EIR: As you know, we have been discussing withabout to leave for New York City, where he was sched-

uled to meet with United Nations Secretary General our mutual friends in Lebanon, LaRouche’s concept
of a New Peace of Westphalia, which is based on theKofi Annan.

As a nation populated by diverse religious and concord that brought peace to Europe after the thirty
years war.ethnic groups—Shi’ites, Sunnis, Christians, Druze and

others—with a history of civil wars, and yet with Patriarch: This is our image, and I hope I have
gotten the message across in this country—the messageexperience as an independent democratic nation since

1943, Lebanon is a crucial testing ground for how that what we want in Lebanon is good relations with all
countries in the region. What is good for Lebanon isthe Peace of Westphalia principle can be applied.

That principle was the basis for ending the “religious” what is in the common interests of all of our neighbors.
We, in Lebanon, want peace. We want to be goodconflict that nearly destroyed central Europe in the

early 17th Century. It has two crucial components. friends with all of our neighbors. We want to walk to-
gether hand to hand, heart to heart.The first, is that the parties achieving the peace must

proceed from the standpoint of the “Advantage of EIR: Many have feared the intention of some in the
United States and other countries to use Lebanon as athe Other”: In other words, to put the interest of

the other party ahead of any short-term interest or playing card in the region, as a provocation for war.
Patriarch: I hope all have understood my message.consideration one might have. The second, is that each

party must embrace forgiveness, because dwelling on Lebanon must be independent, sovereign, and free. Up
to now, we have not been free. Now, Syria will havemutual recriminations will make the achievement of

a true peace impossible. This is a matter of particular respect for Lebanon as a sovereign country, and Leba-
non will have respect for Syria as a sovereign country.importance in what’s called the Middle East, where

the conflict of neighbor against neighbor has been Lebanon as a free country must have no interference
from any country in the world. . . .often fierce and bloody.

What is required, therefore, in all those nations EIR: What kind of example do you hope that Leba-
non can be?party to the peace, is a leadership which is big enough

to adopt this perspective. In most cases, it will also Patriarch: I hope that Lebanon can be an example
of peace, of overcoming the problems of the past. Abe crucial to have outside support, especially from

nations who are willing and able to provide credits free nation has no reason for any interference, from any
country, from the outside. When we have peace, we canfor economic development, in the context of a long-

term perspective for growth such as that embodied in create jobs and a hopeful future that can bring our young
people back from all over the world.Lyndon LaRouche’s New Bretton Woods and Eurasian
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